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Introduction  

For centuries mankind has looked to nature for inspiration. One local example is a story of 

how, in 1811, Albrecht Ludwig Berblinger attempted to fly over the Danube in Ulm with his 

self-made hang glider. In preparation for the flight, he had spent years perfecting the glide 

while also observing the flying techniques of owls. However, lack of space for take-off 

coupled with wind condition over the river, unbeknownst at the time, rendered the flight 

unsuccessful. Had he chosen a different spot with more favourable a wind condition, his 

hang glider would have been able to fly. Nevertheless, his observation of the owl flight was 

a great example of how nature has continued to fascinate and inspire us. Nowadays, with 

tools such as microscopes capable of resolution in a nanometre range, scientists are able 

to look into nature in an ever more minute detail. This leads to a better understanding of 

biological processes as well as the relationship between structure and function of naturally 

occurring materials, which in turn has led in the last decades to a manufacturing of so-called 

bio-inspired materials. Properties of biological materials such as, superhydrophobicity, self-

cleaning and drag reduction in fluid flow, to name just a few, are of great interest to scientists 

and engineers alike (Bhushan, 2009).  

 

Arthropod cuticle - an example of how nature employs hierarchy to produce functional 

materials  

In the animal kingdom arthropods dominate. Their distinctive segmented body is covered 

by an exoskeleton called cuticle, making it one of the most common biological materials. 

The cuticle is analogous to our skin in being the body's outermost barrier to an environment, 

and just like skin, it also has protective and receptive functions. The receptive function is 

carried out by the many sensory organs found on the cuticle. Protective work includes 

protection against water loss and parasites (Brusca and Brusca, 2003). Being an 

exoskeleton, the cuticle also has functions analogous to our bone providing sites for muscle 

attachment and support for the body, and the cuticle's hard covering is used for defence 

against predation.  

Like all other biological materials, the cuticle is synthesised by a cellular factory. In bones, 

osteoblasts are responsible for the production of collagen and other proteins that constitute 

the bone's organic matrix. In the case of the cuticle, epithelial cells of the hypodermis 

synthesise chitin and proteins that form the organic matrix of the cuticle. Due to the small 

size of the cells, the production of a biological material is of a bottom up approach. 
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Regulated by the encoding genes, these cells produce building blocks or monomers of large 

polymer molecules, which can assemble to larger units. At some point in the synthesis, the 

products are transported out of the cells and deposited in a hierarchical manner as an 

extracellular matrix. The deposition continues until the final design of a biological material 

is achieved at the macroscopic level.  

The end product of the synthesis of the cuticle's organic matrix has many levels of hierarchy 

(Fig. 1). At the highest end of hierarchy, three main layers compose the cuticle, they are 

from distal to proximal, epi-, exo- and endocuticle with the fourth and most proximal 

membranous layer occasionally present (level VII in Fig.1). The outermost epicuticle is 

mostly composed of proteins, lipids and waxes. It forms surface structures such as scales, 

hairs, those of sensory organs like sensilla, and bristles. The exo-, endocuticle and 

membranous layer, which form the bulk of the cuticle, all contain similarly arranged organic 

matrix. At the smallest level of hierarchy, (level I) monomers of N-acetyl-glucosamine 

polymerise to chitin chains. Nine-teen alpha-chitin chains then orient themselves in an anti-

parallel manner (Vincent, 2002) to form chitin crystallites (level II) that are coated with 

protein (level III) (Blackwell and Weih, 1980). These chitin-protein fibrils can be bundled 

together into fibres (level IV). Fibrils or fibres align parallel to one another to form planes 

(level V), with fibre orientation gradually changing from one plane to the next (level VI). The 

helicoidal superimposition of fibres results in a layered appearance when a cuticle is 

sagittally cut or fractured open, and when the cutting/fracture plane is oblique, a pattern of 

arcs appears within each lamella that is typical of a twisted plywood structure (Bouligand, 

1972). The thickness of "one lamella" or the stacking height is defined as the distance 

between the two planes that have about 180° difference in plane orientation. The horizontal 

lamellae are penetrated by vertical structures called pore canals. They are abundant and 

found in almost all cuticles.  
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Figure 1.  Schematic representation of hierarchical levels of the organic matrix in the lobster cuticle (Nikolov et 

al., 2010). From the smallest to highest level, N-acetyl-glucosamine molecules (I), antiparallel chains of -chitin 

forming chitin crystallites (II), chitin–protein nanofibrils (III), chitin–protein fibres (IV), a plane of parallel chitin-

protein fibrils/fibres perforated by pore canals (micrograph from Fabritius et al., 2009) (V), twisted plywood of 

chitin-protein planes (VI), the three layers constituting the cuticle, from top to bottom, epi-, exo- and endocuticle 

(VII). From Nikolov et al. (2010) (Fig. 1), with permission from John Wiley and Sons.  
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Its components and structural modification determine properties of the cuticle 

The cuticle covering the entire body of the arthropod is composed of several skeletal 

elements each of which has its own distinct function(s). For instance, an eye cuticle must 

be able to refract light, appendages are involved in locomotion, and mandibles are used for 

cutting and grinding. The mechanical properties of the elements range from hard cuticle 

used for protection against predators to soft and flexible cuticle called arthrodial membrane 

that connects neighbouring skeletal elements together and allows them to move relative to 

each other. While the basic components of these skeletal elements are all similar, the 

properties of the cuticle can be modified to meet the specific demands of different skeletal 

elements. What can be modified includes the orientation of the chitin-protein fibrils/fibres, 

type of protein, water content and degree of cross-linking of the protein, and extent of 

mineralisation (Vincent and Wegst, 2004).  

As described above, a chitin nanofibril consists of polymer chains of chitin. Sugar residues 

– building blocks of the chitin chain – are linked between the chains within the nanofibril by 

hydrogen bonds. This imparts stiffness and chemical stability (Vincent and Wegst, 2004). 

Although it has never been specifically measured, the stiffness of these 

nanofibrils/nanofibres is at least 150 GPa, based on the observation that cellulose is about 

130 GPa and the extra bonding (Fig. 2) in the chitin crystallite should stiffen it further 

(Eichhorn communicating with the authors of Vincent and Wegst, 2004). Chitin stiffness as 

estimated by Eichhorn, however, is slightly higher than that computed by a simulation. 

According to Nikolov et al. (2010), a single strand of chitin crystallite has an elastic modulus 

of 119 GPA in the axial direction, while that in the transverse direction is four times smaller, 

reflecting the much stronger covalent bonding in the axial direction as opposed to the weak 

hydrogen bonding in the transverse direction 

 

 

Figure 2. Structures of a chitin molecule (left) (http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chitin) and a cellulose molecule (right) 

(http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cellulose). Circled are functional groups that can be H-bonded to those on adjacent 
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polymer chains. The amine acetyl group (NHCOCH3) of chitin provides more sites for H-bonding as opposed to 

the hydroxyl group (OH) of cellulose resulting in chitin having increased tensile stiffness compared to cellulose.  

In fibrous materials like chitin, strong covalent bonds along the direction of the chain as 

opposed to weak H-bonds in the transverse direction contribute to the high anisotropy of 

the materials. In order to have a more isotropic material, chitin fibrils/fibres twist between 

planes in most arthropod cuticles. However, where necessary, planes do not twist. In plane 

stiffness of parallel chitin fibrils/fibres is about three times as much when compared to the 

twisted plywood-like structure (Vincent and Wegst, 2004). This modification of the cuticle is 

found in structures where high stiffness only in one direction is needed, such as in 

ovipositors adapted as wood drills and in an insect piercing proboscis (Neville, 1998).  

Closely associated with chitin crystallites is a proteinaceous matrix. There are many 

cuticular proteins and they are varied (Coblentz et al., 1998; Compère et al., 2002). These 

structural proteins very likely play a role in the cuticle's mechanics (Vincent and Wegst, 

2004). One intensively studied cuticular protein, which exhibits remarkable elasticity and 

can influence greatly the mechanical properties of the cuticle, is the rubber-like resilin (Weis-

Fogh, 1960; Andersen and Weis-Fogh, 1964).  

Resilin has a Young’s modulus of about 1 MPa, whereas soft cuticle's stiffness ranges from 

1 kPa to 50 MPa and hard cuticle from 1 to 20 GPa (Vincent and Wegst, 2004). 

Mechanically, it is highly deformable and shows almost perfect elastic recovery (Andersen 

and Weis-Fogh, 1964). It is found at many joints and tendons of arthropods where fast, 

repeated actions or elastic energy storage are required (Weis-Fogh, 1960). In cicadas, the 

sound producing tymbals contain resilin (Fonseca and Bennet-Clark, 1998). Click beetles 

(Sannasi, 1969) and fleas (Bennet-Clark and Lucey, 1967; Rothschild and Schlein, 1975; 

Rothschild et al., 1975) can store some energy for jumping in resilin. In coleopterans where 

hind wings are used for the flight and must also be foldable, resilin is found at locations of 

extra flexibility in the wings (Haas, 1999; Haas et al., 2000). Froghoppers (Cercopoidea) 

combine the stiffness of the chitinous cuticle with the elasticity of resilin making them the 

fastest among insect jumpers. Muscle contractions bend the cuticle of the pleural arch with 

little deformation, thereby storing energy in the stiffer chitinous part of the cuticle needed for 

the jumping, while the easily deformed resilin rapidly returns its stored energy and thus 

restores the body to its original shape after a jump and allows repeated jumping (Burrows 

et al., 2008).  

When higher stiffness and hardness are needed, a cuticle can be modified by a process 

called sclerotisation. The process is widespread in insects. They employed it in varying 
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degrees to modify the mechanical properties of different skeletal elements. There are still 

differing opinions on how the stiffness of the cuticle is modified in the sclerotisation process. 

Pryor (1940) and Andersen (2010) believed that the process involves cross-linking of 

cuticular proteins by phenolic compounds, which would result in increased stiffness of the 

cuticle, decreased water content and increased resistance towards enzymatic degradation. 

However, Vincent and Hillerton (1979) and Vincent and Ablett (1987) argued that the 

increased stiffness is more likely a result of dehydration and that in terms of mechanical 

changes associated with sclerotisation, cross-linking alone would not be enough for such 

increase in stiffness observed (Vincent, 1980).    

In addition to sclerotisation, crustaceans strengthen their cuticle further using minerals. It is 

mostly mineralised by calcium carbonate and, to a lesser extent, calcium phosphate. CaCO3 

exists in crustacean cuticle in two phases, crystalline calcite and amorphous calcium 

carbonate (ACC). Calcium phosphate is found mostly in an amorphous phase, with the 

exception of the dactyl club of stomatopod Odontodactylus scyllarus, where crystalline 

hydroxyapatite is located on the impact region of the club (Weaver et al., 2012), and in the 

mandible of freshwater crayfish Cherax quadricarinatus, where fluoroapatite is found on the 

mandible's anterior molar (Bentov et al., 2012). Together with the hierarchical arrangement 

of the organic phase, the different types, phases and also spatial distribution of the mineral 

dictate the performance of the crustacean cuticle.  

The crystalline phase of a mineral where constituent atoms have long-range order 

arrangement, is much stiffer and harder than when the mineral is of an amorphous phase. 

Usually in one skeletal element, both phases coexist with varying degrees depending on 

the requirement of certain regions within the cuticle. For instance, in the dactyl club of O. 

scyllarus, the stiff and hard impact region, where the cuticle comes into contact upon striking 

a prey, contains crystalline calcium phosphate, while the more flexible and softer periodic 

region underneath contains a mixture of amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) and ACC 

(Weaver et al., 2012). The presence of ACC in biological organisms, for it being a 

metastable phase (in vitro ACC readily transforms into one of the more stable crystalline 

phases), requires stabilisers. These include phosphates, proteins (Aizenberg et al., 1996; 

Bentov et al., 2010) and magnesium (Aizenberg et al., 2002; Loste et al., 2003). Moreover, 

a work by Sato et al. (2011) found in the cuticle of crayfish Procambarus clarkii two 

phosphorus-containing compounds, phosphoenolpyruvate and 3-phosphoglycerate, to play 

an important role in stabilising ACC. 
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Moulting allows the growth of arthropods confined in a hard, rigid exoskeleton 

The hard external cuticle, despite its excellent performance, does have a drawback; it 

confines the animal into a rigid space, thus preventing its growth. However, in order to grow, 

arthropods circumvent this restriction by shedding the old cuticle and then replace it with a 

new and larger cuticle in a process called moulting. In crustaceans, whose cuticle is 

mineralised, moulting, particularly in terrestrial animals, involves an interesting strategy to 

preserve the mineral by resorption and then storage, before it is used again to mineralise 

the new cuticle. The moulting cycle of a crustacean can be assigned into four stages, which 

are intermoult, premoult, moult or ecdysis (the shedding of the cuticle), and postmoult.  

Many crustaceans spend most of their life in intermoult during which all of the cuticular 

layers (epi-, exo-, endocuticle and occasionally membranous layer) are complete. The 

hypodermis is at its reduced state with the epithelial cells in contact with the cuticle being 

extremely squamous (Roer and Dillaman, 1984). Golgi complex and endoplasmic reticulum 

activities are at minimum. In crustaceans, cytoplasmic extensions, that form the pore canals, 

are structurally intact and contain cytoplasmic residues (Green and Neff, 1972; Seidl et al., 

2011) and/or the pore canals are partially mineralised (Travis, 1963; Travis and Friberg, 

1963; Hegdahl et al., 1977a, b, c; Seidl et al., 2011; Seidl and Ziegler, 2012).  

The ensuing premoult period begins with the onset of apolysis – the separation of the 

hypodermis from the cuticle – creating a space in between called ecdysial gap. Apolysis is 

controlled by the hormone hydroxy ecdysone, which induces the secretion of chitinase and 

protease (Jeuniaux, 1959a, b; Bade and Stinson, 1978) leading to the dissolution of the 

most proximal stacks of the cuticle, severing the pore canals in the process (Green and 

Neff, 1972). The hypodermal cells, which are the powerhouse of the new cuticle secretion, 

increase in height and complexity changing their appearance from squamous to columnar 

(Roer and Dillaman, 1984). Epi- and exocuticle of the new cuticle are deposited during 

premoult, as a result they are sometimes collectively referred to as pre-exuvial layers. 

Partial resorption of the old cuticle (mostly of the endocuticle) occurs alongside the pre-

exuvial deposition (Travis, 1965; Roer, 1980). In many crustaceans, mineral is resorbed 

from the old cuticle and transported to a temporary deposit. The morphology and location 

of the deposit varies within the taxon (Luquet and Marin, 2004). In decapods, mineral is 

resorbed and stored either in haemolymph, a midgut gland called hepatopancreas, or as 

gastroliths, which are located in the cardiac stomach wall of the animal. In animals that store 

calcium in the haemolymph, during premoult the concentration of calcified granules that are 

of around 0.25 µm in diameter is 150 times more than during intermoult (Sparkes and 
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Greenaway, 1984). Most marine crabs store calcium phosphate in the hepatopancreas 

(Greenaway, 1985), while in other decapods that utilise gastroliths, the mineral in the 

deposit is predominantly amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) (Takagi et al., 2000). Luquet 

et al. (2013) reported the presence of calcite in some gastrolith samples of freshwater 

crayfish; however, the authors did not rule out the possibility of calcite formation through 

recrystallisation of ACC during sample preparation since its location was confined to artificial 

fractures of the gastrolith samples, into which aqueous solution could penetrate. In 

amphipods, the animals store calcium in paired diverticula of the midgut called posterior 

ceca or, by some, in the gut itself (Luquet and Marin, 2004). In cave-dwelling amphipod 

Niphargus virei, calcium is stored as calcite spherulites in the posterior ceca and as 

rhomboidal calcite structures in the midgut (Greenaway, 1985; Luquet and Marin, 2004). 

However, in Orchestia cavimana, which live in moist biotopes, the storage site in the two 

posterior ceca contains ACC only (Raz et al., 2002). 

After completion of premoult, ecdysis, or the shedding of what is left of the cuticle after 

partial resorption in premoult, occurs. Its own shed cuticle or exuviae, which is composed 

mostly of the exocuticle of the old cuticle, is eaten by many arthropod species, presumably 

to recycle the nutrients found in the old cuticle (Mira, 2000).   

At postmoult, the initial events following ecdysis are the tanning (hardening) of the 

exocuticle by the sclerotisation process (Roer and Dillaman, 1984). Crustaceans also 

mineralise their cuticle with calcium from their storage deposits and calcium taken up 

through their gills (Neufeld and Cameron, 1994). The formation of the endocuticle and 

membranous layer takes place after the moult; hence, they are sometimes called post-

exuvial layers. At the end of this stage, cellular activities of the hypodermis decrease and 

once they have entered intermoult, the epithelial cells directly beneath the cuticle resume 

their squamous shape.  

Within the Crustacea, isopods represent a unique group concerning moulting and deserve 

to be treated separately. They moult in two halves, first the posterior then the anterior (Fig. 

3). The anterior half includes the cephalothorax (formed by the fusion of the head and the 

first thoracomere or thorax segment), and the second to fifth thoracomeres. Between the 

fifth and sixth thoracomeres lies the border separating the anterior from the posterior half. 

The second to eighth thoracomeres, each of which contains a pair of walking legs or 

pereiopods, form the pereion. Hence, the second thoracomere is also known as the first 

pereiomere, third thoracomere as second pereiomere and so on and so forth (Fig. 3). In 

other words, the border between the anterior and posterior halves, which occurs in the 
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biphasic moulting, lies in between the fourth and the fifth pereiomeres. This biphasic moult 

means at one time an isopod can be both in premoult and postmoult, creating an in-between 

stage called intramoult. The biphasic moult has several advantages, including the capability 

of some movement at moult making the animals less vulnerable to predators (Price and 

Holdich, 1980a), the full functionality in one half of the body of the exoreceptors (Price and 

Holdich, 1980b) as well as the defensive tegument glands (Gorvett, 1956), and, in terrestrial 

species, the reduced excessive transpiration through new permeable cuticle (Price and 

Holdich, 1980a). The moult is also associated with mating in some isopod species (Johnson 

1985; Suzuki et al., 2013). 

Since the first half to moult is the posterior, calcium resorption begins here. Calcium from 

the posterior cuticle is resorbed and stored in a temporary deposit, which varies within the 

Isopoda. Many species such as Porcellio scaber, Oniscus asellus and Tylos europaeus 

store calcium in the form of ACC in the ecdysial space of the anterior sternites (Steel, 1982; 

Becker et al., 2003; Ziegler, 2003). Additionally, T. europaeus also have calcium phosphate 

deposits within the ventral integument of the first three pleomeres (Ziegler, 2003). Helleria 

brevicornis do not possess sternal storage structures but store calcium as numerous 

calcium carbonate spherules in the lateral fatty tissue and between hypodermis cells, while 

trichoniscid species, in addition to sternal deposits, have calcium deposits of various shapes 

that lie within the haemolymph space (Ziegler, 2003).  

After posterior ecdysis, calcium from the storage deposit is used to mineralise the new 

posterior cuticle. At this time, the anterior half of the body is preparing for moult. It resorbs 

calcium from the old anterior cuticle and uses it, in addition to the calcium from the deposit, 

to mineralise the posterior cuticle. The exuviae, which is composed mainly of calcite after 

most of ACC is resorbed (Neues et al., 2011), is eaten by many terrestrial species. It is 

thought that the ingested exuviae provides calcium for the new anterior cuticle (Ziegler and 

Scholz, 1997; Ziegler et al., 2017).  
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Figure 3. Armadillidium frontirostre Budde-Lund, 1885 shedding the posterior exuviae. Note the difference 

between the fresh cuticle of the posterior half and the old cuticle about to be shed of the anterior half. The border 

between the anterior and posterior halves lies between the fifth and sixth thoracomere, in other words, the fourth 

and fifth pereiomere. Image courtesy of Prof. Elisabeth Hornung. 
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Terrestrial isopods are the crustacean's most successful group that has conquered the land  

Isopods constitute a large order within the class Crustacea. They are distributed in a wide 

range of biotopes. Marine species are found from the bottom of the ocean floor to littoral 

zones. In freshwater environments, they live in lakes, rivers and caves. Terrestrial isopods 

inhabit supralittoral zones, mesic habitats like woodlands and mountains, and also xeric 

habitats like deserts (Edney, 1968). Some isopods such as the common woodlouse (O. 

asellus), rough woodlouse (P. scaber) and pill bug Armadillidium vulgare have been 

distributed worldwide by humans and become cosmopolitan species. 

In appearance, isopods are distinguished from other crustaceans in their lack of carapace 

as opposed to crabs, lobsters or shrimps. Their body is dorsoventrally flattened, which sets 

them apart from the closely related amphipods, whose body is laterally compressed. Most 

of them have seven pairs of equally shaped pereiopods (walking legs). 

Among 9000 known species of isopods, about 3500 are terrestrial (Oniscidea). In contrast 

to decapods, which rely on water resources at reproduction, the Oniscidea are the only 

group within the Crustacea that can live totally independently from limnic water sources.  

Through the course of evolution, the path of the Isopoda from sea to land went through 

seashores and then probably through tropical and cloud rainforests that are in the vicinity 

of the coasts. A number of morphological, physiological and ethological adaptations 

contribute to their success on land (Edney, 1960; Gruner, 1993).  

1. The dorsoventrally flattened body plan keeps the animal pressed to the ground, 

thereby protecting the soft ventral side against massive loss of water.  

2. The mineralisation of cuticle reduces the effect of desiccation.  

3. Their nocturnal activities shield them from dehydration caused by the sun.  

4. A marsupium allows embryonic development to occur in aqueous environment 

within the protected chamber. 

5. The location of the respiratory organs at the pleon leads to the development of the 

heart within the pleon as well. This setting did not then require much change as the 

isopods made a journey from water to land. The flattened and overlaying pleopods 

could manage with only gill breathing at the beginning of the journey to land.  

6. The biphasic moult restricts water loss through the new cuticle to only one half of 

the body at a time.  
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7. The excretion through ammonia was retained, unlike in other terrestrial arthropods, 

which have solid excretion like urea, for example. The excretion in isopods is tightly 

linked with the water balance of the body. 

A unique feature all oniscideans have in common is the so-called water conducting system. 

The water conducting system consists of two ventral shallow grooves occupied by rows of 

large scales originating from the maxillar-nephridium, passing near the lateral edge on either 

side of the body and terminating at the pleopods (Fig. 4) (Hoese, 1981). The maxillar-

nephridium is a secretion organ, from which urine flows towards the posterior by capillary 

forces through the water conducting system. The increased surface by the many structures 

of the grooves facilitates the vaporisation of ammonia from the secretion. At the pleopods, 

urine moistens the gas exchange surface before it is absorbed back to the body through the 

hindgut (Hoese, 1981). Through the system, loss of excessive water associated with urine 

excretion is prevented.  

There are two types of the water conducting system; a Ligia-type and a Porcellio-type. The 

former is an open system, so called because the animals can take up water from the 

environment through surface structures in the sixth and seventh pereiopods (Fig. 5). Water 

travels up the legs by capillary force and mixes with urine from the maxillar-nephridium. This 

type is found in members of the Diplochaeta and Synochaeta, which live in moist habitats. 

The Porcellio-type is a closed system (Fig. 4). In addition to the ventral structures described 

above, animals of the Porcellio-type also have dorsal ducts running along the posterior edge 

of each tergite (Fig. 4C). In this type, only urine flows through the water conducting system. 

It is found in members of the Oniscidae, Porcellionidae and Armadillidiidae, which are 

distributed in drier habitats in comparison to animals of the Ligia-type. Those of the 

Porcellio-type are able to manage their water balance without taking up extra fluid water. 

Terrestrial isopods can also take up water through so-called water vapour absorption (WVA) 

(Wright and Machin, 1990). The site of the WVA is the ventral pleon where the hyperosmotic 

uptake-fluid absorbs water from air through an osmatic gradient (Wright and Machin, 1990). 

The WVA is physiologically linked with ammonia volatilisation at the pleon (Wright and 

O’Donnell, 1993).  
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Figure 4. The water conducting system. (A) Schematic overview of the system on the ventral side in P. scaber. 

(Hoese, 1981). Black arrows depict the direction of the fluid flow. (B) Scanning electron micrograph showing the 

structures of the system on the ventral side (white arrows) in P. scaber. (C) Schematic overview of the dorsal 

grooves found in the Porcellio-type (Hoese, 1981). Black arrows depict the direction of the fluid flow. Fig. 4a and 

C in this work are reprinted by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer 

Nature, Zoomorphology, Hoese, 1981, appearing as Figs. 2b and 1a, respectively, in the original article. 
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Figure 5. The water conducting system of the Ligia-type. (A) Schematic drawing of an animal of this type taking 

up water from a puddle with their paired sixth and seventh pereiopod (Hoese, 1981). Reprinted by permission 

from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Zoomorphology, Hoese, 1981, 

appearing as Fig. 1b in the original article. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of a seventh pereiopod of H. 

brevicornis showing structures of the open water conducting system. 

 

The three terrestrial isopods that are a subject of this work, Helleria brevicornis Ebner, 1868, 

Tylos europaeus Arcangeli, 1938, and Porcellio scaber Latreille, 1804, live in different 

habitats. H. brevicornis live in the litter and humus horizons of humid soil in forests near 

rivers endemic to islands of the Tyrrhenian See (Vandel, 1960 cited in Gentile et al., 2010). 

T. europaeus are found on the upper zones of sandy shores along the Mediterranean and 

Atlantic coasts of Europe. P. scaber are already well adapted to drier climates and inhabit 
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rather mesic habitats. Phylogenetically, H. brevicornis and T. europaeus are closely related. 

Both of them belong to the family Tylidae, while P. scaber belong to the large taxon 

Crinochaeta that contains many different families (Fig. 6).  

 

       Ligiidae 

       Tylidae (T. europaeus and H. brevicornis)  

       Mesoniscidae  

       Synochaeta   

       Crinochaeta (P. scaber) 

Figure 6. Phylogenetic relations of the Oniscidea based on morphological and anatomical data proposed by 

Erhard (1996) 

 

Terrestrial isopods can be grouped into a number of different ecomorphological types 

depending on their strategies to avoid predation and/or behavioural patterns (Schmalfuss, 

1984). H. brevicornis and T. europaeus roll themselves into a sphere, exposing only the 

hard cuticle on the dorsal side to the predator while keeping the soft ventral part inside. 

Their cuticle surface is rather smooth making it hard for the predator to grab or unroll them. 

In addition, these conglobating species can roll away in their spherical posture and may 

even roll out of sight provided they are foraging on an oblique substrate. Generally, the 

rollers have short legs and walk slowly, relying on their thick and strongly mineralised 

cuticle. In contrast to the aforementioned species, P. scaber cannot roll themselves into a 

sphere. They avoid predation by clinging tightly to the substrate, the behaviour reflected in 

their flattened body and more flexible cuticle. They also have long legs and a relatively 

lighter cuticle, which enable them to run away from the predator as a second option 

(Schmalfuss, 1984). Hence, according to their predation avoidance strategy, P. scaber are 

a clinger/runner type as opposed to the rollers H. brevicornis and T. europaeus 
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The cuticular architecture of each skeletal element is diverse reflecting its specific 

function(s). The joint system, where the leg is connected to the body, has a unique cuticular 

structure and composition.  

As described earlier, an exoskeleton that covers the entire animal body is a system of 

joined-together skeletal elements that have diverse functions. The structure and chemical 

composition of each element reflects the specific function associated with it. Earlier works 

on cuticle of isopods have centred mainly on tergites (Becker et al., 2005; Neues et al., 

2007; Hild et al., 2008, 2009; Seidl et al., 2011), which have functions mainly in protection, 

sensing and as sites for muscle attachment. However, of late the scope of isopod cuticular 

study has broadened out to include other skeletal elements such as eye cuticle (Alagboso 

et al., 2014) and mandibles (Huber et al., 2014, 2015) in an attempt to understand in a 

comparative manner the structure/composition-function relationship of different elements 

that constitute the isopod exoskeleton.  

This work on the joint cuticle is part of the research focused on the diversification in 

architecture of cuticular elements of isopods (or in a wider sense of crustaceans). The joint, 

which serves as an articulating point between the pereiopod and the main body of the 

animal, plays a direct and crucial role in movement. Originally the focus of this study was 

on the proximal end of the basis (the most proximal segment of the pereiopod), but due to 

observation of interesting deviations of the support structures of the basis and coxal plate, 

the scope of the thesis was broadened to include the parts of the coxal plate and the basis 

that interact within the joint system (Fig. 7) as well as the thin flexible membrane cuticle 

called arthrodial membrane that connects the two cuticular elements together. However, 

the time constraints of the thesis prevented the completion of the thorough research on the 

supportive structures of the basis and the coxal plate, with some parts left uninvestigated. 

Nevertheless, the results are sufficient to indicate a number of interesting adaptations found 

in the basis, the coxal plate and the arthrodial membrane cuticles, which deviate from the 

cuticles of other skeletal elements. The adaptations are likely a result of the specific 

functions in movement and support that these skeletal elements have. While some 

adaptations occur throughout all species studied, others are more species-specific. In many 

aspects, the joint cuticle of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus are quite similar to each other 

in structure and composition, whereas that of P. scaber stands out from the former two, 

likely a reflection of the close relationship of the two species of the Tylidae and the difference 

in behaviour of the animals in defence – rolling into sphere in H. brevicornis and T. 

europaeus versus clinging to the substrate or running away in P. scaber. 
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Figure 7. Scanning electron micrographs of the ventral side of T. europaeus. (A) An overview of the ventral side 

of the whole animal. (B) An area marked with a rectangle in (A). The joint in this study refers to the proximal end 

of the pereiopod basis and the part of the coxal plate that is in immediate contact with the basis.  
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Materials and methods 

Animals 

All animals subjected to the study must show no signs of moult. The three species were 

collected from different locations and kept in the laboratory under conditions described 

below.  

H. brevicornis were from Sardinia and kindly provided by Dr. Alexandro Campanaro 

(Department of Animal and Human Biology, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy).  

Maintained in laboratory culture, they were kept in a plastic container filled with moist soil 

and tree barks. The container was watered regularly. They were fed with potatoes, carrots 

and dry oak leaves.  

T. europaeus were collected from Collelungo Beach (Alberese, Province of Grosseto, 

Tuscany, Italy) and kindly provided by Prof. Stefano Taiti (Institute of Ecosystem Study, 

National Research Council, Florence, Italy). Some of the animals were prepared right after 

they arrived in the laboratory. Others were kept in a plastic container containing layered 

tissue paper moistened by artificial seawater, with the paper replaced every two weeks. The 

animals were fed with tablets of fish food.  

P. scaber were collected from local biotopes near Ulm, kept under similar conditions and 

fed similarly as for H. brevicornis. Only the soil was kept less moist.  

 

Light microscopy (LM) 

Joints were dissected in a solution containing 0.5 mol L-1 ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

(EDTA), 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2% paraformaldehyde and 0.25 mol L-1 HEPES at pH 7.8 

and incubated in the same solution for 4 days at 4°C for simultaneous fixation and 

decalcification. Then, the joints were washed three times in bi-distilled water for 10 minutes 

each, and postfixed for 1 hour in an aqueous solution of 1% OsO4 and 0.8% K4[Fe(CN)6]. 

Samples were then washed 3 times with bi-distilled water for 10 minutes each, dehydrated 

in an ascending series of isopropanol, block-contrasted by 0.5 wt% uranyl acetate in 

ethanol, washed 3 times in isopropanol and twice in acetone for approximately 4 minutes 

each. Joints were embedded in EPON resin and 500 nm sections were cut with a “Histo”-

type diamond knife (Diatome, Switzerland) using a Reichert Ultracut S ultramicrotome 

(Leica, Germany). The sections were stained with an aqueous toluidine blue solution and 
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imaged with a Zeiss Axiopot 1 light microscope (Zeiss, Germany). Micrographs were 

recorded using a Spot Camera operated via the Spot Advanced software (Visitron Systems 

GmbH, Germany).  

 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Samples were prepared in the same manner as for light microscopy. However, specimens 

embedded in EPON resin were cut into 40-70 nm sections with an “Ultra”-type diamond 

knife (Diatome) and a Reichert Ultracut S ultramicrotome (Leica). The sections were placed 

on carbon-coated formvar films on copper hole grids, stained for 10 minutes with uranyl 

acetate and for 1 minute with lead citrate and viewed with a JEOL-1400 TEM (JEOL, Japan) 

at 120 kV.  

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Animals were prepared in 100% methanol to prevent dissolution of ACC (Becker et al., 

2003). Joints were dissected during the preparation. To remove residual saline, samples 

were washed in bi-distilled water for 2 seconds, transferred quickly to methanol to remove 

water, and then left to air-dry. For overview and surface imaging, whole animals or individual 

joint parts were sputter coated with 20 nm gold/palladium using MED 010 (Balzers, 

Liechtenstein) and imaged with a Zeiss 962 SEM (Zeiss) at an acceleration voltage of 5-10 

kV for secondary electron micrographs and 20 kV for back-scattered electron micrograph. 

For detailed study of the ultrastructure, the dry joint parts were glued onto aluminium holders 

and then either fractured or polished. Fractured inner faces of the cuticle were achieved by 

breaking open the joints with a razor blade either by hand or with the help of a 

micromanipulator (Leica). To polish the joint heads, a Reichert Ultracut ultramicrotome 

(Leica) was used. Glass knives were used first to cut thicker sections of 200-300 nm until a 

desired plane within the joint part was exposed, then a diamond knife (Diatome) was 

advanced successively by 70, 50, 30, 20, 15, and 10 nm for at least 15 cuts each (Fabritius 

et al., 2005). To reveal in detail the organisation of organic fibres, some of the polished 

samples were etched at pH 8 in a solution containing 0.1 mol L-1 HEPES and 2.5% 

glutaraldehyde. After 20 seconds of etching, the samples were washed 3 times in 100% 

isopropanol, 10 minutes each, and then critical point dried (Seidl et al., 2011). All of the 

fractured, polished, and etched samples were rotary shadowed at an angle of 45° with 3-4 

nm platinum using a BAF 300 (Balzers). Samples were analysed using a Hitachi S-5200 
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FE-SEM (Hitachi, Japan) at an acceleration voltage of 4 kV and an emission current of 10 

µA. 

 

Low voltage scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) 

As a supplement to TEM, some thin sections prepared as described above were imaged 

with STEM. The Hitachi S-5200 FE-SEM equipped with a STEM detector was used for dark-

field imaging at an acceleration voltage of 30 kV and an emission current of 20 µA.  Polished 

block specimens prepared as described above were cut dry using an “Ultra 35°”-type 

diamond knife (Diatome) to get 40-70 nm thick sections of non-demineralised cuticle (Seidl 

et al., 2011). Sections were transferred to carbon-coated formvar films on 300 mesh copper 

EM-grids and coated with 3 nm of carbon.  

 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)  

The Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was performed on polished planes coated with 

3 nm of carbon. The Hitachi S-5200 FE-SEM equipped with a Phoenix (EDAX, USA) X-ray 

detector system and GENESIS software was used for the analysis. The FE-SEM was set 

to an acceleration voltage of 20 kV. Elemental maps were recorded at a pixel resolution of 

512 x 400 and a dwell time of 200 µs per pixel leading to 88 full scans per hour. For every 

pixel, a full spectrum was recorded and stored (spectral mapping). For each scan, spectra 

were integrated for every pixel allowing for standardless background-corrected calculation 

of atomic ratios for selected regions within the maps. A drift correction implemented in the 

GENESIS software was used to avoid reduction of spatial resolution by specimen drift. 

 

Scanning confocal µ-Raman spectroscopic imaging (SCµ-RSI) 

SCµ-RSI was performed on polished joint parts prepared in the same fashion as for SEM 

imaging. A scanning confocal Raman microscope from WiTec, Germany (Alpha-300R) was 

used, operated with an NdYag laser at 532 nm at an intensity of 8 mW. A Nikon (50x, air, 

NA = 0.8) objective lens (Nikon, Japan) and a piezo-driven scan stage ensured a lateral 

spatial resolution of 300 nm (x and y axes). The spatial resolution in the z-axis was about 

500 nm. The Rayleigh peak was suppressed using a holographic edge filter. Applying a 

diffraction grating with 600 grooves per cm, a spectral resolution of approximately 3 cm-1 
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was achieved for a full spectrum ranging from 0 to 3750 cm-1. The incident light was 

polarized either by 0° (P0°) or 90° (P90°). 

All spectra were recorded with the WiTec-Control acquisition software (WiTec GmbH). 

Samples were imaged with a raster of 9 pixels per 1 µm2. At each pixel, a full Raman 

spectrum was recorded with an integration time of 0.5 second. Employing the WiTec-Project 

software (Version 2_08, WiTec GmbH) (Schmidt et al., 2005) for each pixel, the band for 

the external (lattice) vibration between 260-310 cm-1 (Calcite), that for symmetric stretching 

vibration of carbonate between 1070-1100 cm-1 (Carbonate), for C-H and CH2 stretching 

vibration between 2800-3100 cm-1 (Organic) [chitin and protein] and for phosphate 

vibration between 930 and 980 cm-1 (Phosphate) were integrated. For imaging of calcite, 

total carbonate, organic material and phosphate distributions, the integrated values were 

plotted in x-y coordinates according to intensity in red, orange, green and cyan, respectively. 

A synthetic calcite single crystal, amorphous calcium carbonate from the sternal deposits of 

P. scaber, chitin from purified crab shell (Sigma Aldrich, USA), bovine serum albumin 

(Sigma Aldrich) as a protein standard, hydroxyapatite, and ACP from the pleoventral 

deposits of T. europaeus (Ziegler, 2003) were used as references (Fig. 88).  
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Results 

Morphological characteristics 

As described in the introduction, the joint cuticle in this study refers to the articulation 

between the proximal end of the pereiopod basis and the socket structure of the coxal plate. 

Figure 8 shows one half of the ventral side of H. brevicornis (8A), T. europaeus (8B) and P. 

scaber (8C) exposing seven morphologically similar articulations of bases and coxal plates. 

For simplicity, the end of the pereiopod basis will be referred throughout the dissertation as 

condyle and the socket structure of the coxal plate simply as socket (Fig. 9). There are three 

parts within the condyle and three corresponding others of the socket that are of interest in 

the study. The three parts of the condyle are called, anterior, middle and posterior condyle, 

while those of the socket are anterior, middle and posterior socket (Fig. 9).  

The middle condyle resembles a curved half-tube that fits into the middle socket and whose 

proximal end points towards the latero-posterior or posterior direction (Figs. 9 and 10A and 

B). The surface is covered by scales varying in degree of coverage from very dense in H. 

brevicornis (Fig. 9A), to moderate in T. europaeus (Fig. 9B) and restricted to a medio-distal 

region in P. scaber (Fig. 9C). Distal to the middle condyle, the basis widens forming the 

posterior and anterior condyle (Fig. 9). When removed from the socket and turned, the 

condyle reveals its ventral side, which is open towards the inside of the base (Fig. 10B). 

The view from anterior (Fig. 10C) shows the curvature of the middle condyle while the 

posterior side view (Fig. 10D) reveals that the cuticle bends towards the inside leading to a 

truncation of the structure. The musculature of the condyle comprises 4-5 groups of muscles 

(Fig. 11). Two flexors are connected to the base of the condyle (Fig. 11A), one connection 

(No. 1) located between the posterior condyle and the ventral side of the basis and the other 

(No. 2) between the anterior condyle and the ventral side of the basis. In H. brevicornis and 

T. europaeus, two extensors are connected to the middle condyle (Fig. 11B, shown for H. 

brevicornis only), one connection at its anterior side (No. 3) and the other at the tip (No. 4). 

In P. scaber, a third extensor is found connected to the tip of the middle condyle (No. 5 of 

Fig. 11C). All five of the insertion points are shown in Fig. 11D. All muscles that are involved 

in the movement of the condyle, in other words of the basis, are anchored to the underside 

of the tergite (Fig. 12). 
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Figure 8. Backscattered electron (BSE) micrograph of the ventral side of H. brevicornis (A), and SEM 

micrographs of the ventral side of T. europaeus (B) and P. scaber (C) showing the bases of seven walking legs 

attached to their coxal plates. The seventh pereiopod in A is marked to show the coxal plate, socket, basis and 

condyle. White arrowheads mark some of the well visible rows of scales that form part of the water conducting 

system. 
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Figure 9. BSE micrograph of a joint of H. brevicornis (A), and SEM micrographs of a joint of T. europaeus (B) 

and P. scaber (C) that consists of a condyle and a socket. Six parts that are of interest in the study are labelled 

in C.  
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Figure 10. SEM micrographs of the condyle from different viewing angles; ac, anterior condyle; mc, middle 

condyle; pc, posterior condyle.  
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Figure 11. SEM micrographs of the musculature of the condyle. Arrowheads depict the flexors (No. 1 and 2) and 

extensors (No. 3, 4 and 5) of the condyle. In H. brevicornis and T. europaeus (B), there are two extensors (No. 

3 and 4) at the anterior side (No. 3) and at the tip (No. 4) of the middle condyle (shown for H. brevicornis only). 

While in P. scaber (C), there is an extra extensor (No. 5) at the tip of the middle condyle. In C, the black dashed 

line marks the shape of the middle condyle and the white dashed arrows indicate the direction of the extensor 

muscles. Figure D shows all five locations of muscle attachments to the condyle; ac, anterior condyle; mc, middle 

condyle; pc, posterior condyle. The white dashed arrows indicate the direction of the muscles.  
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Figure 12. SEM micrographs showing the muscles of the condyle anchored to the underside of the tergite. White 

arrowheads mark the muscle fibres.  
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The socket, a rigid structure surrounding the moving condyle, has a similar morphology 

through all three species. However, while the middle and anterior socket remain 

comparable, the morphology of the posterior socket, shaped like a process that juts in 

between the middle and posterior condyle, changes from the anterior to the posterior half 

of the body (Fig. 13). In H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, the posterior socket of an anterior 

coxal plate consists of a single lobe only (Figs. 13A and B); however, towards the posterior, 

its shape changes gradually. In a posterior coxal plate, the single structure (lateral lobe) is 

joined by another lobe (medial lobe) medial to it (Fig. 13D and E). In P. scaber, the posterior 

socket from an anterior coxal plate also consists of a single lobe (Fig. 13C). A posterior 

coxal plate, however, bears a separate cuticular element located between the posterior 

socket and the posterior condyle (Fig. 13F). This cuticular element is connected to the 

posterior socket through an arthrodial membrane, enabling it to move as opposed to the 

rigid analogous structure (medial lobe) found in H. brevicornis and T. europaeus. The border 

between the single and double lobed processes of the posterior socket in T. europaeus lies 

between the fourth and fifth pereiomeres and thus at the border between the anterior and 

posterior halves of the body as defined by the biphasic moulting of isopod’s pereiomeres. 

Similarly, in P. scaber the presence of the separate cuticular element located between the 

posterior socket and condyle is restricted to the posterior half of the body. However, in H. 

brevicornis, the fourth posterior socket already has the characteristics associated with the 

posterior half (Fig. 14).  

The varying morphology of the posterior socket likely reflects the different orientations of 

the bases (Fig. 8). The bases of the first pereiopods point towards the anterior from the 

median plane of the animal, while those of the middle ones are roughly at right angles and 

those of the last point towards the posterior.  

When the condyle is lifted or removed from the socket, scales of the water conducting 

system are exposed (Fig. 15). They are situated at the medial rim of the socket, which is 

not directly involved in the movement of the joint system.  
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Figure 13. BSE (A, C and D) and SEM micrographs (B, E and F) showing the difference in the posterior socket 

between an anterior (A-C) and a posterior coxal plate (D- F) in H. brevicornis (A and D), T. europaeus (B and 

E) and P. scaber (C and F). From anterior to posterior, the posterior socket changes from single-lobed to double-

lobed in H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, creating a groove (asterisk) in between the two lobes, in P. scaber 

the socket of a posterior coxal plate contains an extra separate element.  
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Figure 14. SEM micrographs of H. brevicornis showing the change in the posterior socket from the first to the 

seventh pereiomere. The socket of pereiomere 1-3 contains a single-lobed posterior socket (A-C), while from 

pereiomere 4-7, the posterior socket is double-lobed (D-G). Arrows mark the lobes of the posterior socket.  
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Figure 15. SEM micrographs of H. brevicornis showing scales of the water conducting system that line the 

medial rim of the socket; a, anterior; m, middle; p, posterior. 
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For each species, six cuticular parts within the joint system are of interest bringing the total 

number of parts to be analysed to eighteen. For each part, the ultrastructure of the cuticle 

as well as its chemical aspects must be studied. The most complete work was carried out 

in the middle condyle cuticles, since it was the original focal point of the thesis. Later 

expansion of the scope included the parts that are also involved in the function of the joint, 

namely the anterior and posterior condyles as well as the middle, anterior and posterior 

sockets. Owing to time constraint, however, not all cuticles of the joint system are analysed. 

The table below details which cuticle of which species was subjected to which analysis. 

 

Table 1. The table shows which part of which species was subjected to which analysis; a., anterior; m., middle; 

p., posterior; EM, Electron Microscopy; EDX, Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy; Raman, Raman 

Spectroscopy. 

 

Species 

 

Cuticular part 

Analysis 

EM EDX Raman 

 

 

H. brevicornis 

m. condyle ✓ ✓ ✓ 

a. condyle ✓ ✓  

p. condyle ✓ ✓  

m. socket ✓ ✓  

a. socket ✓   

p. socket ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

 

T. europaeus 

m. condyle ✓ ✓ ✓ 

a. condyle  ✓  

p. condyle ✓   

m. socket ✓  ✓ 

a. socket ✓ ✓  

p. socket ✓   

 

 

P. scaber 

m. condyle ✓ ✓ ✓ 

a. condyle    

p. condyle ✓   

m. socket ✓   

a. socket    

p. socket    
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Structural analysis  

Condyle 

The condyle, being the most distal part of the leg’s basis, is involved in the movement of 

the leg against the main body of the animal. The middle condyle slides in and out of the 

socket as the leg moves while the anterior and posterior condyles have a supportive function 

of the joint system as they come into contact with their respective parts of the socket while 

the animal walks, bearing the weight of the main body.   

Middle condyle 

 

Figure 16. SEM micrographs of the middle condyle of H. 

brevicornis. A transverse cut (curved line in A) of the middle 

condyle reveals a horseshoe-shaped internal face (B).  

 

A transverse cut through the 

middle condyle reveals a 

horseshoe-shaped face in all 

three species (Fig. 16, shown 

for H. brevicornis). The cuticle 

of the condyle can be divided 

into two parts with distinct 

structural differences; a central 

region and an edge where the 

condyle is connected to an 

arthrodial membrane (Fig. 17). 

Details of the deviations of the 

edge cuticle from that of the 

central region will be described 

succeeding the results of the 

central region.  
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Figure 17. TEM micrographs of the middle condyle cuticle of H. brevicornis (A) and P. scaber (B). The cuticle is 

distinguished by structural differences into a central region and an edge, marked by black ellipses; am, arthrodial 

membrane; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; exo, exocuticle
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Cuticle structure of the central region 

In general, the central region cuticle of all three isopod species consists of an epi-, exo- and 

endocuticle (Figs. 17 and 18). An overview of how each layer appears in thin sections, 

polished and fractured specimens is shown in Figure 18 A-C, D and E, respectively.  

Structure of the epicuticle: The epicuticle (Fig. 19) comprises two layers; an outer and 

inner epicuticle. In H. brevicornis (Fig. 19A-C), the outer epicuticle is smooth and about 50-

100 nm thick, while the inner epicuticle consists of an about 50 nm thick homogeneous layer 

that projects extensions of up to 500 nm in length into the subjacent region of the distal 

exocuticle (Fig. 19B). In some specimens, the homogenous layer of the inner epicuticle is 

very thin, but the extensions remain large (Fig. 19C). In T. europaeus, the epicuticle is very 

thin (Fig. 19D) measuring about 80 nm with the outer and inner epicuticle being of similar 

thickness at around 40 nm. The smooth outer epicuticle contains a thin electron dense waxy 

layer (Compère, 1990), while the inner epicuticle extends material into the subjacent 

exocuticle. In P. scaber, the epicuticle has a thickness of 130-200 nm, with the outer 

epicuticle being about 70 nm thick and the inner epicuticle about 120 nm (Fig. 19E). Its outer 

epicuticle also contains a waxy layer. Darkfield STEM micrographs of thin sections of non-

demineralised cuticle reveal that the inner epicuticle sends its extensions into the subjacent 

mineralised distal exocuticle.  

For convenience only, labelling of the inner epicuticle in the following micrographs includes 

both the homogenous layer and its extensions into the exocuticle. The region where the 

extensions are observed is actually considered a part of the exocuticle and is treated as 

such. As a result, the most distal region of the exocuticle to which the inner epicuticle 

extends its materials is labelled as both exocuticle and inner epicuticle in order to mark the 

extent to which the inner epicuticle penetrates down the exocuticle.  

Scales, which are epicuticular structures, of all three isopods contain parallel fibrils that run 

along their lengths (Fig. 20).  
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Figure 18. TEM (A, B and C), and SEM micrographs of polished (D) and fractured samples (E) of the central 

region of the middle condyle of H. brevicornis (A), T. europaeus (B and D) and P. scaber (C and E). In all 

species, the cuticle comprises a thin outermost epicuticle (epi) with scales (sc) projecting from the cuticular 

surface, an exocuticle (exo), that is distinguished into a distal (dex) and proximal exocuticle (pex), and 

endocuticle (end) that occasionally contains a proximal layer (pl) just above a cellular hypodermis.  
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Figure 19. TEM (A-E) and darkfield STEM (F) micrographs of the distal cuticle within the central region of the 

middle condyle. (A) Overview of the distal part of the middle condyle cuticle in H. brevicornis. Arrowheads mark 

some of the pore canals in the proximal exocuticle (pex) and endocuticle (end); dex, distal exocuticle; epi, 

epicuticle. (B) Outer (oep) and inner epicuticle (iep) of H. brevicornis. The inner epicuticle comprises a 

homogeneous layer (hl) and a layer of extensions (ext). (C) Outer and inner epicuticle of H. brevicornis. Here 

the homogeneous layer of the inner epicuticle is very thin. (D) Outer and inner epicuticle of T. europaeus. A 

waxy layer is present within the outer epicuticle. (E) Outer and inner epicuticle of P. scaber. A waxy layer is 

present within the outer epicuticle. (F) Inner epicuticle and distal exocuticle of P. scaber. In this section of non-

demineralised cuticle mineral appears bright and organic content dark. The spaces between the extensions are 

mineralised.  
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Figure 20. SEM micrographs of fractured open faces (A-D and F) and darkfield STEM micrograph of a 

demineralised sample (E) of scales of the middle condyle of H. brevicornis (A and B), T. europaeus (C and D) 

and P. scaber (E and F). The scales (sc) contain parallel fibres that run along the length of the structures; dex, 

distal exocuticle; epi, epicuticle; iep, inner epicuticle.
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Structure of the exocuticle: The exocuticle is composed of a distal and proximal exocuticle 

(Figs. 18 and 19A). In the tylid species (Fig 18A, B and D), the distal exocuticle is much 

larger than the proximal exocuticle, whereas the opposite is observed in P. scaber (Fig. 18C 

and E). In H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, an overview of the fractured mineral-rich distal 

exocuticle shows alternating smooth and granular surfaces, the latter consisting of 

polyhedral structures (Fig. 21A and B). In P. scaber, the distal exocuticle can be 

distinguished into two sub-layers; an outer and inner part. The fracture surface of the former 

appears either smooth (Fig. 21C) or plate-like (Fig. 21D), while that of the latter stacked due 

to the presence of a high content of organic fibres (Fig. 21C and D). The plate-like/smooth 

layer of the distal exocuticle as observed in fractured samples seems to be void of any 

organic content in STEM micrographs of non-demineralised cuticle (Fig. 19F). A close look 

at the distal exocuticle of H. brevicornis (Fig. 22) and T. europaeus (Fig. 23) also reveals a 

bi-sublayered configuration. However, the fracture appearance seems to be the reverse of 

that of P. scaber. In H. brevicornis, the outer part of the exocuticle contains densely stacked 

organic fibres (Fig. 22A), whereas, in T. europaeus, the fractured outer layer appears rough 

with small mineral grains (Fig. 23A). The appearance of the inner part of the distal exocuticle 

is similar in the two tylids, being predominantly composed of mineral (Figs. 22B-C and 23B-

C) with fibres only seen clearly when the mineral phase is removed (Fig. 19A). There are 

slight differences between the fractured surfaces of the inner part in H. brevicornis and T. 

europaeus. In H. brevicornis (Fig. 22B and C), in regions where minerals are shaped as 

polygons, the surface of such polygons appears either granular or smooth. In T. europaeus 

(Fig. 23B), where polygons are found, the surface appearance is similar to that of H. 

brevicornis. However, besides polygons, core-shell spheres are also observed (Fig. 23C).  
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Figure 21. SEM micrographs of fractured specimens showing the exocuticle within the central region of the 

middle condyle in H. brevicornis (A), T. europaeus (B) and P. scaber (C and D). The fracture face of the distal 

exocuticle (dex) in H. brevicornis and T. europaeus appears alternately smooth (sm) and granular (gr). In P. 

scaber, the distal exocuticle is distinguished into an outer (o-dex) and inner part (i-dex). In fractured samples, 

the distal part appears either smooth or plate-like, while in the proximal part stacked fibres are visible; epi, 

epicuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle. 
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Figure 22. SEM micrographs of the fractured distal exocuticle within the central region of the middle condyle of 

H. brevicornis. (A) The outer part (o-dex) of the distal exocuticle appears stacked due to the presence of a stack 

of organic fibres, while the inner part (i-dex) has larger grains of mineral and no fibres are visible in fractured 

specimens. (B and C) The surface of the grains of the inner part is either smooth or granular.  
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Figure 23. SEM micrographs of the fractured distal exocuticle within the central region of the middle condyle of 

T. europaeus. (A) The outer part (o-dex) of the distal exocuticle contains small mineral grains; i-dex, inner part 

of the distal exocuticle. (B) The surface of the polygons of the inner part appears either granular or smooth. (C) 

Core-shell structures are also found in the inner part. Arrows depict grains where their shells are broken 

revealing the inner cores. Inset shows a fractured granule in detail showing its composition of nanogranules.  
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In all species, the sparse organic phase of the distal exocuticle is organised as fibres (Fig. 

24A-D). They are composed of chitin crystallites appearing as unstained profiles, each of 

which having a diameter of about 2.5 nm (Carlström, 1957), embedded in a well-stained 

proteinaceous matrix (Fig. 24B and D). In the tylid species, the distal exocuticle, as 

appeared in TEM or STEM sections, contains lines of electron dense materials tangled with 

fibres (Fig. 24E and F). In fractured specimens, the distal exocuticle has column-like 

structures with mineral platelets spanning out from them (Fig. 24G and H). These structures 

are likely the same structures as the lines of electron dense materials in TEM or STEM 

micrographs.  

The proximal exocuticle of all isopods has a similar structure. It consists of 2-4 stacks of 

chitin-protein fibrils (Fig. 25A and B). In H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, their proximal 

exocuticle appears relatively thin, despite occasionally having as many as 4 stacks. The 

proximal exocuticle in these species is much thinner than the distal exocuticle, while the 

thickness relationship between the distal and proximal exocuticle of P. scaber is the reverse 

of that of the tylids. Structurally, the proximal exocuticle in all species has a much denser 

distribution of organic components than the distal exocuticle (Figs. 18A-C, 19A, and 24A 

and C), and unlike the distal exocuticle, stacks can be well seen in fractured samples (Fig. 

21). The organic phase is composed of chitin-protein fibrils, each of which is individually 

sheathed with mineral (Fig. 25C-E). A single fibril is about 3-5 nm thick and the mineral wall 

surrounding it is also of similar thickness. The proximal exocuticle is penetrated by extensive 

networks of pore canals that are spindle-shaped in cross section (Figs. 19A, 24A, 25 and 

26). They twist in accord with the plywood structure of the organic phase. Tangentially 

fractured faces and cross sections of pore canals reveal their spindle-like shape with mineral 

occupying all but the centre of the canals, which is filled with remnants of cellular material 

(Fig. 26). In comparison to the subjacent endocuticle, the fracture face of the proximal 

exocuticle appears “spiny” with bundles of fibrils sticking out and depressions caused by 

the sticking fibres of the other half of a fractured sample (Fig. 27A-C), whereas the 

endocuticle appears relatively “blocky” with little protrusions and depressions on the 

fractured face (Fig. 27D-F).  
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Figure 24. Exocuticle within the central region of the middle condyle as appeared in darkfield STEM micrographs 

of sections of resin-embedded demineralised (A, B and E) and of native non-demineralised material (C), TEM 

(D and F) and SEM micrographs of fractured samples (G and H). (A) Distal (dex) and proximal exocuticle (pex) 

of H. brevicornis. Arrowheads mark pore canals. The part in the rectangle is shown in detail in B. (B) A fibre 

consists of many chitin-crystallites appearing as dark round profiles embedded in a light-appearing protein 

matrix. (C) Exocuticle of P. scaber: iep, inner epicuticle. (D) Outer (oep), inner epicuticle (iep) and distal 

exocuticle of P. scaber. Circled are fibres, appearing as light round profiles embedded in a dark-appearing 

protein matrix. (E and F) Electron-dense lines (marked by arrows) associated with fibres in T. europaeus. (G) , 

Fractured structure likely corresponding to lines in E and F. (H) As in G but in H. brevicornis. 
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Figure 25. TEM (A and B) of resin-embedded and darkfield STEM micrographs of sections from native non-

demineralised material (C-E) of the exocuticle within the central region of the middle condyle. (A) Proximal 

exocuticle (pex) in H. brevicornis. Asterisks, in this and all other micrographs of figure 25, mark pore canals; 

dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle. (B) Proximal exocuticle in P. scaber; epi, epicuticle. (C-E) Micrographs 

of the proximal exocuticle in H. brevicornis, T. europaeus and P. scaber, respectively, where organic content 

appears dark and mineral bright. Insets show chitin-protein fibrils (dark spots) individually sheathed with mineral.  
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Figure 26. TEM micrograph of resin-embedded (A), and SEM micrographs of fractured (B and C) and polished 

material (D) showing cross sections of spindle-shaped pore canals within the proximal exocuticle of the middle 

condyle in H. brevicornis (A and B), T. europaeus (C) and P. scaber (D). Mineral fills the periphery of the pore 

canals (black arrows in C and D). Embedded within the mineral matrix are some fibres (black arrowheads in B). 

In the centre of the pore canals, cellular residues are present (white arrows in A, C and D).  
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Figure 27. SEM micrographs of the fractured proximal exocuticle (A-C) and endocuticle (D-F) within the central 

region of the middle condyle in H. brevicornis (A and D), T. europaeus (B and E) and P. scaber (C and F). The 

fracture face of the proximal exocuticle appears “spiny” with bundles of fibrils sticking out (white arrows with 

black bordering) and depressions (black arrows with white bordering) caused by the sticking fibres of the other 

half of a fractured sample, whereas the face of the endocuticle appears relatively “blocky” with little protrusions 

and depressions on the face.  
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Structure of the endocuticle and proximal layer: In TEM micrographs, the endocuticle, 

which makes up most of the cuticle, appears less well-contrasted than the proximal 

exocuticle (Fig. 28A). It also contains pore canals that are of similar shape (Fig. 28B and 

C). The organisation of fibrils in relation to the mineral appears similar to that in the proximal 

exocuticle, with the exception that the fibril diameter and mineral wall thickness of 6-8 nm 

are considerably larger within the endocuticle (compare Fig. 28D with Fig. 25C-E). Directly 

above the hypodermis, there is an occasional presence of a proximal layer within the 

endocuticle (Figs. 18A-C and E and 28A). Its stacks are thinner than those others of the 

endocuticle. Pore canals are present (Fig. 29A and B). It appears, in fractured samples, to 

contain little mineral (Fig. 29C and D). 

 

 

Figure 28. TEM of resin-embedded material (A and C), SEM of fractured material (B) and darkfield STEM of 
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native non-demineralised material (D) of the endocuticle within the central region of the middle condyle. (A) 

Endocuticle (end) of P. scaber. The bulk of the endocuticle is less well stained than the proximal exocuticle (pex) 

and the occasionally observed proximal layer (pl) of the endocuticle. Asterisks mark pore canals. (B) Tangential 

fracture of the endocuticle in H. brevicornis. Pore canals are spindle-shaped (marked by black line). White 

arrows mark the centre of the pore canals. (C) Tangential section of endocuticle in P. scaber. White arrows mark 

cellular residues at the centre of the pore canals. (D) Sagittal section from non-demineralised endocuticle of T. 

europaeus. Chitin-protein fibrils (dark spots, a few of which are marked with arrowheads) are sheathed with 

mineral (bright).  

 

 

Figure 29. TEM of resin-embedded material (A) and SEM of fractured material (B-D) of the proximal layer within 

the central region of the middle condyle. (A) Sagittal thin section of the proximal layer in T. europaeus. Asterisks 

mark pore canals. (B) Sagittal fracture through the proximal layer in T. europaeus. An asterisk marks a pore 

canal containing vertically oriented fibres (arrow). (C) Tangential fracture through the proximal layer in P. scaber. 

(D) Detailed micrograph of a part in C showing little mineralisation within the proximal layer. 
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Cuticle structure at the edge 

Towards the middle condyle edge, the cuticle structure deviates from its central region (Fig. 

30). In H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, thickness of the cuticle decreases (Fig. 30A-D), 

while the opposite is observed in P. scaber, whose exocuticle becomes much thicker at the 

edge greatly contributing to the overall increase in thickness of the edge (Fig. 30E). In all 

three species, the epicuticle thickens towards the edge, with the outer epicuticle having 

constant thickness throughout the edge and the inner epicuticle thickening up to a certain 

point before becoming constant (Fig. 31). The inner epicuticle of H. brevicornis and T. 

europaeus contains epicuticular channels (Fig. 31A and B). At the edge, the distal exocuticle 

is absent (Fig. 31), i.e. there is no division anymore into the distal and proximal exocuticle. 

In H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, the inner epicuticle is composed of two parts, the 

homogeneous layer and its extensions where the inner epicuticle extends its material into 

the most distal stack of the exocuticle (Fig. 31A and B). In P. scaber, such extensions are 

not observed (Fig. 31C). In the endocuticle of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, there is a 

continuation of stacks from the central region (Fig. 32). In these species, it seems that 

towards the very edge a part of the endocuticle is not completely mineralised as indicated 

by more intensive staining of organic material (Fig. 32). Such incomplete mineralisation is 

also occasionally observed at the very edge of the exocuticle in T. europaeus (Fig. 32D). 

The endocuticle of the edge of H. brevicornis has fewer stacks than that of the central region 

(Fig. 30A), while in T. europaeus and P. scaber the number of stacks remains the same 

throughout the middle condyle cuticle. In P. scaber (Ruangchai et al., 2013), surprisingly, 

the endocuticle of the edge consists of parallel fibrils that run along the edge of the middle 

condyle (Fig. 33), i.e. when the cutting plane is across the edge, the fibrils project out of the 

plane (Fig. 33A, C and D) and when the condyle is cut tangentially along its edge, the fibrils 

run parallel to the cutting plane (Fig. 33B and E). 

 

Transition to the arthrodial membrane 

 In H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, the structure of the arthrodial membrane is a 

continuation of that of the edge, with thinning of exocuticular and endocuticular stacks 

observed (Fig. 34A and B). Sometimes, extension of the inner epicuticle into the exocuticle 

is also found close to the arthrodial membrane (Fig 34A and B). In P. scaber, the epi- and 

exocuticle continue from the edge of the middle condyle to the arthrodial membrane; 

however, the endocuticle is absent from the arthrodial membrane (Fig. 34C), subjacent to 
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which, there is sometimes a layer of granular appearance (Figs. 30E and 34C). Further from 

the edge, the stacks that continue from the middle condyle into the beginning of the 

arthrodial membrane cannot be easily distinguished, as the exo- and endocuticle (or only 

exocuticle in the case of P. scaber) contain no stacks (Fig. 34D-F).  

To illustrate the increased importance of the epicuticle to the arthrodial membrane in 

comparison to its counterpart to the middle condyle, the thickness of the epicuticle is 

measured against that of the whole cuticle at the arthrodial membrane (Fig. 34D-F). In H. 

brevicornis, the epicuticle is 1 µm thick, while the thickness of the cuticle is around 8 µm 

(Fig. 34D). In T. europaeus, it is about 0.3 µm to 1.6 µm (Fig. 34E), whereas that of P. 

scaber is around 0.7 µm to 3.3 µm (Fig. 34F). Hence, the epicuticle represents about 12-

20% of the total thickness of the arthrodial membrane cuticle. By contrast, the epicuticle of 

the central region that ranges from 80 nm in T. europaeus (Fig. 19D) and 150 nm in P. 

scaber (Fig. 19E), to 600 nm in H. brevicornis (Fig. 19B and C), is only a fraction of the total 

thickness of the cuticle there, which measures 10 micrometres and more (Fig. 18).  
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Figure 30. TEM micrographs of resin-embedded material (A, C and E) and SEM micrographs of fractured 

material (B and D) of the edge within the middle condyle. (A) Edge of H. brevicornis. The edge is thinner than 

that of the central region. Dashed lines trace the position of a stack relative to others as the number of stacks 

increases from the edge towards the central region. Asterisk marks the border between the edge and arthrodial 

membrane (am); dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle. (B) Edge of 

H. brevicornis. The distal exocuticle is thinning towards the edge and is absent from the edge; pc, pore canal. 

(C and D) Edge of T. europaeus, showing thinning and eventual disappearance of the distal exocuticle as well 

as thinning of the cuticle as a whole towards the edge. (E) Edge of P. scaber. The edge is thicker than at the 

central region, with the exocuticle (exo) increasing in thickness towards and inside the edge. Subjacent to the 

arthrodial membrane is a layer of granular appearance (gn).  
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Figure 31. TEM micrographs of the epi- and exocuticle of the edge within the middle condyle of H. brevicornis 

(A), T. europaeus (B) and P. scaber (C). In all three species, the epicuticle is thicker at the edge than within the 

central region. The inner epicuticle (iep) of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus contains epicuticular channels 

(arrowheads) and is composed of a homogeneous layer (hl) and extensions (ext) into the most distal stack of 

the exocuticle (exo). The ellipse in A and rectangle in B mark the extensions. In P. scaber, such extensions are 

not observed; dex, distal exocuticle; oep, outer epicuticle; pc, pore canal; pex, proximal exocuticle.  
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Figure 32. TEM micrographs of resin-embedded material (A, C and D) and SEM micrograph of a polished 

surface (B) of the exo- and endocuticle at the edge of the middle condyle in H. brevicornis (A) and T. europaeus 

(B-D). A part of the endocuticle near the border with the arthrodial membrane (am) is characterised by densely 

stained reticular patterns (marked by ellipses). These are likely a result of incomplete mineralisation (ellipse in 

B). In T. europaeus, a part of the exocuticle (exo) occasionally appears incompletely mineralised as well (D); 

dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; iep ext, inner epicuticular extensions; pex; proximal 

exocuticle.  
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Figure 33. SEM micrographs of polished and etched edge regions of the middle condyle in P. scaber. (A) 

Overview of a cross-sectional plane of the edge; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; exo, exocuticle. (B) Overview 

of a longitudinal plane of the edge. (C) Detailed micrograph of rectangle “C” in A showing the abrupt change in 

the fibril direction of the endocuticle from a twisted plywood arrangement in the central region to unidirectional 

fibrils in the edge, where fibrils are observed projecting out of the plane. (D) Detailed micrograph of rectangle 

“D” in A showing the fibril direction perpendicular to the cutting/polishing plane. (E) Detailed micrograph of 

rectangle “E” in B showing the fibril direction parallel to the cutting/polishing plane when the plane of cut is 

directed along the edge. Originally appearing as Fig. 6 in Ruangchai et al. (2013).  
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Figure 34. TEM micrographs of the connection between the edge of the middle condyle and its connecting 

arthrodial membrane (A-C) and of the arthrodial membrane further away from the edge (D-F) in H. brevicornis 

(A and D), T. europaeus (B and E) and P. scaber (C and F). In H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, all layers 

continue into the arthrodial membrane (am), whereas in P. scaber, the endocuticle (end) presence is restricted 

to the middle condyle (mc). Occasionally, the extensions of the inner epicuticle (iep) (circled in A and inset of B) 

into the exocuticle (exo) of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus are observed at the beginning of the arthrodial 

membrane as well. In P. scaber (C), there is, sometimes, a layer of granular appearance (gn) subjacent to the 

arthrodial membrane. In all species, the stacks of the exo- and endocuticle are not distinguishable in the 

arthrodial membrane further away from the edge (D-F). Asterisks in D and F mark epicuticular channels; dex, 

distal exocuticle; oep, outer epicuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle. 
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Anterior and posterior condyle  

Both the anterior and posterior condyles are involved in the supportive function of the joint. 

Like in the middle condyle, their cuticle is distinguished into the central region and the edge. 

Characteristics of both parts of the anterior and posterior condyles are comparable to their 

respective parts within the middle condyle. However, emphasis is placed on the edge 

because it is the site of most contact with the opposing structure of the socket. Presented 

first are the results of the posterior condyle since it was analysed for all three species (Table 

1).  

Posterior condyle  

The edge of the posterior condyle bears no epicuticular hairs nor scales just like edges of 

the middle condyle (Figs. 35-38). A cut to reveal the inner architecture of the posterior 

condyle usually also goes through the cuticle of the ventral side of the basis (Fig. 35). This 

can serve as a comparison between two structures that have different functions. In contrast 

to the edge of the posterior condyle, very unlikely is the edge of the ventral basis involved 

in supportive function with its nearest cuticular elements. Probably its edge is merely a 

transition to an arthrodial membrane. The function difference is reflected in the different 

structures of the two edges (Fig. 35C and D), with the edge of the ventral basis being very 

similar to that of the middle condyle, while that of the posterior condyle featuring a much 

larger and much more modified edge. Figures 36-38 show an overview of the modification 

at the edge of the posterior condyle of H. brevicornis, T. europaeus and P. scaber, 

respectively.  

H. brevicornis: the outer epicuticle measures about 400-500 nm throughout the edge (Fig. 

39). The inner epicuticle, composed of a homogenous layer and its extensions, thickens 

from 2-3 µm at the onset of the edge to 10 µm at the border with the arthrodial membrane 

(Figs. 36 and 39). The extensions penetrate the three most distal stacks of the exocuticle 

(Figs. 39 and 40). Its material is densely distributed within the top stacks, but decreases in 

content towards the proximal side, appearing as little islets within the furthest stack of the 

exocuticle that contains epicuticular material (arrowheads of Fig. 40).  

The exocuticle of the edge increases in thickness towards the border (Fig. 36). Pore canals 

within the edge’s exocuticle are greater in number and larger than those of the central 

region. Some of them are so large that they seem to be interconnected with their nearest 

neighbouring canals (Figs. 39, 41 and 42). The stacks of the exocuticle do not run straight 

nor do they curve with the cuticle’s outline (Figs. 41 and 42).  
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In contrast to the inner epicuticle and exocuticle, the endocuticle of the edge becomes 

thinner towards the border with the arthrodial membrane. This is a result of each stack 

thinning out (Fig. 36). To compare how much the thickness of the endocuticle decreases 

relative to other layers, size ratios of the inner epicuticular extensions to the exocuticle 

(excluding the exocuticle’s distal portion into which the inner epicuticle penetrates) to the 

endocuticle of three locations within the edge are given. At the onset of the edge, the ratio 

is 1:4:9, halfway towards the border with the arthrodial membrane it is 3:5:7, and at the 

border 2:2:1 (Fig. 36). A part of the endocuticle near the border with the arthrodial 

membrane appears porous (Fig. 42). The border between the posterior condyle and the 

arthrodial membrane is marked by changes in staining contrasts within various cuticular 

layers (Fig. 39). This can differentiate the exo- and endocuticle of the edge from their 

respective layers within the arthrodial membrane (Fig. 39). However, there is no contrast 

difference within the inner epicuticle, making it difficult here to locate the exact border (Figs. 

39 and 43). Inside the arthrodial membrane, the outer epicuticle, which has a constant 

thickness within the edge, gradually becomes thinner, before reaching a constant value of 

about 150 nm (Figs. 43 and 44). Short extensions of the inner epicuticle still penetrate into 

the exocuticle of the arthrodial membrane (Figs. 43 and 44). The extensions, however, 

disappear altogether about 30 µm from the border (Fig. 44). The distal portion of the 

exocuticle of the edge, into which the inner epicuticle penetrates, becomes weakly stained 

in the arthrodial membrane and stacks of chitin-protein fibrils are less discernible (Figs. 39 

and 43 and Layer 1 of Fig. 44). This contrasts with the stacks of the proximal portion of the 

exocuticle, which continues to be well stained and can be distinguished from the rest of the 

cuticle (Fig. 39 and Layer 2 of Fig. 44). The endocuticle of the arthrodial membrane near 

the border contains thin stacks (Layer 3 of Fig. 44). Proximal to it is a layer composed of 

organic material with a granular appearance (Figs. 36 and 39). Further from the border, the 

stacks of the endocuticle become indiscernible (Layer 3 of Fig. 44).  

T. europaeus: the edge of the posterior condyle is similar to that of H. brevicornis in terms 

of its large size relative to the edge of the middle condyle, the thickened stacks of the 

exocuticle with large pore canals in comparison to the central region and the thicker 

epicuticle, which has extensions into the exocuticle (Fig. 45 and 46A). However, both the 

outer and inner epicuticle including its extensions are thinner than those of H. brevicornis 

(Fig. 46A and B). The outer epicuticle is about 200 nm thick and the 1.2-1.7-µm inner 

epicuticle, which contains epicuticular channels, only extends into the most distal stack of 

the exocuticle (Fig. 46B). Within the exo- and endocuticle, which resemble one another, 

there appear structures of reticular appearance (Fig. 46A and C). Interestingly, there is an 
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inward curvature of the cuticle at the very edge, with all the layers turning by about 90 

degrees before continuing into the arthrodial membrane (Figs. 45A and 46A).  

P. scaber: the edge of the posterior condyle is almost twice as thick as the central region. 

All layers contribute to the increased thickening; however, the endocuticle becomes thinner 

from about the middle of the edge towards the border with the arthrodial membrane (Figs. 

38 and 47A and B). Within the central region of the posterior condyle, micro-tubercles are 

observed (Fig. 47B). In contrast to the more commonly found epicuticular scales, the micro-

tubercles are part of the distal exocuticle (Seidl et al., 2011). Throughout the edge, the outer 

epicuticle has a constant thickness of about 250 nm (Fig. 47C), while the inner epicuticle 

increases from about 500 nm at the onset of the edge to about 1 µm at the very edge (Fig. 

47A). Unlike in the middle condyle, short extensions from the epicuticle are observed 

penetrating the exocuticle (inset of Fig. 47C). Figure 47C-G shows the exocuticle of the 

edge. Pore canals with their vertical fibres can be well seen (Fig. 47C). Fractured specimens 

reveal differences in the extent of mineralisation within the exocuticle (Fig. 47D-G). 

Occasionally, the fibrils of the exocuticle appear somewhat incompletely mineralised 

(compare Fig. 47F and G with Fig. 47D and E). In TEM micrographs of the endocuticle, only 

two characteristic stacks subjacent to the exocuticle are observed (Fig. 48A). Fibrils of most 

of the endocuticle do not twist (Fig. 48). Mostly, they run perpendicular to the fracture plane 

oriented across the edge (Fig. 48B-D). In some instances, however, the fibrils are slightly 

oblique to the fracture plane with their longitudinal sides exposed in steps (Fig. 48E-F). Like 

in T. europaeus, the cuticle at the very edge turns by about 90 degrees (Figs. 38 and 47A). 

Only the epi- and exocuticle continue into the arthrodial membrane (Fig. 38).  
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Figure 35. SEM (A and B), darkfield LM (C) and TEM (D) micrographs of the posterior condyle and ventral basis 

of H. brevicornis. (A) Overview of the posterior condyle and ventral basis before cutting and polishing. (B) 

Sample that was cut open and polished. The edge of the posterior condyle is much larger and thicker than that 

of the ventral basis. (C) In comparison to the ventral basis, the posterior condyle has an edge that is much more 

modified from the central region; am, arthrodial membrane; dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; epi, 

epicuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle. (D) The cuticle of the edge of the ventral basis; exo, exocuticle.  
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Figure 36. TEM micrograph of the posterior condyle of H. brevicornis. The edge, in comparison to the central 

region, has a thicker epicuticle and exocuticle (exo), a thinner endocuticle (end) and an absence of a distal 

exocuticle (dex). The inner epicuticle of the edge is distinguished into a homogeneous layer (iep hl) and its 

extension (iep ext) where the inner epicuticle extends its material into the exocuticle. Near the border, the 

endocuticle of the arthrodial membrane (am) is composed of a few thin stacks (end st). Proximally of it is a layer 

composed of an organic matrix of granular appearance (gn); oep, outer epicuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle. 
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Figure 37. TEM micrograph of the posterior condyle of T. europaeus. The edge, in comparison to the central 

region, has a thicker epicuticle (epi) and exocuticle (exo), a thinner endocuticle (end) and an absence of a distal 

exocuticle (dex). The exo- and endocuticle of the edge contain reticular material (ellipse). At the end of the edge, 

the cuticular layers turn inward by about 90 degrees (dashed line) before continuing into an arthrodial membrane 

(am); pex, proximal exocuticle. 
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Figure 38. TEM micrograph of the posterior condyle of P. scaber. The edge of the posterior condyle is much 

larger than its central region. All layers are larger at the edge than in the central region. The endocuticle (end), 

however, becomes thinner from the middle of the edge towards the arthrodial membrane (am). At the border 

with the arthrodial membrane, the cuticle turns inward by about 90 degrees (dashed line). Continuing inside the 

arthrodial membrane are the epi- and exocuticle (epi and exo, respectively)  
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Figure 39. TEM micrograph of the border between the posterior condyle cuticle and its connecting arthrodial 

membrane (am) of H. brevicornis. The two cuticular elements are distinguished by the difference in structure 

and in staining contrast. The dashed line marks the border. This line does not extend towards the distal portion 

of the inner epicuticular extensions (iep ext), because there is no abrupt change there – the reduction of the 

depths, at which the inner epicuticle extends, is gradual. Near the border, the endocuticle of the arthrodial 

membrane comprises a few stacks only (end st). Proximal to it is a layer of organic matrix with granular 

appearance (gn). Arrowheads mark epicuticular channels within the inner epicuticle; end, endocuticle; exo, 

exocuticle; iep hl, inner epicuticular homogeneous layer; oep, outer epicuticle.  
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Figure 40. TEM micrographs of the inner epicuticle within the edge of the posterior condyle of H. brevicornis. 

(A) Gradual decrease from distal to proximal of the inner epicuticular extensions (iep ext) into the exocuticle. 

The distribution density of the inner epicuticular material is very high within the most distal stack of the exocuticle. 

In the subjacent stack, just over half of the space appears to be filled by the inner epicuticular material. Further 

down, there is a very sparse distribution of the epicuticular material, appearing as islets; iep hl, inner epicuticular 

homogeneous layer; oep, outer epicuticle. (B) The islets (arrowheads) of the inner epicuticular extensions in 

detail.  
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Figure 41. The exocuticle within the edge of the posterior condyle of H. brevicornis as appeared in a polished 

SEM micrograph (A) and in a resin-embedded TEM micrograph (B). The stacks of the exocuticle are wavy. 

Traversing them are a number of large pore canals (asterisks). They seem to interconnect with their nearest 

neighbours forming extensive networks.  
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Figure 42. TEM micrograph of the exo- and endocuticle within the edge of the posterior condyle of H. brevicornis, 

near the border with the arthrodial membrane (am). There are fewer pore canals (asterisks) within the 

endocuticle (end) than the exocuticle (exo). A part of the endocuticle at the very edge appears porous (circled).  
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Figure 43. TEM micrograph of the distal portion of the border between the posterior condyle and the arthrodial 

membrane of H. brevicornis. There is a gradual reduction in the degree of penetration by the inner epicuticle 

into the exocuticle (exo). The exocuticle of the arthrodial membrane contains weakly stained organic fibrils; iep 

ext, inner epicuticular extensions; iep hl, inner epicuticular homogeneous layer; oep, outer epicuticle.  
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Figure 44. TEM micrograph of the arthrodial membrane that is connected to the posterior condyle of H. 

brevicornis. Further from the border into the arthrodial membrane (the dashed arrow points towards the border 

between the posterior condyle and the arthrodial membrane), the edge characteristics have disappeared, with 

an exception of the outer and inner epicuticle (oep and iep, respectively), which still retain much of their structural 

appearances. The outer epicuticle remains comparably thick to that of the edge, while the inner epicuticle 

becomes thinner. Layer 1, which continues from the part of the exocuticle that is penetrated, within the edge, by 

inner epicuticular material, contains a few stacks of weakly stained chitin-protein fibrils. Closer to the edge, short 

extensions of the inner epicuticle that extend into the exocuticle can still be observed (arrowheads). Layer 2 

continues from the portion of the exocuticle of the edge, into which the inner epicuticle does not extend. Its 

narrow stacks stain slightly better than those of Layer 1. Layer 3 continues from the endocuticle. Beneath the 

endocuticle is a layer of granular organic material (gn). Further inside granular material occurs between layers 

3 and 2, as well.  
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Figure 45. SEM micrographs of polished faces of the posterior condyle of T. europaeus. (A) An overview of the 

posterior condyle cuticle shows the central region and the edge. The dashed line marks the inward curvature of 

the posterior condyle before it connects to the arthrodial membrane (am). The regions marked in the rectangles 

are shown in detail in B and C; dex, distal exocuticle; epi, epicuticle. (B and C) The stacks of the proximal 

exocuticle (pex) within the central region (B) are thinner and contain fewer and smaller pore canals than those 

of the exocuticle (exo) at the edge (C); ext, epicuticular extensions into the exocuticle. 
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Figure 46. TEM micrographs of the edge of the posterior condyle of T. europaeus. (A) An overview of the very 

edge. The exo- and endocuticle cannot be distinguished from one another as both are similarly contrasted and 

well penetrated by pore canals (some of which are marked with arrowheads). The parts in rectangle B and C 

are shown in detail in B and C, respectively; am, arthrodial membrane; epi, epicuticle. (B) The epicuticle of the 

edge. The outer epicuticle (oep) is about 200 nm thick. The inner epicuticle (iep) contains epicuticular channels 

(asterisks) within the homogeneous layer (iep hl) and has extensions (iep ext) into the exocuticle. (C) The exo- 

and endocuticle of the edge are similar to one another. Both seem to contain reticulate material.  
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Figure 47. TEM micrographs of resin-embedded material (A-C) and SEM micrographs of fractured samples (D-

G) of the posterior condyle of P. scaber. (A) The cuticle of the edge; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; exo, 

exocuticle. (B) The cuticle of the central region. The edge is twice as thick as the central region; dex, distal 

exocuticle; mt, micro-tubercle; pex, proximal exocuticle. (C) The epi- and exocuticle of the edge. Black 

arrowheads mark fibres of pore canals and asterisks epicuticular channels; iep, inner epicuticle; oep, outer 

epicuticle. Inset shows short epicuticular extensions (white arrowheads). (D-G) The exocuticle as appeared in 

fractured specimens. Occasionally, the exocuticle appears less mineralised (F and G) than usual (D and E).  
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Figure 48. TEM micrograph of resin-embedded material (A) and SEM micrographs of fractured samples (B-F) 

of the endocuticle within the edge of the posterior condyle of P. scaber. (A) An overview of part of the edge 

showing that stacks are missing from the proximal part of the endocuticle (end); exo, exocuticle; iep, inner 

epicuticle; oep, outer epicuticle. (B) Fibrils of the endocuticle run perpendicular to the fracture plane along the 

length of the edge; am, arthrodial membrane. (C and D) Micrographs of an overview (C) and a detailed part (D) 

of the endocuticle showing fibrils emerging from the fracture plane oriented across the edge. (E and F) 

Micrographs of an overview (E) and a detailed part (F) of the endocuticle showing fibrils slightly oblique to the 

fracture plane; epi, epicuticle.   
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Anterior condyle of H. brevicornis 

The surface of the edge region and parts of the central region of the anterior condyle is 

devoid of hairs, bristles or scales and appears smooth (Fig. 49). The edge region of the 

anterior condyle is up to five times larger than that of the middle condyle (compare Fig. 49C 

with Fig. 30A). The outer epicuticle remains constant in thickness at about 500 nm 

throughout the edge region (Figs. 50 and 51). The inner epicuticle comprises a 

homogeneous layer and its extensions into the exocuticle (Fig. 50B). At the very edge, 

where the exocuticle becomes much thinner, the extensions of the inner epicuticle reach 

deeply into all of the exocuticle, increasing from about 3 µm around midway from the 

beginning (Fig. 50) to about 7 µm at the end of the edge region (Fig. 51). The exo- and 

endocuticle of the edge are distinguished by the appearance and number of pore canals. 

The pore canals seem larger and greater in number in the exocuticle than in the endocuticle 

(Fig. 52).  
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Figure 49. SEM micrographs of an intact (A) and a polished face (B and C) of the anterior condyle of H. 

brevicornis. (A) The micrograph depicts the location of the anterior condyle relative to the middle and posterior 

condyle. The curved line shows the plane at which the anterior condyle was cut open and polished. (B) Polished 

face. Circled is the support region (edge) of the anterior condyle. (C) A central region and an edge region 

characterised by the presence of a distal exocuticle (dex) and a thick epicuticle (epi), respectively. Large 

numbers of pore canals, a few of which are marked with arrowheads, are present at the edge, especially within 

the exocuticle (exo); am, arthrodial membrane; end, endocuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle.  
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Figure 50. SEM micrographs of a polished face of the distal part of the edge region within the anterior condyle 

of H. brevicornis. (A) An overview of the distal part of the edge region showing an outer epicuticle (oep), inner 

epicuticle (iep), exocuticle (exo) and the distal part of an endocuticle (end). Some pore canals are marked with 

arrowheads. (B) The distal part of the edge of the anterior joint head in detail. The epicuticle is bilayered, 

containing a smooth outer epicuticle and an inner epicuticle. The inner epicuticle comprises a homogenous layer 

(iep hl) and extensions (iep ext) that penetrate into the most distal stack of the exocuticle. The exocuticle of the 

edge contains numerous large pore canals (arrowheads). They contain fibres (pc fb) that run parallel to the 

direction of the pore canals. 
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Figure 51. SEM micrographs of cut open and polished face of the edge within the anterior condyle of H. 

brevicornis. (A) Towards the arthrodial membrane (am) the cuticle of the edge thins out. Due to its higher density, 

mineralized cuticle appears brighter. The border between the anterior condyle and the arthrodial membrane is 

defined as the region where mineral content terminates and the cuticle becomes much thinner. Termination of 

mineral in the exocuticle (exo) is marked by a white asterisk and for the endocuticle (end) by a black asterisk; 

epi, epicuticle. (B) At the very edge of the anterior condyle, the exo- and endocuticle become thinner. While the 

thickness of the outer epicuticle (oep) is constant throughout the edge, the inner epicuticle is thicker at this point 

than at any other region within the edge; iep ext, inner epicuticular extension; iep hl, inner epicuticular 

homogeneous layer. 
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Figure 52. SEM micrographs of the polished exocuticle (A) and endocuticle (B) within the edge region of the 

anterior condyle of H. brevicornis. The polished face of the exocuticle appears porous as a result of the extensive 

networks of pore canals (asterisks in A), whereas the endocuticle has smaller pore canals (arrowheads in B).  
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Socket  

Most of the work was carried out on the socket cuticle of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, 

while in P. scaber only the middle socket was investigated. It was found that the general 

internal cuticle structure of the socket of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus is comparable to 

that of the condyle with similar modifications of the edge from the central region as observed 

in the condyle. However, there are some differences within the socket cuticle, especially 

within the posterior socket whose morphology differs between the two halves of the animal 

body.   

 Middle socket  

For convenience, dry samples of the socket were cut and then polished at an angle that 

reveals cross sectional planes of both the middle and posterior socket (Fig. 53). The faces 

of both structures differ between an anterior (Fig. 53A and B) and a posterior coxal plate 

(Fig. 53C and D). The middle socket is composed of an outer and inner part (Fig. 53B and 

D). The surface of the outer part carries scales, while that of the inner part is smooth. The 

inner part has a shape of a thin tapering plate, which likely has a function in guiding the 

movements of the condyle (Fig. 53B and D). Between an anterior and a posterior coxal 

plate, there is a difference in the angle of the bend between the inner and outer part. The 

angle is more acute in the middle socket of an anterior coxal plate (compare Fig. 53B with 

D).  

Within the middle socket, the central region, characterised by the presence of a distal 

exocuticle, covers all of its outer part (Fig. 54) and much of the inner part as well (Fig.55).  

In H. brevicornis, both the central region and edge of the middle socket have a cuticle whose 

structure is comparable to those of the middle condyle. The edge is characterised by a 

thickening of the epicuticle, with the inner epicuticle having extensions into the exocuticle 

(Figs. 55 and 56), the presence of epicuticular channels within the inner epicuticle (Fig. 56A, 

note that some of the epicuticular channels appear to be connected to the subjacent pore 

canals) and a region within the endocuticle that appears porous likely because of fractional 

mineralisation (Fig. 56B).  

For T. europaeus, the following information on the ultrastructure of the edge of the middle 

coxal plate is still preliminary. Although the differences observed between the tylid species 

appear large, it cannot be completely discounted that they may be specimen-specific and 

might not represent the general cuticular ultrastructure of the edge of the middle socket in 
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T. europaeus. The outer epicuticle increases in thickness from about 50 nm at the central 

region (not shown) to a constant thickness of 200-250 nm at the edge (Fig. 57). The inner 

epicuticle comprises a homogeneous distal and an inhomogeneous proximal layer. The 

latter contains small electron lucent spots distally and a proximal smooth layer penetrated 

by vertically elongated electron lucent regions, resembling pore canals (arrowheads of Fig. 

57). Proximal to this, there are stacks continuous with the proximal exocuticle in the central 

region. However, further into the edge, stacks cannot be distinguished within the exocuticle. 

The endocuticle of the edge contains stacks, which continue from the central region, but 

they stain darker (Fig. 57). In fact, from this point within the edge on towards the end of the 

edge, all layers of the middle socket stain almost equally dark (Fig. 57). In one part of the 

endocuticle of the edge and within some of its proximal stacks within the central region, dark 

irregular staining of the cuticle is observed (ellipses of Fig. 57). The middle socket and the 

connecting arthrodial membrane do not seem to have a clear border between them. From 

the middle socket to the membrane, the most significant change is probably the abrupt 

reduction in the number of the distal stacks of the endocuticle to a single stack (Fig. 58). 

Other than this, the changes are gradual, such as the thinning of the cuticle, the loss of pore 

canals and the disappearance of the stacks of the proximal layer of the endocuticle (Fig. 

58).  

In P. scaber, the cuticular structure of the middle socket is comparable to that of the middle 

condyle with an exception of the endocuticle (Fig. 59). Within the central region of the outer 

part, the organic phase of the proximal region of the endocuticle is not organised in a twisted 

plywood structure, i.e., characteristic stacks are not observed (Fig. 59). From the beginning 

of the inner part towards the edge, the reduction in thickness of the stacked part of the 

endocuticle coincides with the increase in thickness of the exocuticle (Fig. 59). Apparently, 

the thickening of the exocuticle takes place at a cost of the stacked endocuticle (Fig. 59). 

The reduction in thickness of the stacked part is caused by the reduction in the number of 

the endocuticular stacks (Fig. 59). The eventual reduction in thickness leads to the stacked 

part disappearing altogether at the beginning of the edge, whereas the stackless 

endocuticle underneath continues a little further inside the edge (Fig. 59). However, it also 

suffers the same fate as the stacked part, disappearing from the edge about 5 µm after the 

stacked part disappears (Fig. 59). From this point on towards the arthrodial membrane, only 

the epi- and exocuticle are present (Fig. 59). At the arthrodial membrane, the exocuticle 

becomes much thinner and seems to contain no stacks (Fig. 59). Within the edge, the 

epicuticle has a thickness of 1.5-1.7 µm representing about 20% of the whole cuticle, which 

is around 7 µm thick (Fig. 59).   
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Figure 53. SEM micrographs of intact (A and C) and cut and polished faces (B and D) of the socket from an 

anterior coxal plate (A and B) and from a posterior coxal plate (C and D) of H. brevicornis. The middle (ms) and 

posterior socket (ps) are cut and then polished to reveal their inner faces. The bend between the outer and inner 

part of the middle socket is more acute in the anterior coxal plate. Note that, in contrast to the posterior socket 

of an anterior coxal plate, that of a posterior coxal plate consists of two lobes (white arrows in C and D) with a 

deep groove between them (white arrowheads in C and D); as, anterior socket.  
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Figure 54. TEM micrographs of the central region of the middle socket of H. brevicornis. (A) An overview of a 

part within the central region, which includes an outer part and a region within an inner part; end, endocuticle; 

epi, epicuticle; exo, exocuticle; sc, scale. (B and C) A distal part of the central region; dex, distal exocuticle; pex, 

proximal exocuticle. Asterisks mark some of the numerous pore canals within the endocuticle. (D) Circled are a 

few fibres, which are composed of chitin crystallites of light appearance (arrowheads) and surrounding densely 

stained protein. The outer epicuticle (oep) bears waxy layers (arrows); iep, inner epicuticle.  
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Figure 55. SEM micrographs (A and B) and TEM micrograph (C) of the inner part within the middle socket of H. 

brevicornis. (A) An overview of a cut open and polished sample of the middle socket. A part within the inner part 

of the middle socket is shown in detail in B. (B) The edge of the middle socket occupies only a small part of the 

tapering plate of the inner part; dex, distal exocuticle. (C) The edge is characterised by the absence of the distal 

exocuticle and the presence of extensions of the epicuticle (epi) into the exocuticle (exo); end, endocuticle; pex, 

proximal exocuticle.  
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Figure 56. TEM micrograph of resin-embedded material (A) and SEM micrograph of a cut and polished sample 

(B) of the edge within the middle socket of H. brevicornis. (A) The inner epicuticle (iep) is composed of a 

homogeneous layer (hl) and its extensions (ext) into the exocuticle. Within the homogeneous layer, epicuticular 

channels (epi channels) are found; end, endocuticle; exo, exocuticle; oep, outer epicuticle. Ellipses mark the 

connections between the epicuticular channels and the pore canals (pc). (B) The endocuticle of the edge is 

thinner than that of the central region and it contains a part having incomplete mineralisation (ellipse); am, 

arthrodial membrane; dex, distal exocuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle.  
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Figure 57. TEM micrograph of the edge within the middle socket of T. europaeus. The inner epicuticle (iep) of 

the edge is characterised by a homogeneous distal part (iep hl) and an inhomogeneous proximal part (iep ihl). 

The latter contains electron lucent spots distally and a smooth layer proximally, which is traversed by pore canal-

like vertical canals (arrowheads). In the exocuticle (exo), the number of stacks decreases towards the very edge. 

Dashed arrow marks the direction towards the arthrodial membrane (am). The two ellipses mark the parts of the 

endocuticle (end) of the central region and of the edge that are stained irregularly; dex; distal exocuticle, oep; 

outer epicuticle.  
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Figure 58. TEM micrograph of the edge and arthrodial membrane of the middle socket in T. europaeus. The 

transition between the edge and arthrodial membrane appears continuous. The dashed line marks the part 

where stacks of the distal part of the endocuticle merge into a single stack. This line may be considered as a 

border. Circled is a region within the endocuticle of the edge that is stained irregularly; am, arthrodial membrane; 

end, endocuticle; exo, exocuticle; hl, homogeneous layer; iep, inner epicuticle; ms, middle socket; oep, outer 

epicuticle. 
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Figure 59. TEM micrograph of the middle socket of P. scaber. Within the proximal portion of the endocuticle 

(end) of the central region, the number of stacks starts to decrease more and more towards the edge. Inside the 

edge, the endocuticle consists of a single stack. The region of the remaining single stack of the endocuticle is 

marked within the dashed line. Much of the edge contains only an epi- and exocuticle (exo). Only its beginning 

contains all three layers; am, arthrodial membrane. 
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Anterior socket of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus 

Like the middle one, the anterior socket consists of an outer and inner part (Fig. 60). In H. 

brevicornis, the central region terminates within the outer part of the anterior socket (Fig. 

60A). However, in T. europaeus, the border between the central and edge region is between 

the outer and inner part as indicated by the distal exocuticle that terminates at the bend 

where the anterior socket curves inward to form a supportive structure to the anterior 

condyle (Fig. 60B).  

In H. brevicornis, the epicuticle at the beginning of the edge is about 3-4 µm thick with an 

about 400 nm thick outer epicuticle and a 3 µm thick inner epicuticle (Fig. 61A and B). 

Epicuticular channels are observed at the inner epicuticle (Fig. 61B). In T. europaeus (Fig. 

61C and D), the outer epicuticle is about 250 nm thick (Fig. 61D). The homogenous layer 

of the inner epicuticle is about as thick as the outer epicuticle and appears granular in 

fractured specimens (Fig. 61D). Similar granules can be observed in the exocuticular stack 

just underneath, suggesting a presence of inner epicuticular extensions (Fig. 61D). Within 

the exocuticle of H. brevicornis, the stacks directly underneath the epicuticle appear to have 

a lower degree of mineralisation than their more proximal ones (compare Fig. 62A with B). 

Pore canals are abundant throughout the exocuticle (Fig. 62). The pore canals contain fibres 

at the proximal side (Fig. 62B and C), while at the distal side they appear empty (asterisks 

in Fig. 62A). There are, however, some pore canals that contain fibres at the distal side 

(arrowheads in Fig. 62A). In the exocuticle of T. europaeus, stacks of low mineralisation are 

not present. Its exocuticle (Fig. 63A) and endocuticle (Fig. 63B) appear quite similar in 

fractured specimens having no clear distinction into spiny versus blocky appearance as 

observed in other cuticles. Further into the edge of H. brevicornis, towards the arthrodial 

membrane, the epicuticle becomes somewhat thinner (compare Fig. 64A with Fig. 61B). 

The subjacent exocuticle has a low level of mineralisation (Fig. 64B). In T. europaeus, most 

stacks of the inner part of the anterior socket continue into the connecting arthrodial 

membrane (Fig. 65). In fractured samples, individual fibrils become less distinguishable 

within the arthrodial membrane (Fig. 65), likely a drying artefact since here mineral is lacking 

(Fig. 65).  
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Figure 60. SEM micrographs of fractured (A) and cut and polished (B) samples of the anterior socket. (A) Anterior 

socket of H. brevicornis. Inset shows the location of the anterior socket. The anterior socket comprises an outer 

and inner part with the edge beginning within the outer part; dex, distal exocuticle. (B) Anterior socket of T. 

europaeus. The edge begins at the bend separating the outer and inner part.  
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Figure 61. SEM micrographs of fractured samples at the distal part of the edge of the anterior socket in H. 

brevicornis (A and B) and T. europaeus (C and D). Arrowheads in B depict epicuticular channels; end, 

endocuticle; exo, exocuticle; ext, extension; hl, homogeneous layer; iep, inner epicuticle; oep, outer epicuticle. 
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Figure 62. SEM micrographs of a fractured sample of the distal (A) and proximal (B and C) portions of the 

exocuticle within the edge of the anterior socket in H. brevicornis. The distal portion is less mineralised than the 

proximal one. Most of the pore canals of the distal portion lack fibres (asterisks in A), with some exceptions 

(arrowheads in A), whereas the pore canals of the proximal portion contain fibres (arrows in B). The rectangle 

in B is shown in detail in C where fibres of a pore canal are marked with an asterisk.  
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Figure 63. SEM micrographs of fractured exo- (A) and endocuticle (B) of the edge of the anterior socket in T. 

europaeus. The fracture faces of the exocuticle and endocuticle appear quite similar.  
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Figure 64. SEM micrographs of the fractured outer and inner epicuticle (A) and exocuticle (B) within the edge of 

the anterior socket in H. brevicornis (near the transition to the arthrodial membrane). In comparison to the 

beginning of the edge, the outer epicuticle (oep) becomes thinner while the exocuticle (exo) has a low degree 

of mineralisation; iep, inner epicuticle.  
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Figure 65. SEM micrographs of a fractured sample showing the border between the edge of the anterior socket 

and the arthrodial membrane in T. europaeus. (A) Stacks continue from the edge into the arthrodial membrane 

(am). (B) Detail from A. Fibrils of the arthrodial membrane are less discernible likely because of drying artefact 

of the unmineralised arthrodial membrane.  
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Posterior socket of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus 

As described earlier, the posterior socket of an anterior coxal plate is composed of a single 

lobe and that of a posterior coxal plate of double lobes (Fig. 14). Due to this change in the 

morphology of the posterior socket, a cut through it reveals different face morphologies 

depending on which coxal plate is cut and how far a knife is advanced from the tip to the 

base of the posterior socket. In the first to third coxal plates of H. brevicornis, a cut through 

the single lobe of the posterior socket yields a slightly elongated convex-shaped face (Fig. 

66A and B). From the fourth coxal plate onward, a cut through the tip of the outer lobe 

reveals a similar shape of the face as in the anterior coxal plates. However, once the outer 

lobe is joined by the inner one, a groove becomes visible between the two lobes (Figs. 14D-

G and 66C and D). Despite the difference in the morphology of the posterior socket, its 

cuticular structure is comparable in all coxal plates. TEM and SEM analyses reveal that the 

parts appearing bright in the SEM micrographs (Fig. 14) correspond to the central region of 

the posterior socket (Fig. 67), while those that appear dark to the edge region (Fig. 68). The 

structural analysis of the cuticle of the posterior socket is done for H. brevicornis and T. 

europaeus only. 

In the edge region of H. brevicornis, the outer epicuticle has a constant thickness, while the 

inner epicuticle is distinguished into a homogeneous layer and extensions into the 

exocuticle (Fig. 69). Within the homogeneous layer, epicuticular channels are observed 

(Fig. 69B). Extensions of the inner epicuticle penetrate into up to two stacks of the exocuticle 

(Fig. 69). Between the outer and inner epicuticle, a thin electron lucent and dense layer is 

visible (inset of Fig. 69B). There are a great number of pore canals within the exo- and 

endocuticle (Figs. 67-70). Inside the canals, remnants of cellular material and fibres 

following the direction of the canals are observed (Figs. 69B and 70). At the border with the 

arthrodial membrane, the endocuticle is inhomogeneously mineralised (Fig. 71).  

For T. europaeus, the posterior socket from a posterior coxal plate was investigated, an 

overview of which is shown in Figure 72. Towards the edge, the exocuticle becomes thicker, 

while the endocuticle is thinning. Whereas the endocuticle covers four-fifths of the cuticle in 

the central region, in the middle of the edge region the ratio between the exo- and 

endocuticle is 1:1 (Figs. 72B and 73). The outer epicuticle of the edge is around 300 nm 

thick (Figs. 73 and 74). The inner epicuticle contains epicuticular channels (Fig. 74A) and 

extends its material into the most distal stack of the exocuticle (Figs. 73 and 74). Towards 

the very edge, this stack of the exocuticle thickens and the extensions of the epicuticle 
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become longer (Fig. 73). The epicuticular extensions appear to follow the twist of the stack 

(Fig. 74). However, the extensions are not always present (Fig. 75).  

 

 

Figure 66. The posterior socket of H. brevicornis from an anterior (A and B) and a posterior coxal plate (C and 

D) as appeared in SEM micrographs of cut and polished samples (A and C), LM (B) and TEM (D) micrographs. 

The face morphology of the cuticle depends whether the posterior socket is from an anterior or a posterior coxal 

plate. That from an anterior coxal plate is of elongated convex shape while that from a posterior coxal plate is 

doubly lobed with a groove in the middle (white arrows in C and D).  
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Figure 67. BSE (A) and SEM (B) micrographs of the intact joint (A) and of a cut and polished sample (B) within 

the posterior socket of H. brevicornis. (A) A dark part at the tip of the posterior socket (dashed line) corresponds 

to the edge, while a bright part at the base to the central region. The difference in brightness is due to variations 

in mineralisation. Line ”B” going through the posterior socket marks the position at which the  specimen shown 

in Figure B was cut. (B) The groove of the cuticle at the central region as a result of the plane of cutting/polishing 

going through the bright part of the posterior socket; dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; pex, 

proximal exocuticle. 
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Figure 68. TEM and SEM (inset) micrographs of the posterior socket of H. brevicornis. The oblique straight line 

in the inset shows the position where the cut is performed. As the cut is within the dark part (dashed line), the 

thin section shows only an edge cuticle; am, arthrodial membrane; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle, exo, 

exocuticle; gn, layer of granular material proximal to the cuticle.  
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Figure 69. SEM micrograph of a cut and polished sample (A) and TEM micrographs of a resin-embedded 

material (B) of the distal part within the edge of the posterior socket of H. brevicornis. The inner epicuticle (iep) 

is composed of a homogeneous layer (hl) and extensions (ext) into the exocuticle (exo). Within the 

homogeneous layer, epicuticular channels are located (asterisks in B). In between the outer (oep) and inner 

epicuticle, there is an electron lucent together with an electron dense layer (inset); pc, pore canal.  
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Figure 70. TEM micrograph of the endocuticle within the edge of the posterior socket of H. brevicornis. 

Numerous pore canals are found at the endocuticle. They contain vertical fibres (arrow) and remnants of cellular 

extensions from the hypodermis (arrowheads).  
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Figure 71. TEM and SEM (inset) micrographs of the endocuticle of the posterior socket near the border with the 

arthrodial membrane in H. brevicornis. The inset shows an overview of a polished specimen in which mineralised 

regions appear brighter. Circled is the inhomogeneously mineralised part of the endocuticle (end), shown in 

detail in the TEM micrograph.   
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Figure 72. LM (A) and TEM (B) micrographs of the posterior socket from a posterior coxal plate of T. europaeus. 

(A) A cut through the posterior socket close to the base of the process reveals a central and two edge regions; 

dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle. (B) The endocuticle covers 

about four-fifths of the cuticle of the central region. Its stacks thin out towards the edges, whereas the stacks of 

the exocuticle become thicker leading to a thickness ratio of exo- to endocuticle of around 1:1 at the middle part 

of the edge region. 
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Figure 73. TEM micrograph of the edge within the posterior socket of T. europaeus. The outer epicuticle (oep) 

of the edge has a constant thickness of 300 nm. The inner epicuticle consists of a homogeneous layer (iep hl) 

sending extensions (iep ext) into the first stack of the exocuticle (exo). Towards the very edge, this stack of the 

exocuticle thickens and the extension of the epicuticle become longer, while the more proximal stacks of the 

exocuticle and those of the endocuticle (end) become smaller.  
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Figure 74. TEM micrographs of the epicuticle at the edge within the posterior socket of T. europaeus. Epicuticular 

channels (asterisks) are located within the inner epicuticle (iep). Ellipse marks an epicuticular channel where it 

seems to be connected to a pore canal (pc) underneath. The extensions (ext) of the inner epicuticle follow the 

twist of the fibrils of the exocuticle (exo). 
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Figure 75. TEM micrograph of the epi-, exo- and a part of the endocuticle at the edge within the posterior socket 

of T. europaeus. In some cases, the inner epicuticle (iep) does not extend its material into the subjacent 

exocuticle (exo). Arrowheads mark epicuticular channels and asterisks pore canals; end, endocuticle; oep, outer 

epicuticle.  
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Chemical composition  

EDX analysis 

In all cuticular elements of every species, major elements are carbon, oxygen and calcium, 

suggesting that calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is the main mineral component of the cuticle 

(Fig. 76, in all of the spectra presented in the dissertation, the unit of the intensity (y axis) is 

arbitrary and abbreviated as a. u.). Minor elements include phosphorus and magnesium 

(Fig. 76) whose levels are different between species and between specific sites within a 

condyle or socket (Fig. 76). Also present in the spectrum but highly unlikely to be present 

in the cuticle at such concentration is aluminium. Its peak is probably due to scattering from 

the aluminium holder. For carbon and oxygen, despite being present in the cuticle at high 

concentrations, their emitted X-ray intensities are sometimes weaker than they should be 

(Fig. 76), inconsistently varying from one sample to the next. This is a result of the low X-

ray energies of the two elements, causing most of the emitted X-rays to be absorbed inside 

the sample and stay undetected. For elements with higher X-ray energies like magnesium, 

phosphorus and calcium, their intensities are consistent and can thus be used for inter-

elemental comparisons. Elemental distribution and concentration are more similar within the 

same species than within the same cuticular elements of different species. For easy 

comparison, the results of the different parts within the condyle and socket of the same 

species are presented together.  

 

Figure 76. EDX spectrum of the middle condyle of H. brevicornis. In every cuticle of every species, the main 

elements are calcium, carbon and oxygen, suggesting that CaCO3 is the main mineral of the cuticle. Other 

elements are phosphorus and magnesium. Aluminium peak is likely due to scattering from the aluminium holder.  
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H. brevicornis 

Middle condyle 

EDX spectral analysis of the middle condyle of H. brevicornis is shown in Figures 77 and 

78. In SEM micrographs of polished samples, a difference in brightness, caused by differing 

emission intensity of secondary electrons, differentiates the cuticle into two parts. It is 

brighter within the outer periphery of the central region than the rest of the cuticle (Fig. 77A 

and B). The outer periphery likely corresponds to the distal exocuticle of the central region, 

which has a particularly high concentration of calcium but barely contains any magnesium 

and phosphorus (spectrum 1 of Fig. 77C and Fig. 77D). At the proximal exocuticle and 

endocuticle, calcium concentration is lower than that of the distal exocuticle, with lowest 

level of calcium observed in the layer just underneath the distal exocuticle, likely 

corresponding to the proximal exocuticle (calcium map of Fig. 77D). Magnesium 

concentration in the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle remains equally low, just like in the 

distal exocuticle (magnesium map of Fig. 77D). Phosphorus distribution is layered 

(phosphorus map of Fig. 77D) and the proximal exocuticle together with the endocuticle 

(spectrum 2 of Fig. 77C) has higher ratio of phosphorus to calcium than the distal exocuticle 

(spectrum 1 of Fig. 77C). At the edges, the distal exocuticle of high calcium content is not 

present. In comparison to the central region, the edges have a much higher phosphorus 

concentration (spectra 3 and 4 of Fig. 77C and phosphorus map of Fig. 77D), while there 

are only little differences in magnesium concentration between the two regions (compare 

spectra 3 and 4 with 1 and 2 of Fig. 77C and magnesium map of Fig. 77D). The thickened 

epicuticle of the edges can also be well distinguished in the carbon distribution map (Fig. 

78). There, high levels of carbon content are recorded, whereas the carbonate signal is 

almost completely absorbed in regions of high calcium.  
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Figure 77. SEM micrographs of a polished sample (A and B), EDX spectra (C) and background-subtracted 

spectral EDX maps (D) from the middle condyle of H. brevicornis. (A) Polished face through the middle condyle. 

Locations of interest are marked and numbered. Location 1 corresponds to a part within the distal exocuticle, 2 

proximal exocuticle and endocuticle, and 3 and 4 edges. The integrated spectra of these different areas are 
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shown in C. (B) Detailed overview of a polished face within the central region of the middle condyle. The distal 

cuticle (dex) is distinguished from the rest of the cuticle by its brighter contrast (denser material); end, 

endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle; pl, proximal layer. (C) Spectra from the different locations 

marked in A within the middle condyle normalised to calcium peaks. (D) Distribution maps of calcium, 

magnesium and phosphorus. Dashed lines mark the outline of the polished face.   

 

 

Figure 78. Background-subtracted spectral EDX map of carbon of the middle condyle of H. brevicornis. At the 

edges, there is a marked increase in carbon content due to the epicuticle (epi) of the edge being many-fold 

thicker than that of the central region (inset). The dashed line in the carbon map marks the border of the edge 

of the middle condyle.  
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Anterior and posterior condyle  

In general, the cuticle of the anterior (Fig. 79) and posterior condyle (Fig. 80) has similar 

elemental composition to each other and to that of the middle condyle. Figure 79A and 80A 

are polished SEM micrographs of the anterior and posterior condyle, respectively, with four 

parts marked, whose respective spectra are shown in Figure 79B and 80B. Calcium is 

highest at the distal exocuticle of the central region and is of moderate concentration 

throughout the rest of the exocuticle and the endocuticle (calcium maps of Figs. 79C and 

80C). Calcium content within the prominent epicuticle is near the detection limit (spectrum 

1 of Figs. 79B and 80B and calcium maps of Figs. 79C and 80C), while, in the region of the 

epicuticular extensions of the edge, calcium content increases from distal to proximal 

(calcium maps of Figs. 79C and 80C). Magnesium content is very low and is more or less 

evenly distributed throughout the cuticle (spectra 1-4 of Figs. 79B and 80B and magnesium 

maps of Figs. 79C and 80C). Phosphorus is highest at the exo- and endocuticle of the edge 

(spectrum 2 and 3, respectively, of Figs. 79B and 80B and phosphorus maps of Figs. 79C 

and 80C), whereas its epicuticle contains virtually none (spectrum 1 of Figs. 79B and 80B 

and phosphorus maps of Figs. 79C and 80C). Within the central region, there is a very low 

phosphorus content at the distal exocuticle (spectrum 4 of Figs. 79B and 80B and 

phosphorus maps of Figs. 79C and 80C), while the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle 

have a moderate phosphorus content (phosphorus maps of Figs. 79C and 80C). In the 

endocuticle, there is a layered variation of phosphorus levels (phosphorus maps of Figs. 

79C and 80C). A high carbon signal is recorded at the large epicuticle of the edge (spectrum 

1 of Figs. 79B and 80B and carbon maps of Figs. 79C and 80C).  
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Figure 79. Elemental analysis of the anterior condyle of H. brevicornis. (A) SEM micrograph of a polished face 

of the anterior condyle, over which an EDX experiment was performed. Locations marked are those whose 

integrated spectra are shown in B; am, arthrodial membrane; dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; epi, 

epicuticle; exo, exocuticle. (B) Spectra of different locations within the anterior condyle. Spectrum 1 shows the 

elemental content within the epicuticle of the edge. Normalised to calcium concentration spectra 2, 3 and 4 show 

the elemental contents within the exo- and endocuticle of the edge, and the distal exocuticle of the central region, 

respectively. (C) Background-subtracted spectral elemental maps of calcium, magnesium, phosphorus and 

carbon. Dashed lines mark the outline of the polished face.  
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Figure 80. Elemental analysis of the posterior condyle of H. brevicornis. (A) SEM micrograph of a polished face 

of the posterior condyle, over which an EDX experiment was performed. Locations marked are those whose 

integrated spectra are shown in B; dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; exo, exocuticle; pex, 

proximal exocuticle. (B) EDX-spectra of the different locations within the posterior condyle as marked in A. 

Spectrum 1 shows the elements within the epicuticle of the edge. Normalised to calcium concentration, spectra 

2, 3 and 4 show the contents of elements within the exo-, endocuticle of the edge and the distal exocuticle of 

the central region, respectively. (C) Background-subtracted spectral elemental maps of calcium, magnesium, 

phosphorus and carbon. Dashed lines mark the outline of the polished face.  
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Middle socket 

EDX analysis was performed on the inner part of the middle socket cuticle as it contains 

both the central and edge regions (Fig. 81A). Spectra from two locations, namely the distal 

exocuticle (spectrum 1) and the exo- and endocuticle of the edge (spectrum 2), are shown 

in Fig. 81B. Within the central region, calcium concentration is higher in the outer region, 

corresponding to the distal exocuticle (calcium map of Fig. 81C). Magnesium content is 

evenly low throughout the central region (magnesium map of Fig. 81C), while phosphorus 

has a layered distribution. The distal exocuticle has a very low phosphorus content, just 

above the detection limit (spectrum 1 of Fig. 81B), whereas the endocuticle has signifantly 

higher phosphorus concentration. Within the endocuticle, there appears a thin line that has 

markedly high phosphorus content (phosphorus map of Fig. 81C). Towards the edge, the 

layer having a higher concentration of calcium, likely corresponding to the distal exocuticle, 

becomes thinner and at the very edge this layer disappears (calcium map of Fig. 81C). For 

magnesium, there is no change in concentration from the central region to the edge. It 

remains equally low (magnesium map of Fig. 81B). The distribution of phosphorus towards 

the edge is layered. The thin line of very high phosphorus content within the endocuticle 

becomes brighter and wider, encompassing the part proximal to it. Spectrum 2 (Fig. 81B) 

indicates the high amount of phosphorus within this particular location of the middle socket.  
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Figure 81. EDX analysis of the inner part 

of the middle socket of H. brevicornis. (A) 

SEM micrograph of the polished face of 

the inner part, over which an EDX 

experiment was performed. Locations 

marked are those whose integrated 

spectra are shown in B. 1 marks the distal 

exocuticle (dex) of the central region and 

2 the exo- and endocuticle (end) towards 

the edge; pex, proximal exocuticle. (B) 

Spectra of the locations marked in A. The 

spectra are normalised to the calcium 

peaks. Phosphorus within the distal 

exocuticle is just above the detection 

limit, whereas the exo- and endocuticle 

towards the edge has many-fold higher 

phosphorus content. (C) Background-

subtracted spectral elemental maps of 

calcium, magnesium and phosphorus.  
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Posterior socket  

EDX spectral mapping results of the posterior socket vary slightly in H. brevicornis. Two 

specimens of the posterior socket, one from an anterior and the other from a posterior coxal 

plate, were used for the measurement. The two specimens have different structure due to 

their locations and the depths at which they were polished. The specimen from the posterior 

coxal plate was polished partly at a region of the process appearing bright in SEM 

micrographs disclosing a small part of the distal exocuticle at the groove (Fig. 82), while the 

polished face of the specimen from the anterior coxal plate is still within the region of dark 

SEM-contrast, revealing only the edge cuticle (Fig. 83). 

Background-subtracted spectral maps and accumulated spectra from five different locations 

show the distribution of elements within the posterior socket from the posterior coxal plate 

(Fig. 82). Within the distal exocuticle, calcium content is higher than in any other part of the 

posterior socket (calcium map of Fig. 82C), while levels of phosphorus and magnesium are 

just above the detection limit (spectrum 1 of Fig. 82B and phosphorus and magnesium maps 

of Fig. 82C). In the central region, within the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle, there is a 

slight difference in calcium content with the distal part having a higher concentration than 

the proximal part (calcium map of Fig. 82C). Overall phosphorus levels within the proximal 

exocuticle and endocuticle are moderate (spectra 2 and 3 of Fig. 82B and phosphorus map 

of Fig. 82C). However, the element is distributed into layers of slightly varying concentration 

(phosphorus map of Fig. 82C). Particularly high is phosphorus along  the line roughly in the 

middle of the cuticle (arrowhead in phosphorus map of Fig. 82C). This line is the one that 

demarcates the distal half of higher calcium concentration from the the proximal half of 

slightly lower calcium concentration (calcium and phosphorus maps of Fig. 82C). 

Magnesium content is evenly low throughout the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle 

(spectra 2 and 3 of Fig. 82B and magnesium map of Fig. 82C). In comparison to the central 

region, the edges have a lower concentration of calcium, higher concentrations of 

phosphorus and carbon, while levels of magnesium stay unchanged (elemental maps of 

Fig. 82C). Within the edge, phosphorus and carbon contents are increasing towards the 

border with the arthrodial membrane (compare spectra 2 and 3 with 4 and 5 of Fig. 82B). 

The high carbon intensity measured at the edge comes from the thickening of the epicuticle, 

while heightened levels of phosphorus are attributable to the exo- and endocuticle of the 

edge. (carbon and phosphorus maps of Fig. 82C).  

Figure 83 shows a polished SEM micrograph of a specimen from the anterior coxal plate 

and its elemental distribution maps. The polished face lacks a distal exocuticle of high 
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calcium concentration, observed in the other specimen because the polished area is within 

a region appearing dark in SEM micrographs, i.e. all of the polished face is within the edge 

region. Within the outer part of the exocuticle, there is a gradual increase of calcium from 

distal to proximal due to the penetration of the inner epicuticular extensions into the most 

distal stacks of the exocuticle (arrow of calcium map of Fig. 83B). The rest of the cuticle has 

an even distribution of the element, which stands in contrast to the specimen from the 

posterior coxal plate that has a difference in calcium content between the distal and proximal 

halves. The connecting arthrodial membrane contains no calcium (asterisk in calcium map 

of Fig. 83B). Magnesium is present at a low concentration throughout the cuticle except at 

the epicuticle (arrowhead) and the arthrodial membrane (asterisk) where concentrations are 

marginal (magnesium map of Fig. 83B). Like in the specimen from the posterior pereiomere, 

phosphorus is distributed into bands. However, a line that has particularly high phosphorus 

content is missing (compare the phosphorus map of Fig. 83B with that of Fig. 82C). The 

highest concentration of phosphorus is observed in the bands that run through the middle 

of the cuticle (phosphorus map of Fig. 83B). In the epicuticle and arthodial membrane, 

phosphorus is below the detection limit, while high levels of carbon are recorded 

(phosphorus and carbon maps of Fig. 83B, arrowheads mark the epicuticle and asterisks 

the athrodial membrane). 
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Figure 82. SEM micrograph, EDX spectra and background-subtracted spectral EDX maps of the posterior socket 

from a posterior coxal plate of H. brevicornis. (A) SEM micrograph of a polished face, over which an EDX 

experiment was performed. Locations marked are those whose integrated spectra are shown in B. Dashed lines 

separate the central region from the edges; dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle. 

(B) EDX spectra normalised to the calcium peak. Spectrum 1 shows elemental composition of the distal 

exocuticle, 2 the proximal exocuticle and the distal part of the endocuticle, 3 the proximal part of the endocuticle, 

4 the edge cuticle near the central region and 5 the edge cuticle near the arthrodial membrane. (C) Distribution 

maps of calcium, magnesium, phosphorus and carbon. At the central region, Ca is highest within the most distal 

layer, corresponding to the distal exocuticle and lowest within the proximal part of the endocuticle. The edges 

(arrows) have lower Ca than the central region. Mg is low throughout the posterior socket. P is higher at the 
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edges than within the central region. Arrowheads mark a border between regions of different Ca concentrations 

and the line of particularly high P within the central region. High C at the edge is recorded within the epicuticle 

(arrows).  

 

 

Figure 83. SEM micrograph and background-subtracted spectral EDX maps of the posterior socket from an 

anterior pereiomere of H. brevicornis. (A) SEM micrograph of a polished face, over which an EDX experiment 
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was performed. This specimen from the anterior pereiomere was polished completely within a region that 

appears dark in SEM micrographs; hence, the entire polished cuticle face is within an edge region; am, arthrodial 

membrane; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; exo, exocuticle. (B) Background-subtracted spectral elemental 

distribution maps of calcium, magnesium, phosphorus and carbon. Ca has an even distribution, except at the 

epicuticle, where concentrations are below the detection limit, and in a layer within the exocuticle containing 

extensions of the inner epicuticle (arrow) in which it gradually increases towards the proximal side. Mg is low 

and evenly distributed. Within the epicuticle (arrowhead) and the arthrodial membrane (asterisk), Mg content is 

marginal. High P concentrations occur in layers, with the highest concentration in the middle. Within the 

epicuticle and the arthrodial membrane, P concentration is below the detection limit, but a high C concentration 

is observed.  

 

The table below (Table 2) summarises the ratio of magnesium and phosphorus atoms to 

100 calcium atoms of the distal exocuticle and proximal exocuticle together with the 

endocuticle of the central region and the exo- and endocuticle of the edge in all cuticles 

within the joint system of H. brevicornis. In all condyle and socket parts of the cuticle, there 

are on average 7-9 magnesium atoms for every 100 atoms of calcium. For phosphorus, its 

ratio to 100 calcium atoms is lowest within the distal exocuticle at around 4 atoms. Within 

the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle of the central region, it increases to about 10 atoms. 

At the edge, within its exo- and endocuticle, the highest ratio of phosphorus to calcium atom 

is observed, with the number of phosphorus to calcium atoms doubling that found in the 

proximal exocuticle and endocuticle of the central region.  

 

Table 2. Number of magnesium (Mg) and phosphorus (P) atoms per 100 atoms of calcium (Ca) in the condyle 

and socket cuticles of H. brevicornis for the distal exocuticle (dex) and the proximal exocuticle together with the 

endocuticle (pex + end) of the central region, and for the exo- and endocuticle (exo + end) of the edge region. 

Values are provided as mean±SD and the number in parenthesis specifies the number of specimens used in 

the calculation. 
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Tylos europaeus  

Middle condyle 

Elements found in the middle condyle of T. europaeus include carbon, oxygen and calcium, 

and to a lesser extent, magnesium, phosphorus and sodium (Fig. 84A and B). At the central 

region, calcium is distributed in three layers of varying concentration (calcium map of Fig. 

84C). Highest levels are recorded within the most distal layer, which likely corresponds to 

the distal exocuticle. The about-5-µm middle layer has the lowest concentration, while the 

most proximal layer has slightly higher concentration than the middle layer. The middle and 

most proximal layers probably correspond to the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle, 

respectively. The most distal layer of high calcium content discontinues at the beginning of 

the edges (asterisks in calcium map of Fig. 84C). This correlates with the structural analysis 

that indicates the absence of the distal exocuticle at the edges. The middle condyle cuticle 

contains significantly higher concentration of magnesium than any cuticle within the joint 

system of H. brevicornis where magnesium recordings are all just above the detection limit 

(Fig. 84B). Magnesium concentration within the middle condyle of T. europaeus is slightly 

higher at the distal exocuticle and within a proximal layer of the endocuticle than in the rest 

of the cuticle (magnesium map of Fig. 84C). Like in the calcium distribution map, a 

discontinuation of the distal layer of high magnesium content is observed at the beginning 

of the edges (asterisks in magnesium map of Fig. 84C). Where the distal exocuticle of high 

calcium and magnesium terminates, the layer of particularly high carbon content begins 

(asterisks of carbon map of Fig. 84C). This likely corresponds to the thickened epicuticle of 

the edges. For phosphorus, higher content is measured towards and at the edges than 

within the central region. To compare differences in the relative content of magnesium and 

phosphorus to calcium, spectra, which are normalised to calcium concentrations, from five 

distinct locations (Fig. 84A) are shown in Figure 84D. The concentration of magnesium is 

much higher than that of phosphorus within the central region. At the distal exocuticle 

(location 1), phosphorus is below the detection limit, while, in the proximal exocuticle and 

endocuticle (location 2), it is just above it. At the edges, phosphorus content increases 

many-fold (location 3 and 4). The anterior sclerite (location 5), connecting the anterior 

extensor to the anterior side of the middle condyle, is still intact and it is similarly composed 

to the edges (compare spectrum 5 with spectrum 3 and 4 of Fig. 84D). Not significantly 

detected in any of the cuticles within the joint system of H. brevicornis, sodium is present 

throughout the cuticle of the middle condyle of T. europaeus. Its concentration is slightly 

higher at the distal exocuticle than in the rest of the cuticle (sodium map of Fig. 84C).   
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Figure 84. SEM micrograph, EDX spectra and background-subtracted spectral EDX maps of the middle condyle 

of T. europaeus. (A) SEM micrograph of a polished face, over which an EDX experiment was performed. 
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Locations marked are those whose integrated spectra are shown in D; dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; 

pex, proximal exocuticle. (B) Average spectrum of the total polished face. Major elements are C, O and Ca. 

Minor ones include Na, Mg and P. (C) Distribution maps of Ca, Mg, C, P and Na. Ca is higher within the outer 

periphery, corresponding to the distal exocuticle, than in the rest of the cuticle. At the edges, the layer of high 

Ca content terminates (asterisks). Mg has a similar distribution to that of Ca. The asterisks also mark the 

termination of the layer of high Mg content. C concentration peaks at the outer periphery of the edges, which 

correspond to the thickened epicuticle of the edges (asterisks). The edges contain higher P concentrations than 

the central region. Na distribution is similar to that of Ca and Mg. (D) Spectra from five locations are shown. 

Location 1 corresponds to the distal exocuticle of the central region, 2 proximal exocuticle and endocuticle of 

the central region, 3 posterior edge, 4 anterior edge and 5 sclerite. All spectra are normalised to the Ca peak. 

In all parts of the cuticle, the ratio of Mg to Ca does not deviate much from one another; however, the ratios of 

P to Ca and P to Mg vary between locations. At the distal exocuticle (location 1), P is below the detection limit. 

Within the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle (location 2), P signals are just above the detection limit. At the 

edges (location 3 and 4) and within the sclerite (location 5), P content is many-fold higher than that of the central 

region, being almost as high as that of Mg in their respective parts.  
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Posterior condyle 

The posterior condyle of T. europaeus is composed of similar elements as in the middle 

condyle. Sodium is, however, not detected, while the presence of aluminium is likely due to 

scattering at the aluminium holder (Fig. 85A and B). Within the central region, the distal 

exocuticle contains the highest concentration of calcium, while magnesium is present at a 

low concentration and phosphorus is below the detection limit (spectrum 1 of Fig. 85B and 

calcium, magnesium and phosphorus maps of Fig. 85C). In an about-5-µm-thick layer 

beneath the distal exocuticle, the lowest concentration of calcium is recorded (calcium map 

of Fig. 85C). This likely corresponds to the proximal exocuticle. At the endocuticle, calcium 

concentration increases slightly from the proximal exocuticle (calcium map of Fig. 85C). 

Magnesium and phosphorus are distributed within the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle 

in a similar way as within the distal exocuticle (magnesium and phosphorus maps of Fig. 

85C). Towards the edge, the pronounced thickening of the epicuticle is characterised by 

high content of carbon and the virtual absence of calcium, magnesium and phosphorus 

(carbon, calcium, magnesium and phosphorus maps of Fig. 85C). At the exocuticle of the 

edge, a gradient of the calcium distribution is observed, with the part next to the epicuticle 

having the lowest concentration (arrowheads of calcium map of Fig. 85C). Highest 

concentration of phosphorus is observed within the exo- and endocuticle of the edge 

(spectrum 2 of Fig. 85B and phosphorus map of Fig. 85C). Here, magnesium has a similar 

concentration as within the central region (spectrum 2 of Fig. 85B and magnesium map of 

Fig. 85C). 
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Figure 85. SEM micrograph and background-subtracted spectral EDX maps of the posterior condyle of T. 

europaeus. (A) SEM micrograph of the polished surface, over which the EDX spectral mapping was performed. 

Spectra from the distal exocuticle (dex) of the central region and from the exocuticle and endocuticle (end) of 

the edge are shown in B; epi, epicuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle. (B) Mg to Ca ratio is similar throughout the 

cuticle, while P to Ca is higher at the edge than in the central region. The Al peak is due to scattering at the 

aluminium holder. (C) Distribution maps of Ca, Mg, C and P. The Ca content is highest within the distal 

exocuticle. At the edge, there is a gradual increase of Ca where the inner epicuticle extends its material towards 

the exocuticle (arrowheads). Ca is virtually absent from the epicuticle. Mg is low and evenly distributed 

throughout the cuticle, except at the epicuticle where it is below the detection limit. Highest content of C is 

recorded at the epicuticle. In general, P is higher at the edge than within the central region. However, it is virtually 

absent from the epicuticle.  
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The table below (Table 3) summarises the magnesium and phosphorus concentrations 

relative to that of calcium within the two parts of interest; the distal exocuticle of the central 

region and the exo- and endocuticle of the edge, in the condyle cuticles of T. europaeus. 

For every 100 atoms of calcium, there are slightly more magnesium atoms at the exo- and 

endocuticle of the edge (14.9±3.0 atoms) than the distal cuticle of the central region 

(12.8±2.7 atoms). In comparison to phosphorus, magnesium content is higher in both parts 

of interest than those of phosphorus. At the distal exocuticle of the edge, there are fewer 

than 3 atoms of phosphorus for every 100 atoms of calcium, but the number increases 

many-fold within the exo- and endocuticle of the edge where it has 8-11 phosphorus atoms 

per 100 calcium atoms. 

 

Table 3. Number of magnesium (Mg) and phosphorus (P) atoms per 100 atoms of Calcium (Ca) in the condyle 

cuticles of T. europaeus. Two parts of the cuticles are compared; the distal exocuticle of the central region and 

the exo- and endocuticle of the edge. Values are provided as mean±SD and the number in parenthesis specifies 

the number of specimens used in the calculation. 
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Anterior socket 

EDX analysis of the anterior socket of T. europaeus shows that the cuticle contains carbon, 

oxygen and calcium and to a much lesser degree magnesium, phosphorus and sodium (Fig. 

86A and B). Two distinct regions of different elemental distribution, the central region (the 

outer part) and the edge (the inner part) can be distinguished. Within the central region, 

high levels of calcium are recorded within the distal quarter of the cuticle, in a layer that 

likely corresponds to the distal exocuticle (calcium map of Fig. 86C). Within this layer, high 

magnesium content is also observed, while phosphorus content is close to the detection 

limit (magnesium and phosphorus maps of Fig. 86C and spectrum 1 of Fig. 86D). At the 

distal exocuticle, for every 100 atoms of calcium, there are, however, only 4-5 magnesium 

atoms, much lower than the ratio recorded in the same part of the condyle cuticles, and 

about 1 phosphorus atom, a comparable ratio to that recorded in the distal exocuticle of the 

condyles. The proximal exocuticle and endocuticle of the central region have a similar 

elemental distribution. Both have lower calcium and magnesium content than the distal 

exocuticle and contain evenly distributed, low levels of phosphorus (calcium, magnesium 

and phosphorus maps of Fig. 86C). At the edge, high carbon content is observed within the 

thickened epicuticle (carbon map of Fig. 86C). Within this part, lowest levels of calcium are 

recorded (calcium map of Fig. 86C). At location 2 and 3 of the edge (Fig. 86A), which likely 

correspond to the exo- and endocuticle, respectively, there is a similar concentration of 

phosphorus (spectrum 2 and 3 of Fig. 86D), each layer containing 6-7 phosphorus atoms 

for every 100 calcium atoms. Magnesium is also present at 6-7 magnesium atoms per 100 

calcium atoms. Both ratios are lower than those found in the same layers of the condyle 

cuticles. At the very edge where the cuticle connects to the arthrodial membrane, carbon 

signals are strongest while calcium, magnesium and phosphorus are below the detection 

limit (asterisks within calcium, magnesium, phosphorus and carbon maps of Fig. 86C). 

Sodium is present in the anterior socket at a lower level than that of phosphorus (Fig. 86B). 

Except at the epicuticle where it is virtually lacking, sodium is evenly distributed throughout 

the cuticle (sodium map of Fig. 86C).  
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Figure 86. SEM micrograph and background-subtracted spectral EDX maps of the anterior socket of T. 

europaeus. (A) SEM micrograph of the polished surface over which the EDX spectral mapping was performed. 
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Spectra from marked locations are shown in D. The arrow labelled with ”am” points to the location of the 

arthrodial membrane; dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle. (B) 

Spectrum of the whole polished face. Major elements are C, O and Ca. Minor ones are Mg, Na and P. (C) 

Distribution maps of Ca, Mg, P, C and Na. Ca is highest at the distal exocuticle and lowest at the edge. Mg is 

distributed in a similar way to Ca. P is of similar concentration within the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle of 

the central region and the exo- and endocuticle of the edge. Asterisks in Ca, Mg, P and C maps mark the very 

edge where the cuticle is connected to the arthrodial membrane. Here, the signal for C is highest and 

concentrations of Ca, Mg and P are below the detection limit. Na is also present within the anterior socket. (D) 

Normalised to the calcium peaks, spectrum 1 shows the elemental distribution within the distal exocuticle of the 

central region, 2 the exocuticle of the edge and 3 the endocuticle of the edge. The exo- and endocuticle of the 

edge both have higher Mg to Ca and P to Ca ratios than those of the distal exocuticle.  
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P. scaber  

Middle condyle 

Within both the central and edge regions, carbon, oxygen and calcium are the major 

elements, while other elements include phosphorus, magnesium and sodium, with 

phosphorus having a significantly higher concentration than the latter two. In the central 

region, calcium is higher within the distal third of the cuticle and drops towards the proximal 

side (Fig. 87A and B). Phosphorus is lowest at the most distal part (Fig. 87A, C and J). Its 

level then increases gradually towards the proximal side and peaks roughly near or at the 

most proximal region of the cuticle to a value twice as high as in the most distal part (Fig. 

87A, C, and K). Magnesium concentrations vary between 5.0 and 8.5 atoms per 100 atoms 

of calcium without any particular distribution pattern (Fig. 87A and D) (Ruangchai et al., 

2013). 

Until the middle region of the edge, roughly where the cuticle is thickest, calcium is still high, 

in particular within distal cuticular layers. Towards the arthrodial membrane, calcium 

concentration decreases within the distal fifth of the edge (Fig. 87E and F). Within the distal 

and proximal zones of the edges the amount of phosphorus is 2-3 times higher than in the 

zones in between where levels of phosphorus roughly equal those of the central region (Fig. 

87C, G, I, J and K). Phosphorus levels are slightly higher in the posterior than the anterior 

edge (Fig. 87K). Overall, the ratio of phosphorus to calcium atoms is highest at the most 

distal and most proximal parts of the edges with around 20 phosphorus atoms to 100 

calcium atoms, and lowest within the exocuticle of the central region, with an average of 6 

to 100 (Figure 87K). Like in the central region, the concentration of magnesium is lower than 

that of phosphorus and there is no significant local variation (Fig. 87H) (Ruangchai et al., 

2013).  
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Figure 87. EDX analysis of polished middle condyle of P. scaber. (A-D) SEM micrograph and spectral maps for 

Ca, P, and Mg of a transverse surface through the middle condyle. (E-H) Detailed SEM micrograph and spectral 

maps of Ca, P, and Mg of the edge region. Dashed lines in A-H mark the outline of the cuticle. (I) SEM 

micrograph depicting field locations for which P/Ca ratios are calculated. (J) Examples of EDX spectra for 

location 3 and 4 in I. Note the difference in the P and Ca peaks. Table (K) provides the P/Ca ratio for each 

location in I. Values are presented as mean±SD and the number in the parenthesis specifies the number of 

specimens used in the calculation. Originally appearing as Fig. 7 in Ruangchai et al. (2013). 
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Figure 88. The reference Raman spectra of synthetic 

calcite (single crystal), amorphous calcium carbonate 

(ACC) from the sternal deposits of P. scaber, purified 

chitin originating from crab shell chitin, bovine serum 

albumin (BSA), hydroxyapatite (HA) and amorphous 

calcium phosphate (ACP) from the pleoventral 

deposits of T. europaeus. CO3 stretching vibrations at 

1090 cm-1 are characteristic of calcite and ACC (1). 

Bands at 158 cm-1 and 284 cm-1 (2) and a broad band 

between 90 and 350 cm-1 are indicative of calcite 

lattice vibrations and ACC, respectively (Bischoff et al., 

1985; Urmos et al., 1991; Tlili et al., 2001). Bands for 

C-H and CH2 stretching vibrations (4) occur between 

2800 cm-1 and 3100 cm-1, indicating the presence of 

organic material. Bands characteristic to C-O, C-C, 

and C-N bonds (5) occur between 1045 cm-1 and 1125 

cm-1. Bands at 1550-1650 cm-1 (6) and 3300 cm-1 (7) 

are specific to amide bonds. The band at 3450 cm-1 is 

characteristic to N-H hydrogen bonds (8) formed in 

crystalline chitin (Galat and Popowicz, 1978; Bolton 

and Scherer, 1989). The band at 965 cm-1 can be 

assigned to phosphate stretching vibration (9). 

Phosphate modes also occur at 438 cm-1 and 593 cm-

1 (10) and at 1081 cm-1 (11) (Sauer et al., 1994). 

Originally appearing as Fig. 8 in Ruangchai et al. 

(2013). 

Scanning confocal µ-Raman spectroscopic imaging  

Complementary to EDX analysis, scanning confocal µ-Raman spectroscopic imaging (SCµ-

RSI) was performed on selected specimens within the joint. Raman spectra of reference 

materials are provided in Figure 88 (Ruangchai et al., 2013). The Raman spectrum of a 

calcite reference has characteristic lattice vibration bands at 158 cm-1 and 284 cm-1, 

carbonate bending vibration at 715 cm-1, and carbonate stretching vibration at 1090 cm-1. 

Smaller bands occur at 1439 cm-1 and 1752 cm-1. In Raman spectra of ACC, the bands for 

crystal lattice vibrations are replaced by a broad band between 90-350 cm-1 and the band 

for carbonate stretching vibration is widened and shifted to 1085 cm-1. For allocation of 

organic material like chitin-protein fibres/fibrils, large characteristic bands between 2800-

3100 cm-1 due to C-H, and CH2 stretching vibrations can be used. Protein and chitin can be 

discriminated by a band at 3450 cm-1 that is due to hydrogen bonds (O-H, N-H) in chitin. 

Raman spectra of hydroxyapatite and biogenic ACP have a phosphate stretching vibration 

band at 965 cm-1 (Ruangchai et al., 2013). 
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H. brevicornis 

Middle condyle 

The middle condyle of H. brevicornis contains CaCO3 (as calcite and ACC), phosphate and 

an organic material of the chitin-protein matrix (Fig. 89A and B). CaCO3 is present in both 

the exo- and endocuticle (CaCO3 map of Fig. 89C) with calcite restricted to the outer 

periphery of the middle condyle cuticle, likely corresponding to the distal exocuticle (calcite 

map of Fig. 89C). In the layers subjacent to the distal exocuticle, namely proximal exocuticle 

and endocuticle, calcite is absent but there is a presence of CaCO3 (CaCO3 and calcite 

maps of Fig. 89C), implying that only ACC, but not calcite, is found. Neither calcite nor ACC 

is detected at the very edges of the middle condyle cuticle (arrowheads in CaCO3 map of 

Fig. 89C). Organic component is particularly highly concentrated at the scales (epicuticle), 

the proximal layer and the edges (organic map of Fig. 89C). Within the central region, the 

SCµ-RSI results seem to indicate that the distal exocuticle contains no significant amounts 

of organic material, but this is not true as evidenced in TEM micrographs (Fig. 19A); the 

central region does have some organic component, albeit sparsely distributed. This, 

however, is probably inadequate to produce any detectable Raman signals. Subjacent to 

the distal exocuticle, the organic content increases before dropping slightly within an area, 

which is placed roughly in the centre of the middle condyle taking up about a third of the 

cuticle’s thickness. Towards the proximal side within the central region, the content of the 

organic material is increasing and has its maximum values, at the proximal layer of the 

endocuticle. At the very edges where mineral is lacking, there is a very high amount of 

organic material (arrowheads in organic map of Fig. 89C). Within the central region, 

phosphate is evenly allocated in the middle part of the cuticle (phosphate map of Fig. 89C). 

Regions distal and proximal to this part, namely the distal exocuticle and the proximal layer 

of the endocuticle, respectively, are virtually void of any phosphate content. Towards the 

edges, the amount of phosphate is increasing. In fact, the edges are the regions with the 

highest concentration of phosphate (arrowheads in phosphate map of Fig. 89C). There are 

some parts of the edges where high levels of organic material and phosphate are both 

recorded (compare organic map with that of phosphate of Fig. 89C). Since Raman spectra 

of chitin have a small band that overlaps with the band for phosphate at 960 cm-1 (Fig. 88), 

it cannot be excluded that the presumed phosphate signal from the overlapped regions 

might come partly from the presence of chitin.  
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Figure 89. SCµ-RSI of the middle condyle of H. brevicornis. Three representative scans were performed over 

the sample to determine the chemical composition of the central region and the edges. (A) Light micrograph of 

a polished face of the middle condyle. (B) Average spectrum of the middle condyle. The cuticle contains CaCO3 

as calcite and ACC, organic material, and phosphate-containing compounds. Note a mixture of a broad band 

characteristic of ACC and small peaks by the presence of calcite at 90-350 cm-1. (C) Distribution maps of CaCO3, 

calcite, organic material and phosphate-containing compounds superimposed on light micrographs. Brighter 

colours indicate higher concentrations; pl, proximal layer. Arrowheads mark the very edges where CaCO3 is 

missing and there is a pronounced presence of organic and phosphate-containing materials.  
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Posterior socket 

In order to keep all of the polished face within the edge region for SCµ-RSI, a specimen 

from an anterior coxal plate was polished completely in the region appearing dark in SEM 

micrographs (Fig. 90A). The results show that the cuticle lacks calcite (Fig. 90B), as 

expected, since the distal exocuticle is not present in the sample. All of CaCO3 present at 

the polished face of the sample is amorphous. There is a distinction in ACC concentration 

between the anterior and posterior halves with the posterior one having higher 

concentrations. In the posterior half, ACC is lower in the distal than the proximal portion. 

The distal portion likely corresponds to the exocuticle, while the proximal portion the 

endoxuticle. In the anterior half, ACC concentration is lowest at the most distal region. This 

ACC-weak layer probably corresponds to the distal part of the exocuticle where there are 

extensions of the inner epicuticle. Proximal to this, two layers can be distinguished. They 

have similar concentrations of ACC but a line of somewhat higher ACC density separates 

them. Judging by the thickness of the two layers, the distal probably correspond to the 

exocuticle and the proximal to the endocuticle. At the anterior end, ACC is absent, owing 

likely to the very thick epicuticle located within this part. For phosphate, highest signals are 

recorded within the middle layers of the posterior half. In the most distal of the posterior and 

anterior half of the socket, phosphate concentration is below the detection limit. In all parts 

of the cuticle, organic compounds are present. Most of the cuticle has relatively high 

amounts of the organic material (Fig. 90B). At the most proximal within the posterior half, 

highest levels of the organic material are observed.  
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Figure 90. SCµ-RSI of the posterior socket from an anterior coxal plate of H. brevicornis. (A) Light micrograph 

of a polished face of the posterior socket. (B) Average spectrum of the posterior socket. The lattice vibration 

peak is replaced by a broad band (marked ACC), implying an absence of crystalline CaCO3. (C) Distribution 

maps of CaCO3, phosphate-containing compounds and organic material. Brighter colours indicate higher 

concentrations; end, endocuticle; epi, epicuticle; exo, exocuticle; iep ext, inner epicuticular extension.  
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T. europaeus 

Middle condyle 

Results on Raman spectral imaging of the middle condyle of T. europaeus (Fig. 91) are 

similar to those of its equivalent in H. brevicornis. CaCO3 is the dominant mineral of the 

cuticle, existing as calcite and ACC (Fig. 91A and CaCO3 and calcite maps of Fig. 91B). In 

the central region, calcite is restricted to the distal quarter in the layer that probably 

corresponds to the distal exocuticle (calcite map of Fig. 91B). The proximal exocuticle and 

endocuticle are virtually void of calcite but contain ACC (CaCO3 map of Fig. 91B). An 

organic phase is below detection limit within the distal cuticle indicating that the sparse 

chitin-protein fibres in the distal exocuticle are too few to produce more intense signals 

(organic map of Fig. 91B). The proximal exocuticle and endocuticle contain a similar amount 

of organic components (organic map of Fig. 91B). Within the most proximal layers of the 

endocuticle, highest organic content is observed, some of which probably stems from the 

hypodermis that is still attached to the middle condyle specimen. Phosphate-containing 

compounds are absent from the distal exocuticle; however, they are present throughout the 

proximal exocuticle and endocuticle (phosphate map of Fig. 91B). The beginning of the 

edge regions is marked by the termination of the calcite-containing layer of the distal 

exocuticle (calcite map of Fig. 91B). CaCO3 is present as ACC in the exo- and endocuticle 

of the edges (CaCO3 map of Fig. 91B). At the very edges, there is a marked increase in 

organic content, which also continues into the arthrodial membrane that is still intact in one 

edge. Phosphate signals of the exo- and endocuticle at the very edges seem to be slightly 

more intense than those recorded from the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle of the 

central region (phosphate map of Fig. 91B).  
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Figure 91. SCµ-RSI of the middle condyle of T. europaeus. (A) Average spectrum of the right area among the 

three measured regions presented in B. Note a mixture of a broad band characteristic of ACC and small peaks 

by the presence of calcite at 90-350 cm-1. (B) Distribution maps of CaCO3, calcite, organic matrix and phosphate 
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containing compounds. Brighter colours indicate higher concentrations. CaCO3 exists as calcite within the distal 

exocuticle (dex) and ACC in the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle. Asterisks in CaCO3 and calcite maps mark 

the location where the calcite-containing distal exocuticle terminates. Organic content seems to be present at a 

concentration below the detection limit within the distal exocuticle, and well present within the proximal exo- and 

endocuticle (pex and end, respectively). At the very proximal layer of the endocuticle and the hypodermis 

(arrowheads), highest organic concentration is recorded. Phosphate content is slightly more concentrated at the 

exo- and endocuticle of the very edges than at the proximal exo- and endocuticle of the central region.  
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Middle socket 

Results on Raman spectroscopic imaging indicates that the middle socket is predominantly 

mineralised by calcium carbonate in the form of ACC and calcite (Fig. 92A). The outer 

periphery is mineralised by calcite, whereas the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle by ACC 

(calcite and carbonate maps of Fig. 92B). The calcite-containing layer likely corresponds to 

the mineral-rich distal exocuticle. From the calcite map of Fig. 92B, it seems that the calcite-

containing layer continues all the way to the tip of the middle socket implying that the edge 

also contains calcite. However, it is more likely that the very end of the tip broke off during 

sample preparation leaving the sample to be composed only of the central region. The 

organic phase is detected at the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle and virtually lacking in 

the distal exocuticle (organic map of Fig. 92B). The organic component is highly 

concentrated within the proximal layer of the endocuticle and towards the edge (organic 

map of Fig. 92B). Phosphate-containing compounds are sparse (Fig. 92A). They are 

distributed within the same part of the cuticle as the organic components. Towards the edge, 

the concentration of phosphate is highest (phosphate map of Fig. 92B). 
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Figure 92. SCµ-RSI of the middle socket of T. europaeus. (A) Average spectrum of the middle socket. Note a 

mixture of a broad band characteristic of ACC and small peaks by the presence of calcite at 90-350 cm-1. (B) 

Light micrograph of the specimen; dex, distal exocuticle; end, endocuticle; pex, proximal exocuticle, and 

distribution maps of calcite, CaCO3, organic material, and phosphate containing compounds. Brighter colours 
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indicate higher concentrations. The arrow in the light micrograph indicates the direction towards the edge, which 

appears to be missing from the sample; hence, the distribution maps show only the central region of the middle 

socket. Calcite is restricted to the distal exocuticle, while the proximal exocuticle and the endocuticle are 

mineralised by ACC. Organic components are highest within the proximal layer of the endocuticle. In the distal 

exocuticle, the concentration of organic material seems to be below the detection limit. Phosphate content is 

slightly more concentrated towards the edge region. 
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P. scaber 

Middle condyle 

SCµ-RSI of the middle condyle cuticle of P. scaber reveals the presence of calcite, ACC, 

phosphate and organic material of the chitin-protein matrix (Fig. 93A-F). Within the central 

region, calcite is located in a 7-10 µm thick distal layer, likely corresponding to the exocuticle 

(Fig. 93B). In addition, insular regions within the endocuticle also contain calcite (Fig. 93A 

and B, circled by white dashes in B). Accumulated spectra of selected regions indicate that 

ACC concentration within the exocuticle is below the detection limit, and that the endocuticle 

contains no calcite with the exception of the aforementioned insular regions (Fig. 93A and 

F). Phosphate concentration is near the detection limit within the exocuticle of the central 

region and considerably higher within the endocuticle. In proximal stacks of the endocuticle, 

the phosphate signal is lower than that observed in the its more distal ones (Fig. 93D and 

F). The signal for organic material is lowest within the exocuticle, high in the distal part of 

the endocuticle and highest within the proximal stacks (Fig. 93E-F). Note that Raman 

spectra of chitin have a small band that overlaps with the band for phosphate at 960 cm-1 

(Fig. 88). Since the proximal layer has by far the highest signal for organic material, it cannot 

be excluded that within the proximal layer the signal near 960 cm-1 is due in part to chitin 

(Ruangchai et al., 2013).  

At both the anterior and posterior edges, the distribution of cuticular components deviates 

considerably from that in the central region. At the beginning of the edge regions, the calcite 

distribution splits into a 2-3 µm thick distal layer and a proximal region of the exocuticle. 

Between these regions, the exocuticle contains mineral in the form of ACC rather than 

calcite (Fig. 93A-C). In both edges, the distal calcite-containing layer does not continue all 

the way to the transition with the arthrodial membrane (Fig. 93A-C). In the anterior edge, 

the proximal region of the exocuticle and parts of the endocuticle contain calcite and ACC 

(Fig. 93A-C and F). Within all of the posterior edge and the distal region of the anterior edge, 

the parts close to the transition with the arthrodial membrane are virtually devoid of calcite 

and contain only ACC (Fig. 93A-C and F). The posterior edge and the proximal region of 

the anterior edge contain high concentrations of phosphate (Fig. 93A, D and F). High 

amounts of organic material occur all around the margins of the edge regions (Fig. 93E) 

(Ruangchai et al., 2013).  

Applying polarised confocal Raman imaging microscopy allows an insight into calcite 

crystallographic orientations within a sample. Seidl et al., (2012) showed that the carbonate 
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ratio (CR) between the integral intensity of the band at 284 cm-1 and that at 1085 cm-1 could 

be utilised to demonstrate differences in the orientation of calcite crystallites as these two 

bands change their intensities in opposing directions when the polarisation of the incident 

laser beam is changed. The distribution of the CR values for two different polarisations of 

the laser (P0°
 and P90°) for the central region (Fig. 93G and H) and the anterior edge region 

(Figs. 93I and J) shows an irregular shape and distribution of domains with similar 

crystallographic orientation. The values of CR for both maps vary from 0.2 to 0.6. Calcite 

within a distal 2-3 µm layer has a different orientation from that of the subjacent areas. 

Averaged spectra from these areas normalised to the band at 284 cm-1 demonstrate the 

dependence of CR on the polarisation of the incident laser beam (Fig. 93K) (Ruangchai et 

al., 2013). 
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Figure 93. SCµ-RSI of the middle condyle of P. scaber. (A) Light micrograph providing the locations for which 

average spectra were calculated. (B-E) Raman spectral images colour-coded according to the intensity for (B) 

calcite (max. 700 counts), (C) carbonate (max. 2500 counts), (D) phosphate (max. 150 counts), and (E) organic 

material (max. 3000 counts). (F) Average spectra of the areas marked 1-8 in A. (G-J) The ratio of the intensity 

for the calcite lattice vibration band at 260-310 cm-1 (Calcite) to that for the carbonate stretching vibration band 

at 1070-1100 cm-1 (Carbonate) is visualized for polarisation 0° (H, J) and 90° (G, I) with respect to the incident 

laser beam. (G and H) Central region and (I and J) edge region. The white outlines in J mark the two regions 

where their average spectra are compared for different polarisation and shown in K. (K) Average spectra of the 

two regions in I and J normalized to the band between 260 and 310 cm-1. Colours represent different CR values 

as indicated in I. Modified from Figure 9 in Ruangchai et al. (2013).  
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Discussion 

The study on the cuticle forming a joint between the walking leg and main body in the three 

terrestrial isopod species of Helleria brevicornis, Tylos europaeus and Porcellio scaber 

reveals how its different components are organised to form a functional composite material. 

The results serve as an example of how nature has evolved different ways to modify the 

joint’s different constituent parts in order that each meets specific physical demands 

imposed upon it.  

This dissertation is part of similar studies on the structural and compositional diversity within 

different skeletal elements of the Arthropoda with particular interest in the Crustacea. 

Experimental as well as computational data on the crustacean cuticle from diverse research 

groups have contributed to the greater body of knowledge on the inherent hierarchy of the 

cuticle’s organic matrix as well as the incorporation into the cuticle of the reinforcing 

minerals.  

The following sections discuss results gathered from this study and compare them with 

those from the literature.  

 

General morphology and function of the basis and socket that constitute the 

joint 

In the Isopoda, segments, also known as articles, of the pereiopod include, from distal to 

proximal, dactylus, propodus, carpus, merus, ischium, and basis. Each is connected to its 

adjacent article by a dicondylic joint, allowing movement in one plane only. The most 

proximal leg segment, the coxa, which is part of the leg as well in most of the Crustacea, is 

fused with the main body in isopods, forming a coxal plate (Gruner, 1993). Thus, the ball-

and-socket joint that connects the walking leg to the main body of the animal is formed by 

the end of the basis, forming a condyle (ball) and by the coxal plate that forms the socket of 

the joint. A ball-and-socket joint type allows movement in more than one plane as opposed 

to the dicondylic joints between the other leg segments. Together, the joints of the leg allow 

the animal to move its leg efficiently. The close proximity and the shape-fit of the condyle 

and socket of the joint likely determine how much freedom the former can move against the 

latter. Both structures of the joint are each divided into three parts in order to guide the leg 

movement and to separate the load bearing function from that of sliding. While all of them 

have a function in guiding/restricting the movement of the joint, the sliding function is mainly 
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performed by the middle condyle moving against the thin tapering plate of the middle socket 

and the lateral side of the projecting lobe of the posterior socket (Fig. 53), whereas the load-

bearing function involves the anterior and posterior condyle supporting the weight of the 

body through contact with the anterior and posterior socket, respectively.  

An interesting structural modification is the difference in the structure of the posterior socket 

going from the anterior to posterior coxal plates in the two tylid species of H. brevicornis and 

T. europaeus, in comparison to the change observed in P. scaber (Fig.13). In P. scaber, the 

change is most pronounced. Here, the medial lobe in posterior coxal plates is a flexible 

cuticular element connected to the lateral lobe by an arthrodial membrane. This likely 

provides better flexibility for movement of the hind legs of P. scaber in comparison to the 

hind legs of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, which move against rigid medial lobes. The 

flexible element can move in harmony with the movement of the condyle, which is probably 

necessary in species like P. scaber where fast locomotion is crucial to the survival of the 

animal. The flexibility of the element might also contribute to the reduction of material failure 

that would otherwise occur from repeated movement of the condyle against a rigid medial 

lobe of the posterior socket. So far, the presence of the flexible medial lobe has not been 

documented in other species. It is very interesting if its occurrence is widespread in other 

fast-walking terrestrial isopods as well or only limited to P. scaber. A survey of different 

species of terrestrial isopods with a focus on this cuticular feature would be needed in order 

to draw a conclusion whether or not, and if so how, the flexible medial lobe helps with the 

movement of the hind legs of the isopods.  

Whereas structures like cuticular contact points and arthrodial membranes determine which 

movements the base can perform against the joint socket, it is a pair or pairs of extensor 

and flexor muscles that actively exert force to move the joint. In H. brevicornis and T. 

europaeus, there are two pairs of extensors and flexors, while in P. scaber, an extra third 

extensor is found located next to the extensor at the tip of the middle condyle. The additional 

extensor in P. scaber probably works together with the one next to it exerting more power 

during extension of the base. This might contribute to its higher agility, in comparison to the 

short-legged H. brevicornis and T. europaeus. However, in Ligia oceanica, a fast-moving 

isopod species that lives on rocky shores, an extra extensor is not present (Alexander, 

1972). Furthermore, the positions where muscles are attached to the condyle of L. oceanica 

are slightly different from those observed in the three studied species. 
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Structural differences within the joint cuticles: central region vs edge and 

structural comparison between joint cuticle and those of other skeletal 

elements 

Similar to cuticles of other skeletal elements within the Arthropoda, the joint cuticle of the 

three terrestrial species investigated in this study is composed of three main layers, namely 

an epi-, exo- and endocuticle, with the latter occasionally containing a proximal 

membranous layer.   

In all parts of the joint condyle and socket, there is a clear ultrastructural distinction between 

the central region and the edge that is connected to the arthrodial membrane. The cuticle 

of the central region is comparable to that of the tergite (Hild et al., 2008, 2009; Seidl et al., 

2011; Seidl and Ziegler, 2011, 2012), with similar organisation of the major layers and their 

relative thickness. The epicuticle is distinguished into an outer and inner epicuticle. In all 

species, the exocuticle can be divided into a distal and proximal layer with distinct 

organisation of the organic and mineral phase. The endocuticle constitutes the largest layer 

of the cuticle. It is composed of stacks similar to those found in the proximal exocuticle but 

whose fibrils are slightly thicker. Occasionally, an unmineralised proximal layer called 

membranous layer is found at the most proximal side of the endocuticle, directly above the 

hypodermis. 

At the edge of the cuticle, many structural deviations from the central region are observed. 

Most of these deviations are related to the edge being a transition from the hard skeletal 

element of central region to the flexible element of arthrodial membrane. The epicuticle at 

the edge thickens several-fold. In all three species, the heavily mineralised distal exocuticle 

is not present at the edges. These structural modifications of the joint edges are also 

observed in the anterior edges of the tergites (Seidl et al., 2011) confirming that the structure 

is transitional in character to the adjacent cuticular element of arthrodial membrane. In the 

load-bearing (support structures) elements of the joint, the edge is much thicker than that 

in the guiding elements, indicating supportive function of the edge in addition to its 

transitional feature to the arthrodial membrane.  

The following sections discuss in detail structural aspects of the cuticular layers of the joint 

comparing them with their respective layers of other elements within the Isopoda and other 

Crustacea as well as chemical aspects concerning in particular the mineral phase of the 

cuticle.  
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Epicuticle 

The epicuticle, which prevents the animal against desiccation (Travis, 1963; Hadley and 

Warburg, 1986; Compère, 1990), is the cuticle’s outermost barrier to the external 

environment. It is composed of lipids, waxes, proteins and alcohols (Travis, 1963; Hadley 

and Warburg, 1986; Compère, 1990; Fabritius et al., 2016). This is evidenced in EDX and 

Raman spectral mapping analyses, where an EDX carbon map and a Raman organic map 

(whose signals are generated from C-H and CH2 stretching vibrations) show intense signals 

within the epicuticle.  

On the surface of the cuticles, a range of epicuticular structures can be found including non-

sensory microscales, pits, tubercles, and ridges, as well as sensory tricorns, pit organs, 

pores, papillae and setae (Powell and Halcrow, 1982). Within the joint cuticles, scales are 

present and, to a much a lesser extent, micro-tubercles are also found (Fig.47). The fibrils 

inside the scales, running parallel to one another along the scales’ axes (Fig. 20), likely 

provide them with structural stability.  

Scale coverage on the surface of the joint condyle is varying between species. For terrestrial 

species, scales are known to function as a barrier against desiccation and prevent particles 

from sticking to the surface of the cuticle (Schmalfuss, 1977, 1978). For the condyle cuticle, 

the scales probably prevent soil particles from entering the gliding faces. Living in wet soil 

along riverbanks, H. brevicornis likely uses its dense scales to prevent soil particles from 

attaching onto its condyle cuticle’s surface. By contrast, the scale coverage is more 

moderate in T. europaeus because the species burrows itself into wet sand, which is less 

sticky than wet soil. In the case of P. scaber, however, its condyle is less exposed to wet 

soil particle as the animal lives in leave litter of mesic habitats, and hence is least covered 

by scales. In the same species, scale coverage on the surface of the condyle cuticle is 

dissimilar to that on the surface of the tergites, which are covered not only with scales but 

also with sensilla (Holdich and Lincoln, 1974). In H. brevicornis (Seidl and Ziegler, 2011) 

and T. europaeus (Seidl et al., 2011), which roll their bodies into perfect spheres when 

disturbed, their tergite cuticles are void of long scales making it difficult for predators to grab 

them and unroll their bodies (Schmalfuss, 1984). In T. europaeus, different epicuticular 

structures adorn its tergites (Seidl et al., 2011). These include pectinate scales, micro-

tubercles and sensilla on the exposed surface as well as wedge-shaped and elongated 

scales found on the surface of the posterior end of the tergite where the cuticle folds back 

underneath the part directly exposed to the environment (Seidl et al., 2011). Apparently, in 

T. europaeus, epicuticular elaboration of its tergite is much more diverse than in its condyle 
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of the joint where only scales that stick out cover the surface. The presence of scales in 

marine species is suggested to be involved in preventing lodging of sessile organisms onto 

the cuticular surface and in water retention as insulation against abrupt changes in salinity 

that frequently occur in the intertidal zone (Meyer-Rochow, 1980; Powell and Halcrow, 

1982). 

In the joint cuticle, the epicuticle varies in thickness between species and between the 

central region and the edge of the same species. Within the central region of the middle 

condyle, the epicuticle is thickest in H. brevicornis at more than 600 nm, followed by that of 

P. scaber with a thickness of about 150 nm (Ruangchai et al., 2013), while the epicuticle of 

T. europaeus is the thinnest being only around 80 nm thick. In the latter two species, the 

dimension of the epicuticle in the central region of the middle condyle is similar to that of 

the tergite within its respective species (Seidl et al., 2011, 2012).  

For tergite cuticle in the Isopoda, the epicuticle of most trichoniscids as well as that of 

Ligidium germanicum range from 35-50 nm, whereas species of the genus Androniscus 

have an about 30-nm-thick epicuticle (Vittori and Štrus, 2014). In cave-dwelling Titanethes 

albus, the tergite epicuticle is 60-80 nm thick (Hild et al., 2009) and in Oniscus asellus, it is 

240 nm (Compère, 1990).  

Epicuticle thickness variations can also be observed between different skeletal elements of 

isopod species. While the epicuticle within the central region of the middle condyle joint of 

P. scaber is about as thick as that of its tergites, it is slightly thicker at 200 nm at the base 

of the dactylus claw of the walking leg (Vittori et al., 2016) and at the sternite (Ziegler, 1997), 

and can range from 3 µm to as thick as 10 µm in the pars incisiva of the mandible (Huber 

et al., 2014). In the complex eye cornea cuticle of L. oceanica, the epicuticle varies in 

thickness between 350 nm and 800 nm, while the surrounding head capsule has a 350-nm-

thick epicuticle (Alagboso et al., 2014). Similarly, the complex eye cornea in Sphaeroma 

serratum has an epicuticle that is 200-800 nm thick (Alagboso et al., 2014).  

In larger crustaceans like decapods, the epicuticle is much thicker. In the American lobster 

Homarus americanus, the claw and carapace have an epicuticle of similar thickness at 

about 1 µm (Raabe et al., 2006), while the epicuticle of the joint condyle and pars incisiva 

can be as thick as 4 µm and 40-400 µm, respectively (Fabritius et al., 2016). In the edible 

crab Cancer pagurus, the epicuticle of the carapace ranges from 3 to 4 µm (Fabritius et al., 

2012), while it is 6 µm in the pars incisiva (Fabritius et al., 2016).  
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The epicuticle thickness, which can vary a great deal between species, sometimes goes 

hand in hand with the size of the animal. For example, small species of the family 

Trichoniscidae also bear a thin epicuticle (Vittori and Štrus, 2014). On the other hand, larger 

species of this family also have an epicuticle of comparable thickness; these include the 

troglobitic species Cyphonethes herzegowinensis and T. albus (Hild et al., 2009; Vittori and 

Štrus, 2014). As the epicuticle is known to act as the main barrier against evaporative water 

loss from the body of the animal (Hadley and Warburg, 1986; Compère, 1990), the near 

saturation of the humidity within the troglobitic habitat probably renders a thick epicuticle 

unnecessary. In T. europaeus that is of about the same size as T. albus, the epicuticle within 

the central region of the joint and the tergite is also thin being only about 80 nm. This is 

likely also related to its moist habitat of sandy beaches.  

Within the same species or even within the same skeletal element, there is also thickness 

variation of the epicuticle. Where needed, the epicuticle can become thicker, increasing its 

thickness many-fold. In P. scaber, the epicuticle ranges in thickness from about 150 nm in 

the central region of the middle condyle of the joint and in the tergite (Seidl et al., 2012) to 

over 1 µm at the edge of the condyle and from 1 µm to 10 µm within the same skeletal 

element of pars incisiva of the mandible (Huber et al., 2014).  

Within the epicuticle of isopods, a number of layers can be found. Compère (1990) studied 

in detail the epicuticle of O. asellus and found that it contained the following layers, from 

distal to proximal, a fuzzy surface coat, a cement layer, two cuticulin layers between which 

lies an electron-dense waxy layer, and an inner epicuticle. In the decapod Carcinus maenas, 

three main layers comprise the epicuticle, including a surface coat, a five-lamina cuticulin 

layer and an inner epicuticle (Compère, 1995). 

In the joint cuticle of this study, the epicuticle is divided into an outer and inner epicuticle. 

The term “outer and inner epicuticle” has been used in recent publications of isopod as well 

as crustacean cuticles (Hild et al., 2009; Seidl et al., 2011; Ruangchai et al., 2013; Huber et 

al., 2014; Vittori and Štrus, 2014; Fabritius et al., 2016), with the outer epicuticle likely 

corresponding to the cuticulin layer as described by Compère (1990, 1995).  

In contrast to the cuticle of O. asellus (Compère, 1990), the joint cuticle in H. brevicornis, T. 

europaeus and P. scaber lacks a surface coat and a cement layer. These two layers are 

also missing from the tergite cuticles of T. albus and T. europaeus (Hild et al., 2009; Seidl 

et al., 2011). In fact, they are absent from many skeletal elements of different isopod 

species, including eye cuticle of L. oceanica and S. serratum (Alagboso et al., 2014), pars 
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incisiva of the mandible of P. scaber (Huber et al., 2014) as well as tergite cuticles of a 

number of species investigated by Vittori and Štrus (2014).  

In the cuticulin layer (outer epicuticle) of O. asellus, an electron dense waxy layer is found 

sandwiched between two leaflets of the electron lucent cuticulin (Compère, 1990). The 

presence of a waxy layer is believed to be associated with prevention against water loss 

from the cuticle (Hadley and Warburg, 1986; Compère, 1990). In the joint cuticles, an 

occasional presence of the waxy layer is rather random; it is neither species- nor cuticular 

element-specific. In the tergite cuticles studied by Vittori and Štrus (2014), some isopods 

possess an elaborate striation within their outer epicuticles, whilst others only have simple 

outer epicuticles without any waxy layer. The generally held view that a waxy layer functions 

against water loss and that its presence should be restricted only to species inhabiting drier 

climates doesn’t seem to explain the elaborate striation found in some troglobitic isopod 

species (Vittori and Štrus, 2014). The authors concluded from their wide-ranging survey that 

there is no correlation between the presence/absence of a waxy layer and the animals’ 

habitats and suggested that the waxy layer may be involved in other functions as for 

example in providing support for epicuticular structures like scales or in wettability of the 

cuticular surface (Vittori and Štrus, 2014). The specific functions of the waxy layer in the 

outer epicuticle may still be unknown; however, the overall function of the outer as well as 

inner epicuticle as an outermost layer of the cuticle that protects terrestrial isopods against 

desiccation is well established.  

Besides being a water-proof layer, the epicuticle serves other functions. In the joint cuticles, 

thickening of the epicuticle is observed towards the edge. In the tergite cuticle of T. 

europaeus, the epicuticle also becomes much thicker towards the anterior edge (Seidl et 

al., 2011). The thickening of the epicuticle in the joint is particularly pronounced in the parts 

where supportive function plays a big role, namely the anterior condyle and socket as well 

as the posterior condyle and socket. These supportive structures have prominent edges 

and their epicuticle becomes many times as thick as that of the central region with both the 

outer and inner epicuticle contributing to the overall increase in thickness (Table 4).  

The outer epicuticle of the joint in the central region moderately varies between species, 

with H. brevicornis having the thickest outer epicuticle, followed by P. scaber and T. 

europaeus (Table 4). The outer epicuticle thickness in the central region of the joints is 

consistent with that of other skeletal elements of isopods where it falls in the range of 40-

50 nm, for example 50 nm in the complex eye cornea and head capsule of L. oceanica 

(Alagboso et al., 2014) and 40 nm in the pars incisiva (Huber et al., 2014) and tergite of P. 
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scaber (Seidl and Ziegler, 2012) as well as in the tergite of O. asellus (Compère, 1990). 

Skeletal elements with thinner outer epicuticle include tergites of small trichoniscids (9-29 

nm; Vittori and Štrus, 2014), L. germanicum (25 nm; Vittori and Štrus, 2014), T. europaeus 

(20-30 nm; Seidl et al., 2011) and T. albus (25-30 nm; Hild et al., 2009) as well as the 

complex eye cornea of S. serratum (20 nm; Alagboso et al., 2014).  

Towards the edge of the joint, the outer epicuticle thickens reaching 400-500 nm in H. 

brevicornis, 180-300 nm in T. europaeus and around 130 nm in P. scaber. In other skeletal 

elements where the overall increase in thickness of the epicuticle is observed, their outer 

epicuticles remain relatively unchanged. For instance, despite the overall thickness of the 

epicuticle of the pars incisiva reaching 10 µm, the thickness of its outer epicuticle stays at 

50 nm (Huber et al., 2014). This suggests that the increase in thickness of the outer 

epicuticle towards the edge of the joint is a transitional characteristic to the connecting 

arthrodial membrane where its outer epicuticle is also as thick as that of the joint edge.  

While the outer epicuticle is usually thin measuring under 100 nm in most skeletal elements, 

the inner epicuticle can reach several micrometres in elements with specific functions. 

Regardless of the region within the joint, the inner epicuticle is always thicker than the outer 

epicuticle, with only one exception in the central region of T. europaeus where the inner 

epicuticle is as thick as the outer epicuticle, each being about 40 nm (Table 4). In the central 

region, unlike the dense/smooth-looking outer epicuticle, the inner epicuticle usually 

appears inhomogeneous and sends short extensions into the subjacent mineralised 

exocuticle (Fig. 19F). In comparison to the central region, the edge has a much thicker inner 

epicuticle. When extensions into the exocuticle are included, the epicuticle can reach 2-10 

µm in H. brevicornis, just over 1 µm in T. europaeus and about 1 µm in P. scaber (Table 4).  
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Table 4. Thickness comparison of the outer and inner epicuticle between the central region and edge in the joint 

cuticles of H. brevicornis, T. europaeus and P. scaber. Note that epicuticular extension into the exocuticle are 

included in the thickness measurement of the inner epicuticle. 

 

Species 

outer epicuticle thickness (nm) inner epicuticle thickness (nm) 

central region 
(middle condyle) 

edge central region edge 

 

H. brevicornis 

 

50-100 

 

400-500  

 

 ~550 

 

2,000-10,000 

 

T. europaeus 

 

40-50 

 

180-300 

 

~40 

 

1,200-1,700 

 

P. scaber 

 

~70 

 

~130 

 

~120 

 

~1,000 

 

 

The thick inner epicuticle at the edges likely serves mechanical functions as the edge needs 

to be more compliant than the central region in order to enable smooth force transfer to the 

thin flexible arthrodial membrane and to provide cushioning for the opposing skeletal 

element where frequent contact between the edges of the condyle and socket occurs.   

In other skeletal elements, the increase in thickness of the inner epicuticle is associated 

with specific functions. In the eye cuticle of L. oceanica and S. serratum, which functions as 

a corneal lens, the inner epicuticle of the ommatidia is thicker than that in between the 

ommatidia, within the so-called inter-ommatidial region (Alagboso et al., 2014). The 

increase in the inner epicuticle thickness from the head capsule and the inter-ommatidial 

region to the ommatidia has been suggested to have a function in vision with the epicuticle 

possibly serving as an anti-refractive material (Alagboso et al., 2014). In the partes incisivae 

of the mandibles, where leave litter in the case of P. scaber or seaweed in the case of T. 

europaeus is cut into smaller pieces before ingestion, their tips, which cut and slide against 

each other, have an unusually thick inner epicuticle (Huber et al., 2014, 2015). Composed 

of thick layers of epicuticular material, the cutting edge of the pars incisiva is compliant, 

standing in stark contrast with other incisive biological materials possibly because the food 

the isopods consume is already soft (Huber et al., 2014, 2015). For the isopods, a cutting 

tool with thick epicuticle that can reduce wear and abrasion is probably more useful and 

easier to maintain than one with a thin epicuticle supported by highly mineralised structures 
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underneath, which are found in other invertebrates like the mandible of the freshwater 

crayfish Cherax quadricarinatus (Bentov et al., 2012).  

Towards the edges of the joint where the epicuticle increases in thickness many-fold, 

extensions of the inner epicuticular material into the subjacent exocuticle are common in H. 

brevicornis and T. europaeus. However, in P. scaber such extensions are rarely observed, 

only the edge of its posterior condyle has short epicuticular extensions into the exocuticle 

(Fig. 47C). The extensions in H. brevicornis and T. europaeus are much longer and 

penetrate down to the base of the most distal stack(s) of the exocuticle. The penetrations 

should strengthen the connection between the epi- and exocuticle, thereby preventing 

delamination of the former from the cuticle. It is unclear why this structural feature is not 

widespread in the joint cuticle of P. scaber although the epicuticle and the fibrils of the 

exocuticle do seem well attached to each other likely reinforcing contact between the two 

layers. In the pars incisiva of the mandible of P. scaber, however, epicuticular extensions 

are common (Huber et al., 2014). Within this skeletal element, which is divided into three 

regions; tip, middle region and base, root-like extensions of the epicuticle penetrating the 

adjacent endocuticle are observed (in the middle region the epicuticle borders directly the 

endocuticle due to an absence of the exocuticle) (Huber et al., 2014). From the middle 

towards the base region, the epicuticle reduces in thickness and, within the base, 

exocuticular stacks are newly observed taking up the space created by the reduced inner 

epicuticle (Huber et al., 2014). At the border between the middle region and the base, the 

stacks of the exocuticle penetrate into the dense matrix of the epicuticle creating a unique 

hybrid layer that helps prevent lateral delamination between the epi- and exocuticle that sit 

side by side (Huber et al., 2014). The adaptations by way of extending epicuticular material 

into the subjacent layer or forming a so-called hybrid layer between the epi- and exocuticle 

help ensure that the pars incisiva stays mechanically intact under repeated loading to which 

its cuticle is subject (Huber et al., 2014). In other crustaceans, root-like extensions of the 

inner epicuticle into the exocuticle are also observed, for example in the fiddler crab (Green 

and Neff, 1972) and the green crab C. maenas (Compère and Goffinet, 1987a, b; Compère, 

1995) as well as in a number of amphipods (Halcrow, 1978; Halcrow and Powell, 1992). 

Within the homogeneous part of the inner epicuticle at the edge of the joint cuticle, 

epicuticular channels are observed. The vertical channels appear to be restricted to the 

inner epicuticle only without any penetration into the outer epicuticle. In the pars incisiva of 

the mandible, epicuticular channels are also present causing striation observed in light and 

electron transmission micrographs (Huber et al., 2014). It is of interest that occasionally a 
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structural link can be observed at the border between the epi- and exocuticle at which a 

pore canal opens its end to the beginning of an epicuticular channel. Pore canals are 

structures left by cellular extensions of hypodermal cells as mineralisation occurs in the 

newly moulted cuticle (the structure as well as the functions of the pore canals will be 

discussed in detail in the section Pore canal). Compère and Goffinet (1987a, b) showed in 

the cuticle of the green crab C. maenas that the epicuticular channels are found to be 

continuous with the pore canals as well and the two constitute the pore canal system within 

a crustacean cuticle. The epicuticular channels are likely analogous to the wax canals found 

in insects (Locke, 1961; Compère and Goffinet, 1987b). Both the epicuticular channels and 

wax canals are shown to be argentaffin-positive during late pre-ecdysis possibly carrying 

polyphenols for the sclerotisation of the inner epicuticle (Locke and Krishnan, 1971; 

Wigglesworth, 1976; Jeuniaux et al., 1986); thus, the connection of the epicuticular channel 

to the pore canal enables the transport of the compounds from the hypodermis to the inner 

epicuticle.  
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Exocuticle  

An exocuticle divided into a distal and proximal layer, as in the joint cuticles of the three 

species analysed in this study, is widespread across different skeletal elements within the 

Isopoda including the tergite cuticle of H. brevicornis, T. europaeus, P. scaber, T. albus and 

Armadillidium vulgare (Hild et al., 2008, 2009; Seidl et al., 2011, 2012; Seidl and Ziegler, 

2011, 2012), the base region of the pars incisiva of the mandible of P. scaber (Huber et al., 

2014), the cornea of a compound eye, and the head capsule in L. oceanica and S. serratum 

(Alagboso et al., 2014). The term “distal and proximal exocuticle” was first applied to the 

tergite cuticle of T. europaeus, where clear distinctions between the two parts of the 

exocuticle are well documented (Seidl et al., 2011). Earlier investigations of the tergite 

cuticles of P. scaber, A. vulgare and T. albus by Hild et al. (2008, 2009) referred to the layer 

directly beneath the epicuticle, as appeared in fractured and polished specimens, as a 

smooth layer. Later, Seidl et al. (2011, 2012) confirmed in their publications that the smooth 

layer corresponds to the distal exocuticle. In the publication by Ansenne et al. (1988), the 

authors referred to the whole exocuticle as “procuticule distale” distinguishing the procuticle 

into the distal (exocuticle) and proximal portion (endocuticle). In their TEM micrographs 

showing the “procuticule distale” of A. vulgare, one could see that the layer is distinguished 

into a distal part comprising two thin electron dense stacks and a proximal part composed 

of four large stacks with less intense staining (Ansenne et al., 1988), indicating the presence 

of a bi-layered exocuticle. In other crustaceans, Green and Neff (1972) described the 

exocuticle of the fiddler crab as characterised by discontinuous and continuous lamellae 

with the former located to the distal and the latter to the proximal side. In species within the 

genus Gammarus (Amphipoda), sections of demineralised cuticle show an organically 

sparse layer subjacent to the epicuticle, referred to by the author as an intermediate zone 

(Halcrow, 1978). This zone bears resemblance to the distal exocuticle of the Isopoda.  

Among the first authors researching the isopod cuticle, Ansenne et al. (1988) noted in their 

publication in French that the empty space between the epi- and exocuticle in TEM 

micrographs of the tergites in O. asellus and L. oceanica was a result of “décollement” – 

delamination of layers, caused possibly by sample preparation. In actuality, the empty space 

might not simply be a result of delamination; Hild et al. (2009) observed that the exocuticle 

of T. albus contains a 50-nm layer just underneath the epicuticle that is apparently devoid 

of organic material and, in non-demineralised samples of the middle condyle in P. scaber, 

the outer part of the distal exocuticle does not seem to contain any organic material, either. 
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This suggests that between the exocuticle and the epicuticle a thin layer of mineral can exist 

without a presence of organic fibres. 

Between the distal and proximal exocuticle of the joint, clear structural and compositional 

distinctions exist. In addition to the aforementioned difference in organic content, the distal 

exocuticle differs from the proximal exocuticle in a number of ways. Fracture surfaces of 

much of the distal exocuticle reveal smooth and polyhedral regions in H. brevicornis and T. 

europaeus and smooth or plate-like ones in P. scaber; whereas those of the proximal 

exocuticle reveal stacks of the organic material. Although sparse in general, the organic 

content within the distal exocuticle varies between species. In P. scaber, the inner part has 

a higher content of organic material than the outer, while the reverse is true for H. brevicornis 

and T. europaeus. In those parts of higher organic content, the fracture surface appears to 

be influenced by the stacks of the organic material, while the smooth, plate-like or polyhedral 

cuticle region fractures independently from its sparse organic fibres. The fracture behaviour 

of the exocuticle in the joints is in line with that of the tergites of their respective species 

(Hild et al., 2008; Seidl and Ziegler, 2011; Seidl et al., 2011, 2012). In other isopods, similar 

fracture surfaces are observed, for example, in the tergite of A. vulgare (Hild et al., 2008; 

Seidl et al., 2012). In the cornea cuticle of L. oceanica, a two-way fracture surface of the 

distal exocuticle is also found with the outer part having a somewhat smooth appearance 

and the inner part clearly influenced by the stacks (Alagboso et al., 2014). However, in the 

cornea of S. serratum, the fracture surface of the distal exocuticle appears almost uniformly 

rougher than that of L. oceanica, probably because the organic stacks of fibres are well 

present throughout its distal exocuticle (Alagboso et al., 2014).  

On the fracture surface of the distal exocuticle of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, 

interspersed between smooth surfaces and those exposing polyhedral structures are 

vertical structures with mineral platelets radiating from their centres (Fig. 24G and H). Also 

found in the tergites (Seidl et al., 2011; Seidl and Ziegler, 2011), these structures likely 

correspond to the interprismatic septa described in detail in the cuticle of C. maenas 

(Giraud-Guille, 1984). In slightly oblique TEM micrographs, these interprismatic septa 

appear as unorganised needles forming narrow arcs consistent with the observation by 

Giraud-Guille (1984). Interprismatic septa are imprints left by margins of the cuticle-

secreting cells of the hypodermis. They have been observed in the endocuticle of a 

decapod, which shows a hexagonal pattern caused by the cells (Travis, 1963), and on the 

surface of the cuticle of amphipods in the genus Gammarus, where the imprints were 

described as polygonal markings reflecting the boundaries of the underlying cells (Halcrow, 
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1978). The interprismatic septa play a role in mineralisation of the cuticle as they serve as 

initial sites for calcification (Giraud-Guille, 1984; Compère et al., 1993; Dillaman et al., 

2005). The septa contain glycoproteins with many ionic groups allowing them to bind to 

calcium ions (Giraud-Guille, 1984). The presence of carbonic anhydrase, associated with 

the calcification process, at the interprismatic septa also provides further evidence that they 

are calcification initiation sites (Giraud-Guile, 1984). The role of the interprismatic septa in 

cuticle mineralisation will be further discussed in the section Mineral components of the 

crustacean cuticle.  

The morphologies of the polyhedral structures and mineral platelets along the interprismatic 

septa give us clues as to how mineralisation occurs in the distal exocuticle. After nucleation, 

competitive growth of the mineral occurs and eventually the mineral will fill the space of the 

distal exocuticle resulting in the familiar polyhedral appearance when fractured (Fig. 94). It 

seems that the growth pattern of the mineral is independent of the sparse fibrous organic 

phase of the distal exocuticle. Such thermodynamically-driven growth of the biomineral also 

takes place in the prismatic layer of the giant Mediterranean fan mussel Pinna nobilis 

(Bayerlein et al., 2014). In its prismatic layer, some mineral prisms grow at the expense of 

the disappearing others, resulting in the coarsening of the microstructure, which can be 

described by classical thermodynamic models (Bayerlein et al., 2014).  
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Figure 94. Fracture surface of the distal exocuticle in the tergite of H. brevicornis. (A) Overview of the distal 

exocuticle showing the interprismatic septa (is), and the smooth (sr) and polyhedral regions (pr). (B) Details of 

the interprismatic septum. (C) Scheme showing mineral growth mechanism and the resulting surface after 

fracture. (D) Fine ultrastructure of the polyhedral grains. From Fabritius et al., (2016) (Fig. 5). © IOP Publishing. 

Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.   

 

It is of interest that imprints of cell borders are either not present in the cuticle of P. scaber 

or cannot be viewed using traditional staining method. Nevertheless, the fracture behaviour 

of the distal exocuticle of P. scaber, resembling a broken surface of inorganic mineral, 

seems to point to a similar mechanism governing the formation of the prismatic layer in P. 

nobilis, which requires no organic phase in crystal growth.  

In terms of their organic phase, the distal and proximal exocuticle not only differ from each 

other by the density of the fibrous material but also on the nanoscale organisation of the 

chitin crystallites and the proteinaceous matrix. In the distal exocuticle, the sparse organic 

component is organised into fibres that comprise a number of chitin crystallites of 2.5 nm in 

diameter embedded in protein. Mineral fills the space between these fibres. In the proximal 

exocuticle, chitin-protein fibrils of 3-5 nm in diameter are each individually sheathed with 

mineral of similar thickness; i.e., the organic fibrils of the proximal cuticle do not group into 

fibres. In other skeletal elements within the Isopoda, the difference between the presence 
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of thick fibres in the distal exocuticle and their absence from the proximal exocuticle is also 

observed, for example in the tergite of T. europaeus (Seidl et al., 2011), H. brevicornis (Seidl 

and Ziegler, 2011) and P. scaber (Seidl and Ziegler, 2012), at the base in the pars incisiva 

of the mandible of P. scaber (Huber et al., 2014) as well as in the cornea of L. oceanica and 

S. serratum (Alagboso et al., 2014).  

Concerning the morphologies of the mineral in relation to the organic matrix, four types of 

structural reinforcement by mineral have been observed (Fig. 95) (Fabritius et al., 2016); 

individual nanofibrils can be sheathed with spherical mineral particles as in the cuticle of the 

lobster H. americanus (Fabritius et al., 2009) (1), walled by mineral tubes as in the proximal 

exocuticle of isopods (2), or fibrils can be assembled first to fibres, each of which is then 

enclosed by a mineral tube as for instance in the endocuticle of C. pagurus (Fabritius et al., 

2012) (3), or individual, irregularly shaped clusters of fibrils are embedded in a mineral 

matrix as in the distal exocuticle of isopods (4).  

 

 

Figure 95. Scheme of structural reinforcement by mineral in the Crustacea. Mineral is depicted in white, chitin 

in yellow and protein in green. At the nanofibril level, mineral surrounds individual chitin-protein fibrils either as 

granules (type 1) or as thick walls (type 2), or fibrils are first assembled into fibres each of which is walled by 

mineral (type 3). Fibres are sometimes irregularly-shaped and embedded in a mineral matrix (type 4). From 

Fabritius et al. (2016) (Fig. 1C). © IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.  

 

Within the exocuticle of the joints in H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, the relatively strict 

allocation of calcite and amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) leads to inhomogeneous 

mechanical properties because hardness and elastic modulus of ACC is lower than that of 

calcite (Faatz et al., 2005; Sachs et al., 2006b; Pérez Huerta, 2007; Nikolov et al., 2011; 

Fabritius et al., 2012). That calcite is restricted only to the distal exocuticle makes it much 

harder and stiffer than the subjacent proximal exocuticle, which is mineralised by ACC only 

and contains more organic material. In P. scaber, calcite is found throughout the distal and 

proximal exocuticle possibly to compensate for the relatively thin distal exocuticle so that 
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the outer part of the cuticle can withstand repeated high loading acting upon it. Details of 

the chemical composition of the mineral phase of the exocuticle will be discussed in the 

section Mineralising phase of the crustacean cuticle. 

Fracture of the proximal exocuticle in the joint causes groups of fibrils to protrude out from 

the surface, while others depress into it, causing the fracture surface to appear spiny (Fig. 

27). This fracture behaviour is caused by mineralised fibrils breaking from each other 

preferentially along their longitudinal length. Surprisingly, despite being very similar in 

structure, the proximal exocuticle in the joint and tergite differ from each other regarding the 

fracture behaviour. The fracture surface of the proximal exocuticle of the tergite (Seidl et al., 

2012) appears blockier because of abundant, rather evenly flat-surfaced faces where 

fracture goes predominantly across the fibrils. Since the proximal exocuticle in both joints 

and tergites, is composed of single fibrils surrounded individually by mineral, these 

differences indicate differences in the strength of the connection between mineral 

surrounding the single fibrils; such connection is likely mechanically stronger in the tergite 

in comparison to the joints (Ruangchai et al., 2013; Fabritius et al., 2016). The main function 

of both skeletal elements is in providing mechanical support making this difference all the 

more interesting. Possibly this difference reflects differences in the mechanical loads the 

skeletal elements have to sustain.  

The exocuticle plays a crucial role in the functions of the cuticle particularly in its mechanical 

aspects making it seemingly indispensable from the cuticle. However, there are parts within 

certain skeletal elements where the role of the exocuticle is reduced. At the edge of the 

joint, the distal exocuticle is replaced by the thickened epicuticle, indicating that stiffness 

and hardness associated with the presence of the distal exocuticle is not preferable here. 

As a transitional region to the arthrodial membrane, the edge must not be rigid or it could 

risk being ruptured from the soft, flexible membrane. At edges, where supportive function is 

also required, the cuticle also needs to be more compliant rendering the presence of the 

distal exocuticle unnecessary or even counterproductive. In the pars incisiva of the 

mandible, it is not only the distal exocuticle that is absent from its tip and middle region; the 

whole exocuticle is missing altogether from the cuticle (Huber et al., 2014, 2015). As 

mentioned earlier, the isopod mandible only needs to deal with soft food items for which a 

material of high stiffness is irrelevant. Instead of possessing an exocuticle, the cuticle, which 

comes into regular contact with food and the cuticle of the opposite mandible, has a very 

thick epicuticle, a softer and more compliant material than a mineralised cuticle.  
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Endocuticle 

In condyle and socket structures of all three species, the endocuticle is the thickest layer of 

the cuticle. It can be best distinguished from the proximal exocuticle by the staining 

behaviour as observed in TEM micrographs in which the endocuticle is stained less 

intensively than the proximal exocuticle. In terms of fracture surfaces, however, the 

distinction between the two layers is less obvious. Nevertheless, for joint cuticle, it is usually 

the case that the endocuticle tends to fracture “blocky” as opposed to the somewhat “spiny” 

appearance seen on the fracture surface of the proximal exocuticle (Ruangchai et al., 2013). 

Thus, from the surface appearance in the two layers, it might be assumed that the fracture 

resistance within the endocuticle is higher than in the proximal exocuticle (compare fracture 

behaviour of the proximal exocuticle in the section Exocuticle of the Discussion). 

Interestingly, the situation in the joint cuticle is a reverse of that observed in the tergite 

cuticle in which fracture surfaces appear blocky in the proximal exocuticle and spiny in the 

endocuticle (Seidl et al., 2011, 2012; Fabritius et al., 2016). For structures with high 

similarities in both structural and chemical aspects, this difference is rather unusual. 

Possibly, it reflects differences in cuticle function. In the tergites, the hardest and stiffest 

part, one which is mineralised by calcite, is located towards the external of the cuticle, while 

the inner part is mineralised by the less-stiff ACC; in T. europaeus, calcite mineralises the 

distal exocuticle and ACC the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle (Seidl et al., 2011), 

whereas in P. scaber and A. vulgare, the distal exocuticle is mineralised by calcite, the 

proximal exocuticle by both calcite and ACC, and the endocuticle by ACC. Judging from 

how the cuticle is mineralised, it is clear that in the case of the tergites of P. scaber and A. 

vulgare, the proximal exocuticle is harder and stiffer than the endocuticle. In T. europaeus, 

however, the situation is less obvious since ACC mineralises both the proximal exocuticle 

and endocuticle. Nevertheless, the fracture behaviour gives us clues as to which layer is 

mechanically more stable; one that breaks flatter points to higher connection between fibrils 

i.e. higher strength of the layer. In other words, in T. europaeus tergites, the proximal 

exocuticle is stiffer than the endocuticle. In all three species, the tergite positions its hardest 

and stiffest layer closest to the external environment, while the layer of medium hardness 

and stiffness is in the middle and the least hard and stiff layer is located at the innermost.  

The organisation of the hard, stiff calcite at the outer and the softer, more compliant ACC at 

the inner side of the cuticle has been observed in various skeletal elements of isopods (Hild 

et al., 2008, 2009; Seidl et al., 2011, 2012; Ruangchai et al., 2013; Alagboso et al., 2014; 

Huber et al., 2014, 2015) and decapods (Raabe et al., 2006; Al-Sawalmih et al., 2008). 
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Such an organisation is of benefit to the animal when bending forces act normal to the 

surface of the cuticle, for example those exerted by the animals’ predators. The bending 

would keep the harder albeit more brittle outer domain to be in compression, while the 

compliant inner part in tension, by which the chance of the material suffering from failure 

could be reduced (Vincent, 1998). Like in the tergites, the hardest and stiffest part of the 

condyles is located nearest to the external environment. However, in the condyles, fracture 

resistance is presumably higher in the endocuticle than in the proximal exocuticle. The 

difference might reflect the specific functions of the condyle in movements rather than 

serving as armour against external threats. Possibly, the reason for higher fracture 

resistance in the endocuticle of the joints lies in frequent tensile and compressive forces at 

the proximal side of the cuticle, as the many groups of muscles pull the condyle from 

different sides swinging the pereiopod repeatedly forth and back during walking and 

running. 

In joint cuticles of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, fibres and fibrils within the exo- and 

endocuticle are organised in a twisted plywood manner, as found in the general cuticle of 

isopods. However, in the two edge regions of the condyle structures of P. scaber the fibrils 

run parallel within endocuticle. The fibre/fibril orientation in the cuticle greatly affects its 

mechanical properties (Vincent and Wegst, 2004; Nikolov et al., 2010). The stiffness of 

chitin is orientation-dependent being 119 GPa in the axial direction and as low as 28 GPa 

in the perpendicular direction (Nikolov et al., 2010). Hence, when force acts predominantly 

in one direction, it makes sense for a cuticle to have fibrils running parallel to one another 

pointing to that direction of the force. In the middle condyle cuticle of P. scaber, the fibrils 

run along the margins forming a rope-like structure. This “rope” likely continues along the 

margins of the middle condyle into the posterior condyle, where fibrils are also observed to 

run in a parallel or slightly oblique manner along the structure’s margin. Such modification 

is of necessity to counter the mechanical load on the edges of the middle condyle of P. 

scaber, which is likely greater than those of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus. Owing to P. 

scaber being a highly agile species, more frequent movements of muscles exert stronger 

stress to its condyle edges. To adapt to higher loads and to stabilise the thin central region, 

the edges of the condyle in P. scaber bulge out and the fibrils in the endocuticle are aligned 

parallel to the tensile forces exerted from the extensors and tensors located around the 

condyle rim (Fig. 11). Similar structural adaptation of the chitin fibres occurs in the cuticle of 

the mantis shrimp Odontodactylus scyllarus (Weaver et al., 2012). The species possesses 

a pair of powerful, raptorial appendages, the ends of which bulge out to form club-like 
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structures. The animal can strike its hard dactylus club at shells of its preys at an exceptional 

speed creating cavitation bubbles. The high impact forces together with the cavitation forces 

occurring upon the collapse of the bubbles lead to fracture of the prey shell (Patek and 

Caldwell, 2005). Similar to the endocuticle at the edge of the middle and posterior condyle 

of P. scaber, around the periphery of the dactylus club, parallel chitin fibres form a 

circumferential band-like structure reportedly to prevent lateral deformation of the highly 

stiff, fracture-resistant club (Weaver et al., 2012). In other skeletal elements of P. scaber 

where unidirectional fibrils are observed, for example in the pars incisiva of the mandible 

(Huber et al., 2014) and in the dactylus claw (Vittori et al., 2016), it is only in the endocuticle, 

not in the exocuticle, where such modification is observed, indicating that the unidirectional 

fibrillar organisation is layer-specific. In the pars incisiva of the mandible, the distal part of 

the endocuticle within the middle and base regions has parallel fibrils aligned along the long 

axis of the skeletal element (Huber et al., 2014). The alignment of the fibrils’ long axis is in 

the direction of the loads generated from cutting food items (Huber et al., 2014). 

Nanoindentation experiments performed on regions with unidirectional orientation of chitin-

protein fibrils show that there is a significant difference between transverse and longitudinal 

planes with higher values of reduced elastic modulus and hardness found on the former 

where fibrillar projection is towards the polished plane as opposed to the latter where fibrils 

run along the plane (Huber et al., 2014). The values of the reduced modulus and hardness 

from the two planes differ by a factor of less than two, instead of a factor of four, which 

would be expected based on theoretical measurement by Nikolov et al. (2010). As 

mechanical properties of a cuticle also depend on other cuticular components, for instance 

protein and mineral (Vincent and Wegst, 2004), the lower-than-expected difference is likely 

contributed by the presence of these two components (Huber et al., 2014). In the dactylus 

(the most distal article) of the pereiopod of P. scaber, unidirectional fibrils of the endocuticle 

are aligned towards the tip of the claw on which forces mostly in the normal direction act 

(Vittori et al., 2016), a similar adaptation as observed in the endocuticle of the pars incisiva 

of the mandible in the same species (Huber et al., 2014). In insects, unidirectional fibres 

have been observed in ovipositors adapted as wood drills and in an insect piercing 

proboscis (Neville, 1998). In some cuticular elements, both fibrous arrangements, helicoidal 

and parallel, are observed, for example in the jumping legs and wing veins of locusts 

(Neville, 1998), and in the wing of a termite (Macrotermes sp.), where most of the cuticular 

structure is isotropic, but the fibrous orientation of the wing veins runs parallel (Hulme, 

1955). Structures with both arrangements can counter both bending and torsional forces 

with the parallel fibres able to withstand well the former and the helicoidal fibres the latter 
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(Neville, 1998). According to Vincent and Wegst (2004), stiffness of a cuticle with helicoidal 

arrangement is about a third of that with unidirectional fibres when the force is parallel to 

the fibre direction. For example, in regular well-tanned cuticles with twisted plywood 

arrangement, the stiffness is 10 or more GPa (Vincent and Wegst, 1998), while it is as high 

as 20 GPa in the tibial flexor apodeme of a locust when the tension force is applied parallel 

to the unidirectional fibre orientation (Ker, 1977 cited in Vincent and Wegst, 2004).  
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Pore canals  

Pore canals, which originate from cellular extensions of the hypodermis, are a common 

component in crustacean cuticle (in Isopoda: Hild et al., 2008, 2009; Seidl et al., 2011, 2012; 

Seidl and Ziegler, 2011, 2012; Ruangchai et al., 2013; Alagboso et al., 2014; Huber et al., 

2014, 2015; in Amphipoda: Halcrow and Powell, 1992; in Decapoda: Compère and Goffinet, 

1987a, b; Sachs et al., 2006a, b, 2008; Romano et al., 2007; Fabritius et al., 2009). They 

traverse the cuticle in the vertical direction all the way from the border of the cuticle at the 

hypodermis to the border between the exocuticle and the inner epicuticle where they 

connect to the epicuticular channels forming the pore canal system of the crustacean cuticle 

(Compère and Goffinet, 1987a, b). Pore canals occur in large numbers in the proximal 

exocuticle and endocuticle, both in the central region and at the edge of the condyle and 

socket structures of the joints. In the proximal exocuticle, they are found in greater numbers 

with horizontally branched out canals interconnecting the vertically oriented ones. The pore 

canals at the edge of the joint structures are generally larger than those within the central 

region. In cross section, vertically oriented pore canals are almond-shaped and are twisted 

following the twist of horizontally arranged fibrils/fibres (Neville et al., 1969). Thus, the pore 

canals of the joints resemble those of the branchiostegite (lateral expansion of the 

carapace) cuticle of the green crab C. maenas, described in detail by Compère and Goffinet 

(1987a). Where fibrils of the joint cuticle do not twist as in the endocuticle at the edge of the 

joint of P. scaber, the pore canals run straight in agreement with the generally accepted 

hypothesis that the pore canal shape is influenced by the arrangement of the horizontal 

chitin-protein fibres (Neville et al., 1969). During secretion of a new cuticle, pore canals 

contain within their centre cellular extension of the underlying hypodermis believed to have 

a role in cuticle hardening and the transport of ions for mineralisation (Roer, 1980; Roer and 

Dillaman, 1984; Compère and Goffinet, 1987b; Giraud-Guille, 1984). In C. maenas, the 

cellular extensions retract as the animal enters intermoult but vertical fibres located at either 

corner of the pore canals are still intact (Compère and Goffinet, 1987b). The fibres are 

thought to enhance cohesion between successive layers of horizontal sheets of the 

fibres/fibrils that form the stacks in the cuticle (Compère and Goffinet, 1987b). Like pore 

canals of the tergite of a number of terrestrial isopod species (Hild et al., 2008; Seidl et al., 

2011; Seidl and Ziegler, 2012), those of the joint exo- and endocuticles contain mineral 

which, in most cases, fills all but the centre of the pore canal (Fig. 26). This indicates that 

mineralisation takes place when the cellular extensions are still present. Similarly, the centre 

of the pore canals within the endocuticle (principal layer) of C. maenas and C. pagurus 
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contains no mineral, while the fibres at the corners are mineralised (Compère and Goffinet, 

1987a; Fabritius et al., 2012). In C. pagurus, the centre of the pore canals of the exocuticle 

(pigmented layer) is devoid of mineral too (Fabritius et al., 2012); however, the centre of 

those within the same layer of C. maenas is filled with mineral (Compère, 1990), indicating 

that mineralisation takes place when the cellular extensions have already been retracted. 

In the cuticle of decapod H. americanus, a system of densely distributed, open (not 

mineralised) pore canals within the twisted plywood of organic fibres leads to a honeycomb-

like structure of cuticle with unusual mechanical behaviour including a reduction of the 

overall reduced elastic modulus (Sachs et al., 2006a, b, 2008; Romano et al., 2007; 

Fabritius et al., 2009; Nikolov et al., 2010). In compression tests performed on the cheliped 

cuticle of H. americanus, elastic deformation from compression in the transverse direction 

is much higher than when the cuticle is compressed in the normal direction (Sachs et al., 

2008). When transversally compressed, the cross-section of the pore canals becomes 

broader contributing to the increased elastic deformation observed in the compression tests 

(Sachs et al., 2008). Furthermore, the pore canals of the American lobster also play a role 

in fracture when the cuticle is compressed transversally (Sachs et al. 2008). The fracture 

plane is 45° to the compression, which points to failure of the cuticle along the long axes of 

the pore canals causing cracks to propagate from one pore canal to the next (Sachs et al., 

2008). In the joint cuticles, occasionally, regions with open pore canals resembling the 

cuticle of H. americanus are observed. The loose fibre arrangement coupled with 

unmineralised pore canals, for example at the edges of the posterior condyle in P. scaber 

(Fig. 47F and G) and of the anterior socket in H. brevicornis (Fig. 62A), suggests that the 

cuticles there, are probably more flexible and can absorb forces generated from contact 

with the opposing cuticle as well as forces that may arise from the movement of the 

connecting arthrodial membrane.  

Mineralised pore canals found in a number of crustacean skeletal elements together with 

the presence of vertical fibres can significantly alter the mechanical properties of the 

crustacean cuticle. Chen et al. (2008) have performed mechanical tests on the cuticle of the 

sheep crab Loxorhynchus grandis and found that cracks travel through their unmineralised 

pore canals when the cuticle is fractured across the horizontal x-y plane. Similar to the pore 

canals of the Isopoda, there are vertical fibres in the pore canals of L. grandis (Chen et al., 

2008). In tensile tests, where the cuticle is subjected to tension in the z-direction, the fibres 

undergo necking before rupture (Chen et al., 2008). Necking refers to the decrease in local 

cross-sectional area of the material, observed in ductile materials before their yield-points 
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(breakage of material). The evidence of necking proves that the pore canal fibres lend 

toughness to the crab cuticle in the vertical direction (Chen et al., 2008). In isopods, the 

fibres of the pore canals are much thinner than in the crabs, but more numerous per pore 

canal and embedded in mineral matrix. Despite this difference, the ductile pore canal fibres 

in both the crabs and the isopods should help prevent delamination of the cuticle in the x-y 

plane. However, in terms of strength, pore canals of the Isopoda probably have higher 

strength due to the presence of the mineral matrix. In the tylid species, mineral in the pore 

canals is likely amorphous in nature. In the joint cuticles of these species, Raman 

spectroscopic imaging has shown that no calcite is found outside of the distal exocuticle 

suggesting that the numerous pore canals in the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle are 

mineralised with ACC. In the inner epicuticle of C. pagurus, mineral particles within its pore 

canals are found to be composed of ACC as well (Fabritius et al., 2012). In the middle 

condyle of P. scaber, calcite is located within both the distal and proximal exocuticle 

suggesting that the pore canals in the proximal exocuticle may contain calcite. In polished 

tergite samples etched at pH 8.0 where only ACC, but not calcite, is dissolved, fibrils of the 

pore canals can be clearly observed in the endocuticle and proximal regions of the proximal 

exocuticle, indicating that the pore canal mineral in these parts is ACC (Seidl and Ziegler, 

2012). In distal regions of the proximal exocuticle, however, clear view of the fibrils within 

pore canals is obstructed in the etched-polished samples, indicating the presence of calcite 

(Seidl and Ziegler, 2012).   
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Cuticular transition from the edge to the arthrodial membrane  

Most of the cuticle covering the body of an arthropod is formed by rigid skeletal elements. 

However, in between the rigid sclerotised/mineralised skeletal elements, lies a soft, 

colourless and flexible membrane allowing the elements to move relative to one another 

(Neville, 1975). In addition, such membrane is also found to cover the gills, the branchial 

chamber, the lining of the fore and midgut with specific functions in oxygen transfer and 

nutrient absorptions (Williams et al., 2003). The subject of this study, the ball-and-socket 

joint connecting the legs to the main body, has an attaching arthrodial membrane all around 

it, as can be clearly seen around the edges of the condyle and socket. The function of the 

arthrodial membrane is to connect different skeletal elements together, ensuring that the 

adjacent elements can move against one another while at the same time keeping 

haemolymph from leaking out of the body. In the joint, the arthrodial membrane has an outer 

and inner epicuticle, each of which is slightly thinner than its respective layer at the edge of 

the adjacent skeletal element. In the tylid species, both the exo- and endocuticle continue 

from the edge (which is devoid of a distinct distal exocuticle) into the arthrodial membrane, 

whereas the membrane of P. scaber lacks an endocuticle. While the epicuticle retains much 

of its thickness as it makes a transition from the edge to the arthrodial membrane, the exo- 

and endocuticle (or in the case of P. scaber, only the exocuticle), on the other hand, become 

much thinner with stacks thinning out. Further from the edge, the stacks of the cuticle are 

much less defined and later become indistinguishable.  

Being unmineralised, the arthrodial membrane is very soft and flexible, suited for its function 

in allowing the condyle to move against the socket. However, because of the need to 

prevent haemolymph leakage, the membrane has to be impermeable. Studies on the 

permeability of the membrane in the Arthropoda are rare and altogether lacking in the 

Crustacea. In experiments conducted on the scorpion Hadrurus arizonensis, its sclerotised 

sternal cuticle and pleural cuticle, which is a large arthrodial membrane connecting the 

ventral sternite with the dorsal tergite of the animal, were found to be of comparable 

permeability and both are relatively permeable (Hadley and Quinlan, 1986). However, once 

treated with hexane, the sclerotised cuticle is slightly less permeable, while the pleural 

membrane becomes 9-fold more permeable suggesting that the waxes in the epicuticle are 

responsible for much of its permeability (Hadley and Quinlan, 1986). In H. arizonensis, the 

pleural membrane is 300-350 µm thick, which is actually 2-3 times thicker than the sternite 

and its epicuticle measures 1.3 µm, 4 times thicker than its counterpart in the sclerotised 
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cuticle (Hadley and Quinlan, 1986). While the procuticle of the sclerotised cuticle consists 

of both an exo- and endocuticle, an exocuticle is missing from the procuticle of the pleural 

membrane (Hadley and Quinlan, 1986). In the same scorpion species, structural differences 

between the tergal cuticle of the opisthosoma and its connecting intersegmental membrane 

have been observed (Filshie and Hadley, 1979). The thickness of the tergite is about 100 

µm, while that of the arthrodial membrane is about a third of that; however, the thickness of 

the dense homogeneous layer (analogous to the inner epicuticle) is seven times thicker in 

the arthrodial membrane with projections extending to the distal half of the procuticle (Filshie 

and Hadley, 1979). Like the pleural membrane, the arthrodial membrane connecting the 

tergites lacks an exocuticle (Filshie and Hadley, 1979). In the procuticle of the arthrodial 

membrane, individual fibrils are not easily distinguished; stacks are much less defined in 

comparison to those of the tergites, and no pore canals are observed (Filshie and Hadley, 

1979). In many respects, the arthrodial membrane of the isopod joint is similar to the 

intersegmental membrane connecting the tergites of the scorpion; having a thick epicuticle, 

lacking pore canals as well as possessing hard-to-distinguish fibrils of the procuticle. 

However, the overall relative thickness of the arthrodial membrane is much thicker in the 

scorpion than in the isopod joint. While the thickness of the arthrodial membrane of the 

isopod joint is a tiny fraction of that of the condyle and socket it connects, the arthrodial 

membrane of the tergite of the scorpion is only three times thinner, and in the case of the 

pleural membrane, it is actually two-three times as thick as the sternite or tergite. Despite 

this, the arthrodial membrane of the pleuron is relatively permeable; however, no more so 

than the sclerotised cuticle. The difference in the thickness of the arthrodial membrane 

relative to its connecting skeletal element in the scorpion and the isopod joint is probably 

related to their different functions. The pleuron takes up a large surface area on either lateral 

side of the scorpion and is well exposed to the external environment; in other words, it is 

prone to external threat. To have a thin cuticle would then compromise the defence of the 

animal. The requirement for a flexible and relatively strong pleuron results in its having 

unsclerotised and thick cuticle. As for the arthrodial membrane connecting the scorpion 

tergites, it is much less exposed to external threat ridding the need to have a thick cuticle; 

however, it is not clear why the thickness ratio between the arthrodial membrane and the 

condyle/socket in the isopod joint, and between the scorpion tergite and pleuron is vastly 

different. Perhaps, it has something to do with the size of the skeletal elements a certain 

arthrodial membrane connects; the larger the elements are the thicker the membrane needs 

to be, because it has to be able to counter the higher tension exerted from their larger 
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neighbouring skeletal elements. Environmental factors like the humidity of the habitats may 

also have an influence. 

In a study on the formation of the arthrodial membrane in the blue crab Callinectes sapidus 

by Williams et al. (2003), possible sites for fibre polymerisation are suggested to be the 

dense plaques of the apical membrane of the underlying hypodermal cells because of their 

intimate association with component fibres of the arthrodial membrane. They also reported 

that the intermoult arthrodial membrane connecting the carpus joint of the cheliped has well 

stained stacks of the procuticle, both pre- and postexuvial (exo- and endocuticle) with 

numerous cytoplasmic extensions traversing it (Williams et al., 2003). That pore canals are 

absent in arthrodial membranes of certain skeletal elements (or certain species) but present 

in others raises a question of their functions in unsclerotised or uncalcified cuticle as they 

are believed to have a role primarily in cuticle hardening and transport of ions during 

secretion of a new cuticle (Roer, 1980; Roer and Dillaman, 1984; Compère and Goffinet, 

1987b; Giraud-Guille, 1984). Their presence in the uncalcified arthrodial membrane of the 

cheliped in C. sapidus indicate that here they might be involved in transportation of other 

materials rather than those needed for calcification or are there to serve a mechanical 

function.  

Mechanically, the arthrodial membrane is soft and flexible. Vincent (1975) has studied 

properties of the intersegmental membrane of the ovipositor of a locust and found that the 

animal extends its membrane during oviposition to lay eggs by means of cyclic extension, 

taking advantage of stress softening inherent in the membrane. Stress softening or the 

Mullins effect refers to a phenomenon in which an elastomer is extended beyond its 

maximum yield stress, given time to recover and then extended again. A series of loading 

and unloading then leads to extension of the material far beyond its original strain. In the 

ovipositor of the locust, it is probably the chitin fraction which contributes to stress softening 

of the arthrodial membrane (Vincent, 1975). The mechanical properties of the arthrodial 

membrane are also influenced by proteins. Andersen (1998, 1999) has studied proteins of 

the cuticle of the lobster H. americanus and the crab C. pagurus and found proteins from 

the arthrodial membranes of the two species to be similar, and which resemble proteins 

from the compliant cuticle of insects. Furthermore, there is a difference between proteins 

from the mineralised cuticle and those from the arthrodial membrane (Andersen 1998, 

1999), indicating a possible role for proteins in mechanical modification of cuticle. One 

cuticular protein usually associated with remarkable elasticity is the rubber-like resilin (Weis-

Fogh, 1960; Andersen and Weis-Fogh, 1964). Found at many joints and tendons of 
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arthropods where repeated movements or elastic energy storage are required (Weis-Fogh, 

1960), the protein is highly deformable and shows almost perfect recovery (Andersen and 

Weis-Fogh, 1964). For more information on how resilin affects the mechanical properties of 

the cuticle, see the Introduction under the section Its components and structural modification 

determine properties of the cuticle. 
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Mineralising phase of the crustacean cuticle 

The joint cuticles are predominantly mineralised by CaCO3 occurring as calcite and 

amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC), and, to a much lesser extent, by amorphous calcium 

phosphate (ACP). ACC, being a metastable phase of CaCO3, readily crystallises in vitro. Its 

occurrence as a stable entity in biological tissues is mediated by a number of stabilisers. 

Experiments on the spicule of calcareous sponges of the genus Clathrina and the antler 

spicule of the ascidian Pyura pachydermatina have shown that ACC- and calcite-containing 

domains possess different macromolecules (Aizenberg et al., 1996). Extracts of these 

macromolecules induce in vitro formation either of calcite or ACC depending on whether 

they are from ACC- or calcite-containing domains (Aizenberg et al., 1996). The 

macromolecules from the amorphous phase are found to be proteins rich in glutamic acid 

(and/or glutamine), serine, glycine and polysaccharides, while those from calcite are 

proteins rich in aspartic acid (and/or asparagine) (Aizenberg et al., 1996). Furthermore, 

Aizenberg et al. (2002) have found that macromolecules from the ACC-containing domain 

of the tunic spicule from P. pachydermatina are glycoproteins rich in glutamic acid and 

hydroxyamino acids, while the domain with calcite has aspartate-rich proteins. The 

macromolecules extracted from the ACC domain of the tunic spicule can induce the 

formation of stabilised ACC and/or inhibit crystallisation in vitro (Aizenberg et al., 2002). 

Besides certain types of proteins, magnesium has also been found to stabilise ACC 

(Aizenberg et al., 2002; Loste et al., 2003). The role of magnesium in ACC stabilisation is 

linked to the formation of magnesian calcite (Raz et al., 2000; Loste et al., 2003). In addition, 

phosphorus-containing ions can also stabilise ACC by inhibiting crystallisation of calcium 

carbonate (Reddy, 1977). The mechanism by which glycerophosphate and orthophosphate 

ions prevent the growth of the crystalline phase involves the ions blocking crystal growth 

sites on the calcite surface (Reddy, 1977).  

As briefly discussed in an earlier section, the fracture behaviour in the distal exocuticle, 

particularly in H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, helps us understand the role of the 

interprismatic septa as initiation sites in the calcification of the distal exocuticle (Dillaman et 

al., 2005; Fabritius et al., 2016). Dillaman et al. (2005) found that the first mineral deposited 

at the interprismatic septa of the blue crab C. sapidus is more soluble than calcite and 

opined that it is probably ACC. In newly moulted cuticles of P. scaber, ACC depositions take 

place prior to the formation of calcite in the distal layers indicating that ACC serves as a 

precursor to calcite (Neues et al., 2011). The use of the metastable ACC phase as transient 

precursor to the formation of calcite is not restricted to the Crustacea. In the spicule and 
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spine of the sea urchin Paracentrotas lividus as well as the tooth of the purple sea urchin 

Stronglyocentrotus purpuratus, the development of the skeletal tissues is based firstly on 

ACC formation after which crystallisation of ACC to calcite gradually takes place (Beniash 

et al., 1997; Politi et al., 2004, 2008; Ma et al., 2007). In fact, increasing evidence has 

pointed out that the formation of diverse crystalline skeletal tissues across different phyla, 

be they calcite-, aragonite-, or apatite-based, is preceded by the deposition of an 

amorphous phase (Gower, 2008). Examples of such skeletal tissues include a radular tooth 

of a chiton where amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) transforms to dahllite, which is a 

poorly crystalline mineral phase of apatite (Lowenstam and Weiner, 1985); a larval shell of 

the marine bivalves Mercenaria mercenaria and Crassostrea gigas as well as a shell of the 

freshwater snail Biomphalaria glabrata where aragonite formation is preceded by ACC 

deposition (Hasse et al., 2000; Weiss et al., 2002; Marxen et al., 2003); a quail eggshell 

where ACC transforms to calcite (Lakshminarayanan et al., 2006); and in bone in which the 

crystalline hydroxyapatite is formed from an amorphous precursor (Olszta et al., 2007). Politi 

et al. (2008) have investigated the manner by which the initially deposited amorphous phase 

transforms to calcite in the sea urchin larval spicule and proposed that the transformation 

propagates through pre-existing nanogranular units via a secondary nucleation mechanism. 

In secondary nucleation, an already-crystalline nanoparticle serves as a basis for crystal 

transformation by transferring its crystal orientation upon contact to the neighbouring 

amorphous nanoparticles (Killian et al., 2009). While there occurs a change in atomic 

arrangement in the secondary nucleation, the nanogranular morphology of the biomineral 

is unaffected. In the joint cuticle, the granular appearance of fractured surfaces at high 

resolution suggests that the transformation from ACC to calcite occurs via secondary 

nucleation as well.  

In addition to its role as precursor to crystalline polymorphs, ACC is used to facilitate mineral 

resorption in preparation for moulting. In many Crustacea, pre-moult animals store calcium 

as ACC in specialised structures or organs, like gastroliths in the stomach of decapods, 

posterior caeca of the midgut gland in terrestrial amphipods, or sternal deposits in terrestrial 

isopods (Greenaway, 1985; Luquet and Marin, 2004). The animals take advantage of ACC’s 

high solubility for it to be used in resorption, storage and recycling during moulting. Using 

Raman spectroscopy as well as combined quantitative Rietvelt analysis of X-ray diffraction 

and atomic absorption spectroscopy, Neues et al. (2011) have shown that most of ACC is 

resorbed, while calcite remains in the old cuticle and is then shed away. In a similar manner 

to that used as a stable entity within a cuticle, the ACC at storage sites also needs to be 
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stabilised. A number of studies have been carried out to determine which factors contribute 

to its stabilisation within the deposits. From the gastrolith of the crayfish C. quadricarinatus, 

a negatively charged glycoprotein called GAP 65 has been found to stabilise ACC and 

prevent CaCO3 crystallisation in vitro (Shechter et al., 2008). Bentov et al., (2010) have 

characterised proteins extracted from the gastrolith of the same crayfish species and found 

that the proteins inducing ACC formation were phosphorylated and these phosphorylated 

proteins were incorporated into the amorphous phase during its formation. To identify which 

phosphoamino acids were involved in ACC formation, they conducted in vitro CaCO3 

precipitation experiments and found that phosphoserine and phosphothreonine alone can 

induce the formation of highly stable ACC (Bentov et al., 2010). The role of phosphate in 

ACC formation and stabilisation has been confirmed by a study of Sato et al., (2011), in 

which glycolytic intermediates, phosphoenolpyruvate and 3-phosphoglycerate, extracted 

from the exoskeleton and gastrolith of the fresh water crayfish Procambarus clarkii, have 

been found to play an important role in the precipitation and stabilisation of ACC. Hennig et 

al. (2012) performed experiments on precipitation of CaCO3 within near physiological but 

phosphate-free salines, and matrix proteins extracted from the sternal deposit of P. scaber. 

With matrix proteins present in the solution, ACC granules were formed and their 

agglomerations were reminiscent of those in the native sternal deposit (Hennig et al., 2012). 

The ACC agglomerations were stable for at least one month (Hennig et al., 2012). 

Furthermore, they found that bovine serum albumin (used as a control protein) did not affect 

crystal growth of calcite crystals but in the presence of magnesium ions, severe effects on 

the surface structure of calcite crystals were observed suggesting combined effect of BSA 

and magnesium on crystal growth (Hennig et al., 2012). However, unlike proteins extracted 

from the gastroliths of C. quadricarinatus and P. clarkii, the soluble matrix proteins from the 

sternal deposit of P. scaber is virtually void of phosphates (Hennig et al., 2012). In their 

experiments, inorganic phosphate is not required for ACC formation and stabilisation in the 

presence of the soluble matrix proteins; however, phosphate could very well be a 

contributing factor in in vivo ACC formation as the sternal deposit of P. scaber contains a 

significant amount of phosphorus in the form of amorphous calcium phosphate (Hennig et 

al., 2012).  

Earlier in this section, the role of magnesium in ACC stabilisation has been mentioned. In 

the cuticle, it also serves as a stable phase substituting calcium atoms in the lattice to form 

magnesian calcite. In the joint cuticles of H. brevicornis and P. scaber, the number of 

magnesium atoms per 100 atoms of calcium falls in the range of 5-10, while it is higher in 
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T. europaeus being between 10-18 atoms, likely a reflection of its ready access to seawater, 

which has a high magnesium concentration of 40 mmol L-1. In the distal exocuticle where 

crystalline calcite is a predominant phase, the presence of magnesium as magnesian calcite 

likely contributes to the layer’s increased stiffness since increasing ratio of Mg-calcite has 

been found to be associated with increasing bulk elastic modulus of calcite (Elstnerová et 

al., 2010). In crystallisation experiments, Raz et al. (2000) have shown that Mg-calcite 

produced via a partially stabilised amorphous phase contains as much as 21 mol.-% of 

magnesium, higher than the maximum content of thermodynamically stable magnesian 

calcite, which is 10 mol.-%. The addition of macromolecules from high magnesian-bearing 

skeletons have resulted in an even greater magnesium content of 34 mol.-% suggesting 

that the amorphous precursor pathway may play a role in the formation of biological 

skeletons where magnesium contents in Mg-calcite can be as high as 40 mol.-% (Raz et 

al., 2000).  

In all cuticles in this study, phosphorus is highest at the edges, moderate in the endocuticle 

of the central region where its distribution appears layered, and just above the detection 

limit in the distal exocuticle. The phosphorus recorded from EDX measurements might come 

either from an organic source occurring in the form of phospholipids or phosphoproteins or 

from an inorganic source in the form of mineral such as ACP or apatite. The presence of 

phosphates is confirmed by Raman spectroscopy measurements where their distribution is 

similar to that of phosphorus in EDX measurements with the exception that phosphates in 

the distal exocuticle of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus are too low to produce any 

detectable Raman signals. There are parts within the joint cuticle where signals of organic 

components and phosphates overlap so that an organic origin of part of the phosphate 

signals cannot be excluded. However, Raman signals from organic and phosphate 

components do not always correlate suggesting that ACP is well present within the joint 

cuticle. In nanoindentation experiments, the elastic modulus of cuticle mineralised with ACP 

is lower than that with ACC (Fabritius et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2014). Hence, the edges, 

with high content of ACP, are more compliant than within the central region, which is of 

necessity since the edge connects the soft cuticle of the arthrodial membrane to the stiff 

cuticle of the central region. The increased amount of ACP at the edge might also provide 

the cuticle with cushioning material needed for frequent contact with the edge of the 

opposing cuticular element. In the pars incisiva of the isopod mandible, ACP mineralises 

the cuticle within its middle region and it is then successively replaced by ACC towards the 

base of the skeletal element (Huber et al., 2014, 2015). The use of ACP, instead of calcite 
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or ACC, within the pars incisiva is of a much greater extent than within the edge of the joint 

where ACC is co-located with ACP.  

The edges of H. brevicornis and P. scaber have more than 20 phosphorus atoms to 100 

atoms of calcium, whereas the ratio in T. europaeus is half of that. The high ratio of 

phosphorus to calcium in H. brevicornis and P. scaber suggests that their cuticles at the 

edge are more compliant than that of T. europaeus. Neues et al. (2007) have studied the 

tergite cuticle composition of ten isopod species and found P. scaber to have the highest 

percentage of ACP at 11.2%, second only to O. asellus with 12.8%. The result on ACP 

percentage of P. scaber cuticle of Neues et al. (2007) agrees well with the high contribution 

of ACP in the cuticle composition of P. scaber found in this study. In addition, presuming 

that the low phosphorus recorded from the joint cuticle of the supralittoral isopod T. 

europaeus is contributed, at least in part, by the presence of ACP, the low concentration of 

the element is in accordance with the findings of Neues et al. (2007) which have revealed 

that cuticles of marine isopods generally contain lower ACP concentrations than their 

terrestrial relatives.  

In addition to ACP, phosphate occurs in other mineral phases in other crustaceans. To 

counter repeated high stress on the outer cuticle, the molar region in the mandible of the 

freshwater crayfish C. quadricarinatus is mineralised with crystalline fluoroapatite (Bentov 

et al., 2012) and the dactyl club of the stomatopod O. scyllarus with hydroxyapatite (Weaver 

et al., 2012). In the carapace of C. pagurus, the exocuticle contains a peculiar Mg-PO4-CO3 

phase below a thin layer of calcite (Fabritius et al., 2012). Such mineral phases are unusual 

but they exemplify the diversification of crustacean cuticle so that each cuticular element 

functions well in a required task.  
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Correlations between architecture of cuticle and animal behaviour 

Eco-morphological strategies and behavioural patterns can be correlated with the skeletal 

construction of terrestrial isopods (Schmalfuss, 1984). When disturbed, many isopods roll 

themselves into perfect spheres. By doing so, these so-called conglobating species or 

rollers avoid predation by exposing their hard, thick cuticle to the outside, while keeping 

their soft ventral cuticle inside the sphere. The rollers crawl slowly and have short legs that 

can be packed tightly inside the sphere. H. brevicornis and T. europaeus belong within this 

group. Aspects of their cuticular architecture, particularly the presence of a very thick heavily 

mineralised distal exocuticle, reflect their rolling behaviour. On the other hand, other isopods 

avoid danger by running away. The so-called runners have long legs and a thinner, more 

flexible cuticle. Many of the runners can also cling tightly to the surface. Their flattened body 

shape and the tight fitting of the coxal plates make it difficult to detach the clingers from the 

surface. P. scaber are of a clinger/runner type. Besides rollers, runners and clingers, there 

are also other types of isopods collectively called “non-conformists” which use different 

strategies in avoiding predation (Schmalfuss, 1984). 

Cuticles of the rollers generally have a high mineral content and high ACC/calcite ratio of 

3.4-5.0, whereas those of the runners are less mineralised and have a lower ACC/calcite 

ratio of between 2.2 and 2.7 (Becker et al., 2005; Neues et al., 2007). It is believed that one 

reason for the cuticles of the rolling isopods to have a high ACC/calcite ratio is that quick 

mineralisation of the new cuticle is required (Becker et al., 2005) since ACC but not calcite 

is subject to resorption and recycling in moulting (Neues et al., 2011). In the tergite cuticle 

of T. europaeus, however, the ACC/calcite ratio is only 2.0, lower than in the cuticles of the 

runners group (Seidl et al., 2011). Factors that may contribute to the deviation from the 

general scheme include the fact that T. europaeus moults in its burrow and is thus protected 

from predators, and that its moult frequency seems to be much lower than those of other 

rolling species (Seidl et al., 2011).  

In H. brevicornis and P. scaber, all 14 legs operate in a similar manner in walking. In T. 

europaeus, all legs also have a more or less similar role when the animal walks. However, 

in burrowing into the sand, a T. europaeus close relative, Tylos granulatus, which burrow to 

depths of up to one metre or more, use the pairs of pereiopods differently (Brown and 

Trueman, 1996). Pereiopods 1 to 3 do the digging, pairs 4 to 6 compact the excavated sand, 

and pair 7 push the bolus behind the animal (Brown and Trueman, 1996). There have been 

no reports on how T. europaeus burrow themselves into the sand. However, if it is to be 

assumed that the burrowing behaviour is similar, the different functions of the three groups 
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of pereiopod pairs are not reflected in the architecture of the joint cuticle of T. europaeus. 

This is likely because the three sets of movements are only slightly different and do not 

require any modifications of the joint cuticle.  

Between the rolling species of H. brevicornis and T. europaeus and the running/clinging 

species of P. scaber, there are architectural differences in their joint cuticles that are related 

to their defence strategies. The following aspects have previously been discussed but they 

are summarised again to emphasise the contribution of their cuticles in the animals’ 

behaviours. In P. scaber, the thickness of the cuticle in the central region is relatively thin 

but it bulges out at the edge to withstand repeated loading imposed upon it from the frequent 

movements in walking and running of the condyle. An extra extensor located at the tip of 

the middle condyle, not present in the tylids, helps exert forces needed for such movements. 

Another adaptation to high loads subjected to the edge cuticle of P. scaber is the parallel 

orientation of the fibrils within the endocuticle. These parallel fibrils run around the bulging 

rim of the condyle aligning themselves parallel to the tensile forces acted upon the edge by 

the extensors and tensors. The separate cuticular element between the posterior condyle 

and socket found only in the posterior coxal plates of P. scaber likely aids the condyle 

movement against the socket allowing it to move more freely compared to the condyle of 

the tylids that moves against their rigid posterior socket. In H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, 

the central region has a thick cuticle whose calcite-mineralised distal exocuticle is much 

thicker than its proximal exocuticle. Adaptational aspects observed in P. scaber are missing 

from the two tylids. Their edge does not bulge out; in fact, it becomes thinner likely merely 

transitioning to the thin arthrodial membrane likely as a result of their edge not having to 

experience considerable pulling as in the case of P. scaber. The tylids retain the Bouligand 

structure at the endocuticle of the edge because the need to withstand forces from a single 

direction, i.e. from pulling by the extensors and flexors, is not great enough to sacrifice the 

twisted plywood structure that can withstand forces from all directions in the x-y plane. 

These interesting adaptations in the two groups epitomise how different functions, no matter 

how slight, can be observed in the architecture of the cuticle reflecting the close relationship 

between the structure-composition and function of the cuticle. 
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Summary 

This research on crustacean cuticle focuses on a correlation between architecture and 

function of a joint connecting a pereiopod (walking leg) to the body in isopods. In general, 

research on biological materials aims to provide an answer as to how life has evolved 

different functional materials and made efficient use of them. In the Arthropoda, with a view 

to understanding the ultrastructure and composition of the taxon’s diverse cuticular 

elements, a wide range of skeletal elements for example those belonging to insects and 

crustaceans have been subjected to investigation. While it can be similarly structured and 

composed, the cuticle serves diverse functions for the animal by slightly modifying its 

structures and components resulting in a great diversification of cuticles adapted to 

functions ranging, for example, from mechanical protection and movement to vision, 

respiration as well as defence. In crustaceans, the incorporation of mineral into the cuticle 

distinguishes them from members of other arthropod groups; generally, crustacean cuticle 

is, as a result, harder and stiffer than cuticles of other arthropods and, by having mineral, 

there is one more degree of freedom for cuticular variation in crustaceans. Groups in the 

Crustacea that are a focus of biological materials research include Decapoda, Amphipoda 

and Isopoda. In isopods, a variety of skeletal elements has been studied, including cuticles 

of the tergite, mandible, eye as well as joint. Joints offer researchers an opportunity to look 

into a cuticle where both a fixed and a moveable element can be observed. 

The joint in this study is of a ball-and-socket type, with the end of the basis (the most 

proximal segment of the pereiopod in isopods) acting as a ball moving within the 

confinement of the sternal plate, which acts as a socket of the joint. In this study, the end of 

the basis is termed condyle and the cuticle surrounding the socket in the sternal plate simply 

called socket. In between the condyle and socket lies a thin cuticle, called arthrodial 

membrane, which ensures flexible movement of the former against the latter.  

Isopod species that are a subject of this work include Helleria brevicornis Ebner, 1868, Tylos 

europaeus Arcangeli, 1938, and Porcellio scaber Latreille, 1804. The animals live in 

different habitats. H. brevicornis are found in forests near rivers on islands of the Tyrrhenian 

See, while T. europaeus roam the upper zones of sandy shores of the European 

Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts and P. scaber are adapted to drier climates and inhabit 

mesic habitats. Phylogenically, the former two are closely related belonging to the family 

Tylidae, while P. scaber belong to the Crinochaeta. In defence, P. scaber cling tightly to the 

substrate or run away from predators, while the two tylids role their bodies up exposing only 

the hard, dorsal part to the outside while keeping the soft, ventral part unexposed. The three 
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different species were chosen for the joint study to compare similarities and differences that 

may arise from phylogenic distance, habitats, and/or defence tactics.  

Like in many other cuticles, the joint cuticle is composed of an epicuticle, exocuticle and 

endocuticle. The epicuticle contains lipids, waxes, proteins and alcohols. It forms scales 

and hairs, protects the animals from osmotic stress and, in terrestrial species, prevents 

desiccation. Layers that constitute the bulk of the cuticle are the exo- and endocuticle. They 

are helicoidally arranged in which chitin-protein fibrils/fibres are oriented parallel to one 

another in one plane but rotate at an angle from one plane to the next resulting in a so-

called twisted plywood structure or Bouligand structure. Variations in structure as well as in 

chemical composition occur between the hard cuticle of the condyle and socket and the soft 

cuticle of the arthrodial membrane, with edges of the hard cuticle acting as transitional 

points. The region containing hard cuticle is called the central region in reference to its 

position at the centre of the condyle/socket cuticle. The central region contains a thin 

epicuticle, heavily mineralised and organically sparse distal exocuticle, and proximal 

exocuticle and endocuticle in which chitin-protein fibrils are dense and each individual fibril 

is surrounded by mineral. In terms of thickness of the major layers, there are some variations 

between species. While, in all species, the endocuticle is the major layer accounting for 

more than half of the total thickness of the whole cuticle, in H. brevicornis and T. europaeus, 

the distal exocuticle is much thicker than the proximal exocuticle but in P. scaber, thickness 

relation of the two exocuticular layers is the reverse. Mineral in fractured surfaces of the 

distal exocuticle has different morphologies. In the two tylid species, polygonal structures 

are observed alternating with smooth faces, whereas the fracture face in P. scaber is 

smooth or plate-like. Unlike in the proximal exocuticle and endocuticle, the mechanism 

governing mineral formation in the distal exocuticle seems to be independent of the organic 

phase. The crystal morphology is a result of mineral grains growing in a competitive manner 

leading to the fracture face of the distal exocuticle resembling that of inorganic minerals. 

The joints are mineralised by calcium carbonate, and to a much smaller extent, calcium 

phosphate. The calcium carbonate occurs in two different phases, crystalline calcite and 

amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC), with the former mineralising the outer periphery of 

the cuticle and the latter the inner part. Since these mineral phases have distinct mechanical 

properties, this leads to the outer part, i.e. the distal exocuticle, being harder and stiffer than 

the inner part, i.e. proximal exocuticle and endocuticle.  

At edges of the joint, the region near the arthrodial membrane, the distal exocuticle 

disappears and the epicuticle becomes many-fold thicker. This together with the higher 
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concentration of amorphous calcium phosphate results in the edge having higher 

compliance than the central region, which is crucial to its being a transitional cuticle to the 

soft arthrodial membrane. In regions of the joint where the condyle and socket come into 

frequent contact, their edges are large to support the weight of the opposing structure. To 

prevent delamination of the epicuticle as a result of the frequent contact, the epicuticle at 

the edge sends extension downwards firmly anchoring its material to the subjacent 

exocuticle. This modification is common in H. brevicornis and T. europaeus but very rare in 

P. scaber and when such modification is observed, the epicuticular extensions are much 

shorter than those of the tylids. In P. scaber, an unusual fibril orientation is observed in the 

epicuticle at the edge. Instead of having the usual Bouligand structure, the fibrils do not twist 

between planes running parallel along the rim of the condyle forming a “rope-like” structure, 

which helps sustain higher loads that arise from the species’ higher agility.  

In the arthrodial membrane, the cuticle is much thinner than the condyle and socket cuticle, 

with thickness of the exo- and endocuticle greatly reduced, while that of the epicuticle 

remains comparably thick to that observed at the edge. The reduction in thickness of the 

exo- and endocuticle coupled with their much less indistinguishable structure likely results 

in the arthrodial membrane being much softer and more flexible than the condyle and socket 

cuticle. Important functions of the epicuticle are retained because, despite a requirement to 

be soft and flexible, the arthrodial membrane still needs to be impermeable to water, for 

which the epicuticle serves a primary role.  

It appears that differences observed in the joint are rather species-specific, with the joint 

cuticles of the two tylids comparable to each other, while differing from that of P. scaber, 

reflecting the close phylogenetic relationship of the former two against P. scaber as well as 

the different defence strategies, that is, rolling into spheres in H. brevicornis and T. 

europaeus and clinging to the substrate or running away in P. scaber.  

What has been found in this study helps us understand more the structure and composition 

of joint cuticle that is specialised for stable connection and guidance in relative movements 

of exoskeletal elements. Its function in movement, coordinated by the condyle, the socket 

and the arthrodial membrane connecting the two together, is reflected in the joint 

architecture. By seeing the changes occurring in the cuticle as we go from the hard central 

region to the softer edge and eventually to the even softer and more flexible arthrodial 

membrane, we have a better understanding of the structure/composition-function 

relationship of the different layers that constitute a crustacean cuticle. 
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